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q
In recent years, energy-storag e do-to-dc converters have been widely
used in power-conditioning applications.	 These converters usually employ
energy-stora ge reactors to store and transfer energy in some controlled
manner.	 The design of these reactors is a crucial step in the design of the
converter as a whole, however, these designs usually are performed
on a trial-and-error basis with little analytical g uidance available.	 This
dissertation presents two methodical approaches to the design of energy-
storage reactors for a g roup of ttidel;/ used do-to-dc converters.
One of these approaches is based on a steady-state time-domain
analysis of pieceviise-linearized circuit models of the converters, while the
other approach is based on an analysis of the same circuit models, but from
an energy point of view. 	 The design procedure developed from the first ap-
proach includes a search throuch a stored data file of m annetic core char-
acteristics and results in a list of usable reactor desions which meet a
particular converter's requirements. 	 Because of the complexity of this pro-
cedure, a di g ital computer usually is used to implement the design algorithm.
The second approach, based on a study of the stora ge and transfer of energy
in the magnetic reactors, leads to a relatively simple and straightforward
desi g n procedure which can be implemented rather quickly with hand 	 calcu-
lations.	 The heart of this procedure is a specially constructed table of
magnetic core characteristics.	 This procedure does not provide the designer z
with as much information as the first approach does, but it does provide an
easy way to quickly reach a workable design and is particularly useful when
t
1
the desi gn has to be done by hand calculations or with a small 	 calculator.
v
In short, both of these approaches 	 have individual merits and can serve as
complements to each other.
In addition to the design procedures described above, an equation
which can be easily used to quickly determine the lower-bound volume of
.a._
y workable cores for	 given converter design specifications. is derived.	 Using..
this computed lower-bound volume, a comparative evaluation of various con-
y verter configurations is presented. 	 This comparison provides some guidance
' Y for choosing a particular converter configuration from amon g the various con-
finurations available. 	 It is believed that this analytical guidance in con-
:. }.•
junction with design procedures presented in this dissertation can signifi-
cantly reduce the time, and hence the cost, of designing energy-storage re-
i actors in do-to-dc converters.
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AChapter I
INTRODUCTION
Magnetic-enerny-storage static do-to-dc converters have been widely
used in reg ulated do-to-dc power conversion applications. 	 Because of their
small size, light weight, and high efficiency, they are particularly well-
suited for aerospace applications.
	
These converters usually can be classi-
fied in one of four basic cate gories:	 (A) single-windin g voltage, step-up
converters which are capable of stepping up the input voltaae; 	 (B) sinale-
i winding current step-up converters which are capable of steppino up the in-
., put current;gle-windin g voltage step-up/current step-up converters(C)	 sin
which are capable of steppinn up either the input voltage or the input cur-
rent; and	 (D) two-grinding voltage step-up/current step-up converters. 	 Any
one of three different types of controllers-- constant frequency, constant
on-time and constant off-time-- can be used to renulate	 the output voltage
of these various types of converter.	 One of the most important elements in
confinurationseach of these converter	 is a maonetic reactor which is used
for enerny storage and transfer. 	 These reactors usually are a major portion
of the total weight and volume of the converters and consequently minimizing
the size is often an important consideration in ,many applications. 	 In the
past, reactors for do-to-dc converters usually have been designed on a trial-
basis	 intuition	 the	 design tool,and-error	 where experience and	 are	 primary
with little analytical guidance available except for a few particular
(2)
.r
3L
converter types [1,2]. This dissertation, motivated by Ref. [2], presents
an analysis-based systematic approach 	 to the desian of eneroy-storage re-
actors for a group of widely used dc-to-dc converters.
The purpose of this dissertation is three-fold:
(1) to establish analytical relationships between various converter para-
meters which lead to desion procedures for the energy-stora ge reactors
in dc-to-dc converters.
(2) to demonstrate the feasibility of computer-aided procedures for de-
signing
 reactors in dc-to-dc converters.
(3) to present a simple and direct method for designin g
 these energy-storage
reactors, which can be used when the design has to be made by hand
calculations.
This dissertation is based on material presented in a series of
publications [3,4,5,6, and 7] of which the writer is the principal author.
Chapter II presents the derivation of design equations which lead
to systematic procedures for designing the energy-storage reactors for nine
controller-converter combinations. These equations and the subsequent pro-
cedures are based on a time-domain analysis of each of the converter con-
figurations. A similar approach is followed in Chapter III to develop pro-
cedures for desioninn the reactors for three two-winding controller-con-
verter combinations. The presence of two windin g s on the reactors of these
ti
converters not only makes it possible to achieve input-output conductive
isolation but it also provides additional flexibility in the reactor desian
which is not available in sincle-windino converters. By utilizing the
extra freedom provided by the additional winding, ten converter design or
perfoi,mance constraints are presented which enable incorporatino additional
desion objectives into the procedure.
4The desinn procedures presented in Chapters II and III can be imple-
mented by hand calculations, but because of the complexity of the procedure,
a digital computer is usually used to implement the desi gn algorithm. These
design procedures include searchin g through a stored data Tile of magnetic
core specifications to yield a list of designs which meet a particular con-
verter specification.	 This search process usually begins with the smallest
available core size and 'proceeds toward the largest size in the catalog. For
a given converter specification, no knowledge of the required size of work-
able cores is immediately available. Thus, the search process can be very
time-consumin g when the procedure is followed with hand calculations.
In Chapter IV, a constraint relationship on the converter core volume
is established. This constraint relationship is expressed in terms of a
lo.,4er-bound condition on core volume, 	 and is derived from an analysis of
the various converters from an energy point of view. The lower-bound condi-
tion enables the designer to quickly screen the population of available re-
	
1
actor cores to determine those cores which are candidates for a particular
a
desinn specification, thereby greatly simplifying the search process. Using
this lower bound condition and some results obtained in Chapters II and III,
_ a new procedure for designing the energy-storage reactors for do-to-dc con
verters is developed in Chapter V. The heart of this procedure is a special
table of core parameters which are calculated from data provided by magnetic
core manufacturers.
By utilizin g; this special table and the lower-bound condition de-
velooed in Chapter IV, the core search process is reduced to_a methodical
table ,search. This procedure does not require repetitive trial designs and
thus can be carried out rather quickl y with hand calculations.
Conclusions which can be drawn from this work are presented in
Chapter VI with suonestions for future research. The derivations of some
of the more important analytical expressions presented in the text are
outlined in the Appendices. The International System of Units (SI) is
used throughout, and a glossary of symbols and their associated units
is placed at the end of this dissertation.
+T
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" Chapter II
'. DESIGN OF ENERGY-STORAGE REACTORS FOR
SINGLE-!FINDING DC-TO-DC CONVERTERS
SIB
_ a
! x j
2.1	 Introduction
{ The three single-windinn converters considered in the dissertation	 i
are shot-in
	
in Fin.
	
2.1	 [8].	 The circuit in Fig.	 2.1(A) is the voltage step-up
configuration, which has an average output voltage V O higher than the do
.I
E
I
" input voltage Vis and is desi gnated as VU.	 Fia. 2.1(B) shows the current 	
l
^I
step-up configuration desi gnated as CU which has an output current I O higher i
than the averarye input current I I and an output voltage V O levier than the
,^. input voltage V I .	 The voltage step-up/current step-up confi g uration in
^- Fin. 2.1(C)
	 can either step up or step down the output voltage while simul-
x
t
taneously supplying an output current that is lower or hipher,respectively,
t than the avera ge source input current.
	 This confi g uration is identified by
UD, standing for un-down.
	
Each converter consists of an eneray-stora ge re-
actor, a filter capacitor, a power transistor switch, a free wheeling-diode,
and a controller which controls the duty cycle of the power transistor.
Three type of
	 controllers
	 constant frequency, constant on-time, and con-
j
t ,tant off-time -- are often used to pulse modulate the power transistor to
achieve output voltage regulation.	 The constant frequency controller pro-
duces a pulse of appropriate width and constant frequency to drive the power
transistor; the constant on-time controller and constant off-tine controller
^;a R —
	 I
7
f
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F'	 2`	 Afigure
	
.1(	 ) S i ngle -windin g -	 rvoltage step- up conve ter (Vjj)
(Q) Single-winding current-step-up converter (CU)	 V
(C) Single-winding voltage step -up/current
step-up converter (UD)
produce pulses to drive the power transistor, respectively, for fixed trans-
istor on-time and fixed transistor off-time.
The primary objective in the design of energy storage reactors for
do-to-dc converters is to select a suitable macnetic core, determine the
number of turns and size of the a!indina wire such that the converter is
capable of providing a regulated output voltage over a specified range of
input voltage and output power.
This chapter, based heavily on Ref. [31, presents equations and pro-
cedures for designing the reactors for the three single-windin g converters
x'	 in conjunction with the three controller types.
2.2	 Circuit Analysis
The design procedures are devqloped from time-domain analyses of
piecewise-linearized modelsof the power section of the three converter types.
The power transistor and diode in each of these converters operate as
switches.	 t4hen the	 transistor is conducting, the diode is cut off, and the
r energy supplied by the input source is stored in the reactor core.	 The
energy stored in the core during the transistor on-time is released throuah
the diodes to supply the load during the time when the transistor is cut 	 '-
;F
off.	 The flux density in the macynetic core cycles between the values BA and
4
BB, the minimum and the maximun values of the excursion in steady state for
^,
wm
a oiven set of operati na conditions.	 Analysis of each of the three conver-
ter types yields equations for BA and Bs accordin g to the type of controller
,I
:.: employed in the feedback path of the closed-loop regulated converter. These
t,,10 sets of equations form the bases of desi gn al gorithms from which the
number of turns N is computed and from which the various currents
are found.
tr }
49
2.2.1 'lodes of Operation
k
Two modes of operation are possible for each of the three circuit
configurations, depending on the nature of the cyclic excursion of core flux
t
density.	 The core material for the inductor is assumed to have a li-near B
versus H characteristic, such as shown in Fia, 2.2, where B S is the satura-
tion flux density, B p the residual flux density, and B A and 6'B represent,
respectively, the minimum and maximum values of the cyclic flux-density ex-
^Y
cursion of the core at any particular set of circuit operating conditions.
In Mode 1 operation, the flux in the core is, at all times, moving either up-
•toward B S durina a time interval t on or downward toward B R during time kward
interval toff ; in other words, B4 > BR and B B <	 BS .	 In Mode 2 operation, the
flux in the core resides for a finite period of time to ff at the residual
 j
value; in other words, BA = BR for a time toff during each cycle.	 Mode 1 is
d
often referred as the continuous conduction mode and Mode 2 as the discon-
tinuous conduction mode.
y
2,2,2	 Assumptions
The three circuit confi gurations are analyzed under the following
six assumptions.	 1) The transistors and diodes act as switches with constant
forward voltage drops of 'r'^ and Vp,_respectively, and infinite reverse re- I
sistances.	 2) The magnetic cores of inductors L are operated in the linear-
.,
' range with constant permeability P = AB/All. 	 3) The filter capacitors C are
so large that the output volta ge has negligible ripple.	 4) The controller
` controlling the duty cycle of the transistors are perfect, drawing zero cur-
rent from the load and operatin g with zero time delay.	 5) The unregulated
input voltages VI are always larger than transistor saturation voltage d
drops VQ .	 6) The resistances of the windings -are neglected during the design
" process. !
t '
,

1	
'	 3
11 y
}	 2.3 Design Information
3
Using the assumptions made in the last section, circuit equationsX	 _
011 be a.ritten and certain neneral relationships developed. /attention t-ill
p
then be focused on Mode 1 operation, and waveforms of current., voltane, and
flux density will be presented for each converter configuration, which are
applicable for any one of the three types of controllers considered. Design
i	 equations for '!ode 1 oneration t- , ill then developed for each of the nine comb-
nations of converter and controller. Follov,,inv a_sinilar procedure, `"ode 2
	 5
on
	 will then be considered and nine sets of desi gn relationships appli-
1	 cahle to this operation node will be developed.
Instead of discussinn and deriving relationships for each of the
eighteen cases individually, information will be presented in the form of
4
tables with equation numbers coded so that parallel relationshi ps can he
identified, as well as specific ones. -For example, referring to Table 2.1
►i	 (6) refers to all three of the equations for t /t'
	 in the row containing{	 on of .
the symbol (6), whereas (6,CU) refers to the specific equation t
on^ t
 off-
(`n,+VD)/(VI-VO-V,,) aopli^able only to a current ste p-up converter.
Table 2.1 presents neneral relationships for the three configurations.
These relationshi ps are indenenaent of the rode of o peration and the controllerr
used. Equations for inductor current i X and capacitor current i C are presented
for the time interval ton that Q is saturated and the flux density in the core
	
I
	 is increasing from BA to &D in Equation (1) and (2), and the interval tof u that
is cut off and the flux density is decreasing from B B to Bain (3) and (4).
An additional time interval to ff occurs in {lode 2 operation when the flux
density remains constant at B= 6A= BR for a finite portion of each cycle. 	 The°
total period T is defined in (5).	 Equatinn the increase and decrease of
reactor current from (1) and (3) leads to the time relationship
'	 12	 1'
	
q	 I
a;	
k	
1
Y; S
	
} 	 Table 2.1 General Characteristics of the Three
Single-Winding Converters
a
ti^
t
r
99Y99Y
a
-
i
i
a
VOLTAGE STEP-UP CURRENT STEP-UP iOLTAGE STEP-UP/CURRENT STEP-UP
CONVERTER	 (VU) CONVERTER	 CU CONVERTER	 (UD
- o z c
di
L dt
	 - V
I -VQ	 (1,VUj
di
L ^ = V I -VO-VQ	 (1,CU)
di
L	 = V I -VQ	 (1,UD)
0
v^ i o _	 -	 I O	 (2) i o = i x - I O io = - IO
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x
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L LD
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(6). Using (5) and (6), the fact that the avera ge value of capacitor current
must be zero, and that P O = V O I D , the average value of reactor current IX
for Mode 1 or Mode 2 operation is given by (7).
(A) Mode 1
Considerinn now only mode l operation, three expressions-(8), (9),
and (10)-are niven at the top of Table2.2, relating the time intervals ton'
tiff , and T. Also riven in the table are sketches of waveshapes of induc-
tor current ix, input current i I , capacitor current i C , diode current iD,
flux density B, and voltage across the inductor v  for all three basic con-
verter confinurations.
Table 2.3, because of the length of some of the expressions, is ar-
ranked in three parts, A, B, and C. However, the pattern of presentation
and numberinn of equations follow the same format as in the other tables.
Table 2,3 aives the design relationships for each of the three basic con-
verter configurations when driven by a constant frequency controller, a con-
stant on-time controller, and a constant off-time controller. The first ex
pression for each of the nine converter-controller combinations g ives values
for the peak flux-density excursion B B and the minimum flux-density excur-
sion BA for any particular set of operatin g conditions Vi, Vol and P0,
semiconductor parameters V D and VQ , inductor parameters N, u, B R , Q, and A,
^	 1
{ 5
and conversion-frequency period T. The plus sion is to be used for B B and
the minus sign for BA . This expression is obtained by recognizing that BB,
BA Bav ± (AB/2) where Bav = BR + (u NI X/fl ; for the VU and UD converters,
AB = ton (V
I 
- VQ )/NA, and for the CU converter, AB = t on (V I - VU - VD)/NA.
Usina the value ofI from (7), and the value t	 in terms of T obtained
X	 on
from (5) and (6), leads to relationship
_	 w
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Mode 1 Reactor .F1 ux-Density
Table 2.3(A) and Turns Relationships for the
	 +"
Si.ngla-Winding Voltage Step-Up
Converter
i
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(11.VU)
B max occurs at PO • PO max and VI	 V I min	 (12)
A min occurs at PO • PO min and at V I • VR if Vi win `— VR = VI max* or
at VI • Vi min if VR ` VI win' or at V 1 • VI max if VR . VI max Where	 (17)
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	 Mode 1 Reactor Flux-Density
Table 2.3(B) and Turns Relationships for the
Single-blinding Current Step-Up
Converter .
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Mode 1 Reactor Flux-Density
Table 2.3(C) and Turns Relationships for the
Single-Winding Voltage Step-Up/
Current Step-Up Converter
t"
'
To use (11) in a procedure to produce a converter design with a spec-
ified output voltace V
	 requires information on the particular values of V0 I
and P 09 within their respective specified operatin g
 ran ges, that produce
both the highest possible value of B B , called 
BB,max and the lowest possible
1
/
M 7
value of BA
 called BA,min'
	
The two needed pairs of values for V I and PO
 can	 {
a
be determined by evaluating expressions for the partial derivatives of BB
and B
	 with respect to V	 and P	 Appendix A outlines the steps which lead
to the two pairs of desired values riven in (12) and (13).
	 These extremum
values must be eoual to or less than a maximum permissible value of flux
density called 
'max, 
specified by the desi gner, and equal to or greater thanf
a minimum value 
Bmin' also specified by the desi gner.	 Equation	 (14), ob-
' tained by solvinn
	 (11) for N under the conditions of (12), hives a value for
the number of turns on inductor.
	 The detailed derivation of (14) is niven
in Appendix B.
(B)	 Mode 2
la„ Next consider Mode 2 operation.	 Table 2.4 presents general	 relation-
ships for the three converters operatino in Mode 2.
	 In Mode 2, the core
flux density resides at the residual point (24) for a time period toff
` which is related to the other time intervals by (25).
	 Of primary concern in
the desi gn of converters operating in this mode is the peak flux density ex-
cursion B B
 which occurs at a peak reactor current i6 g iven by (23). Sketches
of current, voltace, and flux density waveshapes are given in the table to as-
sist visualization of similarities and differences among the three converters.
Table 2.5 presents design information, flux-density relationships,
and time-interval expressions for the nine combinations of converter and
.. ^ controller when the circuit operates in Moue 2.
	 The steps for deriving
4
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Table 2.4 Mode 2 General Relationships and Waveforms
for the Three Single-Winding Converter Circuits
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these equations are outlined in Appendix C. Although Table 2.5 for Aode 2 	 j
operation is analogous to Table 2.3 for Mode 1 operation, and the deriva-
tion procedure are similar, differences are apparent. The value of B A , by
definition, is B R for all cases, and is not Given in the table. The ex-
pressions for the number of turns N are also not liven for the reasons to
be explained later in the next section.
2.4
	
',lode Restriction
There ::re three possible ways in which a converter may work as far as
h
I
the converter mode of operation is concerned: 	 (i) Mode 1 over the entire
operatin g range (ii) ,lode 2 over the entire operatin g
 range, and (iii) Mode 1
and	 'Mode 2 over different portions of the range.
	
However, all of the de- '.
signs considered in this dissertation operate in Mode 1 at least at the con-
ditions given in	 (12),	 (16) or	 (20),	 i.e.	 the point at which Bg = Bg,max'
In other words, case (ii) described above is not considered in this disser-
tation.	 The reasons for this are two-fold. 	 First, given the same op-
eratina conditions, the peak reactor current for converters operating en- l
tirely in "lode 2 is larger than that for converters not operating entirely
in Mlode 2.	 Consequently, the stress on the power transistor is Preater for
an entirely Mode 2 design.
	
Secondly, the peak flux density B B for con-
verters operating entirely in "lode 2 1lith constant fre quency controllers is
'	 independent of the number of turns as can be seen from (26). 	 This makes it
impossible to determine N for a specified groax'
Because of this mode restriction, 
Bg,max occurs at the condition at
f
which the converter must operate in Hode 1. 	 Therefore, Mode 1 equations
(14),	 (18) or-(22) can always be used in the desi gn procedure to determine
the number of turns N, and the expressions for N are not g iven for Mode 2
e
F
•
22
operation. Once N is found for a g iven core geometry, BA,min can be deter-
mined from the expressions for B A , (11), (15) or (19), and the conditions
at which B
Amin occurs, (13), (17) or (21). If' Amin	 RB	B , then the con'
i	 verter operates in "lode 1 over the entire operating range, as in case.(i)
described above. Otherwise, the converter operates in Model and Mode 2
i
over different portions of the operating range as in case (iii).
^x
2.5 Reactor Current, Mire Size, and Windability of the Core
M
In the following desi gn procedure, after N is computed for a parti-
cular core, the rms value of the reactor current can be calculated from
which wire size can be determined. In Table 2.5, the expressions for the
rms value of the reactor current for both modes of operation for the nine
combinations are presented. Mode 1 expressions are given by (39), (45) and
(51), and Mode 2 expressions by (41), (47), and (53). The location of the
r.
r maximum rms current 
IXe,max 
are g iven by (40), (46) and (5 2 ) when the con-
verters operate in Mode 1 for the entire operatin g ranee, and are given by
(42), (48) and (54) when the converters operate in Mode 2 for the entire
operating range. The derivations for these current expressions and the lo-
cation at which 
IXe,max 
occurs are outlined in Appendix D. Since the con-
verter may operate in Mode 1 or Mode 2 over only a portion of the operating
i
^.
range, the location for 
IXe,max 
for both Mode l or Mode 2 should be taken
into consideration together to determine the location at which I
Xe,max	 ?
occurs. The results given in (43), (49) and (55) are obtained, respective-
ly, from the'pairs(40) and (42),"(46) and (48), and (52) and (54), and are
true no matter whether the converters operate only in Mode 1 or only in
Mode 2 over the entire operating ran ge or in Mode 1 or Mode 2 over the
4
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Table 2.6(A) Value for the Single-Winding Voltage
Step-Up Converter
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Table 2.6(B) Value for the Single-blinding Current
Step-Up Converter
Current Step-Up Converter (CU)
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Voltage Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter (UD)
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Table 2.6(C) Value for the Single-Winding Voltage
Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter
Y	 R
F26
different portions of the ranee. The locations g iven in (43), (49) and (55)
coincide with those in (12),(16), and (20), at which the core flux density BB
reaches a maximum. Because of the mode restriction imposed in Sec. 2.4, the
converters must operate in Mode 1 at the locations given in (43), (49) and
(55). Thus, Mode 1 expressions are used to determine 
IXe,max' 
as are given
in (44), (50) and (56). Using the value of the maximum rms current, the
winding wire size can then be determined from commercially available wire
tables.
It should be noted that the turns equations given in (14),(16), and
(22) are obtained without considering the size of the wire. Once the wire
size has been determined, the windability of the core must be checked by
t.	 considering the winding factor FWS
- NA
wr
. ,	 Fw
Awn
J
where Awr is the total cross-sectional area of the wire and its insulation
and AWn is the window area of the core. In the next section, examples are
given to illustrate the design procedure.
2.6 Design Examples
Three numerical examples are g iven in this section. In Example 1
is a constant-frequency current step-up converter desion which illustrates
the design procedure which applies to all of the nine controller-converter
combinations with the exceptions of the constant'on-time voltane step-up
converter and the constant on-time volta ge step-up/current step-up conver-
ter. For the latter two cases, the design procedures are somewhat dif-
ferent and are described in Examples 2 and 3. The cores chosen for these
27
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examples are toroidal powder permalloy cores obtained from commercial catalog
MPP-303 S by Magnetics Inc.
Example 1
Design the inductor for a current step-up converter with a constant-
frequency controller t-:ith T = 50 microseconds, The remainino specifications
are: V0	15V; V I,min = 22V' VI,max
	
28V; 
PO,max = 301-11 ; V  = 0.5V, VD = 0.7V;
Bmax	 0.35T, BR = 0.01T; F,4 max = 0.4.
Design Procedures
[A] Choose a core and determine number of turns N:
Arbitrarily select a core (Magnetics Catalog Number 55585) with
A = 0.454x10-4m2, z = 8.95x10 zm,	 Awn = 4.00x10-4m2 , (788500 cir. mils) and
u = 125p  (uo = 47rxl0-7HM.
From (14,CU_), N = 84
[B] Determine wire size:
Usins (44,CU),
IXe,max= 2A
For a current density of 5.0671x10 -7m2/A (1000 circular mils/A),
use wire table to find wire sizes. 141ire AWG #17 (Awr = 1.1'77x10-Grm2 ).
[C] Check winding factor:
Fw NAwr/Awn = 84xl.177x10-6 /^!AOX10-4 	0.24 ` Fw,max
In this case, the first core size-permeability selection yields a
design which satisfies the specifications. It is not possible to arbitrarily
pick a core which will yield a desi gn which will meet the specifications
however. For example, another selection of core (catalog No. 55059) with
A 0.33lx10-4m2 , Q	 5.67x10 -2m, A. = 1.41x10 -4m2_and u = 60u 0 yields
-x
,a
^a
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P
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[A]: N = 110 [B] IXe,max
	
2A (AWG #17) [C] Fw = 0.91 > Fw,max' This de-
sign does not meet the maximum winding factor specification. In another ex-
ample, a core (M55308) with the same dimensions as just described above but
with u = 160p  is not workable for this particular set of specifications,
because with these parameters, the term inside the square root sign in
(14,CU) is negative, which results in a complex number and therefore a non-
physical solution for N.
If the designer is not satisfied with the first workable design,
another core is selected and the same procedure is followed to determine N
and windability.
Examnle 2
Desi gn an inductor for a voltage step-up converter with a constant
on-time controller with ton = 50 microseconds. Converter specifications are:
V  = 28V; V I,min = 12V, VI,max	 22V' P O,max = 40W, V  = 0.7V, V D = 1V,
max=0.3517, BR =0.01 and Fw max = 0.4.
Desi g n Procedure
The design procedure for this controller-converter combination is
somewhat more complicated. Because of (30,VU), the core flux density of
the reactor with the number of turns determined from (18,VU) may exceed the
specified value 
ofBmax at P O	 PO,max and VI = Vl,max if the converter oo-
erates in Mode 2 at that condition. Consequentl y, in the design procedure,	 1.
an extra step must be included to ensure that the value of 
Bmax 
is not ex -
ceeded by BB at that condition.
[A] Choose a core and determine the number of turns N:
Arbitrarily select a core (M-55324) with A	 0.678x10-4m2,
R	 8.98x10- 2m, Awn=3.64xlO- 4m2 and u = 125u0'
J
3
Jk
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From (18,VU), N = 37. i,yith this number of turns, the core flux
density will reach the specified value 
Bmax 
at (P O	PO,max' V I	 VI,nin)
but may exceed B
max 
at (P O	 PO,max' V I = VI,max) due to (30,VU) if the con-
verter operates in 11 ode 2 at this condition because of (30,VU). If the con-
verter does operate in Mode 2 at this condition, and if the flux density at
this condition exceeds 
Bmax, 
this core is discarded and a new core is se-
lected for return to (18,VU) to find N. Otherwise, proceed to step [B].
For this particular example, the converter operates in Mode 2 at
(P O,max' VI,max) because rom (15,VU), BA (P O	 PO,max = 40bl, UI	 VI,max
22V) = - 0.012T < BP , which is 0.01T by specification. Thus, (29,VU) should
be used to compute B
B (PO,max' VI,max)'
BB (PO = PO,max = 404, V I = VI,max = 22V)
0.01 + (50x10-6)x22-0.7)
(0.678x10 )x37
0.43T > 
max' 
which is 0.35T
Thus;, the first selection of core does notwork for this -design specification.
Select a new core (i11-55254) with A	 1.072x10
-4m2
, k = 9.84x10-2m,
A,,= 4.27x10-4m2 , 11 = 12511 0 . From (18,VU), N = 50. From (15,VU), BA(PO
PO,max = 40W, V I	VI,max - 22V) = 0.059T > B R . Thus, with N = 50 on the
newly selected core, the converter operates in "bode 1 at (P 	 , V	 ),
O,max	 I,max
and there is no need to check the value of BB at this condition because of
(16,VU ).
[B] Determine wire size
From (50,VU), 
IXe,max	
3.52A. For current density of 5.067 x10 7
m2/A(1000 cir.mils/A), wire AIC #14 (Akr = 2.294x1O -6m2 ) is chosen.
^I
7
I
[C] Check winding factor
F	 NA, /A = 0.27 < F	 and this design meets thW.	 wr wn	 w ,max
tions.
j	 The results of this desi gn procedure are core (M-555254)
i 5r
wire size Ai^lG #14. The comment concerning core-size-permeabili
T2E-,	 dA^
tion which followed Example 1 applies here as well.
I.
Example 3
Design an inductor for a voltage step-up/current step-up converter
r with a constant on-time controller of t on = 50 microseconds. 	 Converter
specifications are V 0 = 15V, VI,rrin
	
12V, VI,max	 20V, PO,max	 30W.
VQ = 0'	 D.5V, V	 = 0.8V, B max = 0.35T, B R = 0.01T and F w, ,max = 0.4.
Design Procedure
The design procedure for this controller-converter combination is
MtY
similar to but is even more complicated than that in Example 2. 	 Because of
the uncertainty of the location of BB,max expressed in (16,UD), VI0 in the
turn equation	 (18,UD) is equal to either V	 or V	 The value of VI,min	 I,max.	 IO
WN depends on which extreme value corresponds 	 to the number of turns which
i1
does not cause the core flux density to exceed B
max
within the converter op-
eratina range.
[A]	 Choose a core an determine the number of turns N:
Arbitrarily select a core (M-55586) with A = 0.454x10-4m2,
l
Q = 8.95xl O -2m l A = 4.Ox10-4m2 , u = 604	 Settin g V	 =- V	 = 12V and
wn IO	 Im,n
substituting the other specification into	 (18,UD), N = 58. Using this cal-
,
culated number of turns, the converter will operate in Mode 2 at	 (PO,max,
V	 because from (15,UD), B (P
I,max	 A	 0
- P	 _	 ) =O,max	 V I	 V I,max .0OO1T < BR'
which, by specification, 	 is 0.01T. Thus, the Mode 2 expression for Bg,
.$
t `I
i
;,	
v
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(30,UD), should be used to compute B B at (P O,max' Vl,max^ 	 B B (P O	 PO,max'
V	 = V	 ) = 0.395T > B	 which is 0.35T by specification. 	 Thus, thisI	 I,maxE max
core should be discarded, because the maximum flux density value is exceeded, 	 t$
' Select another core (M-55086) with parameter 	 A = 1.34x10-4m2,
Q = 11.63x10 -2m, u	 = 200uo .	 = 6.1ix10-4m2 .	 Set V IO	 V I,min = 12V, andwn
use (18,UD), N = 25. 	 With this turn	 on the particular core, the converter
will operate in Mod 1 at (P	 V	 ) because from (15,UD),B 	 (P	 =O,max	 I,max
	
A	 0
PV	 = V	 ) = 0,06T > B	 which is 0.01T. 	 Thus, Mode 1 equation	 ^	 yO,max	 I	 I,max	 R
(15,UD) should be used to check B 	 at (PV	 ).	 B (P	 - P
B	 O,max	 I,max	 B	 0	 O,max	 9
V I = v I,max ) = 0 .354 > B	 Thus, this desion should also be discarded.mom .
Set V
IO	 VI,max	
20V in
	
(18,UD) for the same core, N = 24. 	 Using the cal-
culated number of turns for this particular core, the flux density at 9
(PV	 ) should be checked to see if B 	 at (P	 V	 )exceeds
O,max	 I,min	 B	 O,max	 I,min
Bmax'	 Using (15,UD),	
BA (PO,max' V I,min ) = 0.335 < Bmax*	 Thus,	 for this
w particular core with N = 24, the core flux density will reach 'max at
(PO,max' V I,max ) but will never exceed B max within the specified operatino
range.
[B]	 Determine Dire Size
From (50,UD),
IXe(PO,max' V I,max ) = 3.99A
. IXe(PO,max' VI,min) = 4.85A
Thus, I	 = 4.85A; on the basis of 5.0671x10 -7m2/A, the wireXe,max
-:
-6m2.size is AWG #13 with wire area Aver = 2.87x10
1 [C]	 Check winding factor
F	 =	 (24x2.87x10-6 )/6.11x10
-4
 = 0.11_< F
'w	 w,max
Therefore, core (M55086),11 = 200u 0 , with N = 24, AWG #13 meets the
desinin requirements.	 s
r	 a
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2.7
	 Computer-Aided Design
As can be seen from the three examples g iven in the last section, the
1
design procedure starts with the arbitrary selection of a core, and then uses
equations presented in the tables to determine the number of windin g turns,
wire size and the winding factor.
	 If the first selected core fails to pro-
duce a design which meets the design requirements, then additional	 cores are
tried	 isuntil a workable core	 found.	 This is a time-consuming process if
Fa	 !+
the desi gn is done by hand calculations,
	 By automating the design procedure
on a digital
	 computer, each available core can be tested rapidly, and only
those cores which produce designs which meet the design requirements are se-
lected.	 Such procrams have been written and run on a minicomputer with 8K
words of memory.
	 Fin, 2.3 rives an example of the computer printout fora
A constant frequency volta g e step-up converter.	 The operating conditions which
must be specified include the desired re gulated output voltage, the ranges
t of input voltane and output power, transistor and diode forward voltage
drops, the converter operating frequency, the magnetic residual flux density,
the ranee of permitted core flux density, and the maximum permitted winding
i_
factor.	 A list of designs matchina the design specifications are printed
including the core size and permeability identification numbers, the rela-
tive permeability, the core volume, the number of turns, the wire oauce, the
value of inductance value, the actual windin g factor, mode of operation l
indicates that the converteroperates in Mode 1 for the entire operating
range, and	 2 indicates that converter operates in Mode 2 over a portion of
the operating range), and the maximum value of peak reactor current which is
the same as the maximum value of peak transistor collector current.
e
r^
f JJ
l ,
TTY I/O
	
IN VOLTS, AMP-ER ES,ZA TI TS,T SLA,KHZ
V OUT:28 e
V IN(MIN):12
V IN(MAX):20
P OUT(MIN):10
P OUT(11AX) :40
V SAT:.5
	
AT I LOLL.:1
V. DI ODE•
 :.8 ,
CONV.	 FP.EQ:20
B RES•0.01
B MIN:0.01
7
« B MAX:0.35
R
MAX. WDG.
	 FACTOR:0.4
s
CORES MATCHING CONSTRAINTS DATE: 8/	 4/ 75
` CORE MU	 MU VOL. NO.	 AVG INDUCT. WDG. MODE IB(MAX)
' NO. N0.	 CU.CM. TURNS MH. FAC. N0. AMP-
8	 2	 125 4.032 28 15 0.123 0.321 2 4.9014
i 9	 2	 125 59306 40 15 0.203 0.249 2 4.3553
9	 3	 160 5.306 26 15 0.128 0.174 2 4.5545
9	 4	 200 5.306 18 14 0.066 0.140 2 6.1074
10	 2	 125 4.001 39 15 0.120 0.177 2 499331
11	 2	 125 6.023 46 15 0.246 0.231 2 4.2045
11	 3	 160 6.023 34 15 0.173 0.171 2 4.5006
11	 4	 200 6.023 24 14 0.108 0.150 2 5.0974
12	 2	 125 10.42 56 15 0.527 0.239 1 3.8394
12	 3	 160 10.42 42 15 0.380 0.179 1 3.9653
12	 4	 200 10.42 32 15 0.275 0.137 2 4.1354 a1
13	 2	 125 22.48 66 15 1.246 0.282 1 3.6523
13	 3	 160 22.48 51 15 0.954 0.218 1 3.6944
13	 4	 200 22.48 40 \15 0034 0.171 1 3.7482'
14	 2	 125 16.18 69 15 0.855 0.206 1 3.7152
14	 3	 160 16.16 53 15 0.646 0.158 1 3.7800
4 i 1 4	 4	 200 16.13 42 15 0.507 0.125 1 3.8524
^; I 15	 2	 125 16.49 76 15 0.885 •0.189 1 30064
1,5	 3	 160 16.49 58 15 0.660 0.144 1 3.7742
15	 4	 200 16.49 46 15 0.519 0.114 1 3.84461 g
16	 1	 60 21981 184 15 2.612 0.361 1 3.5809
16	 2	 125 21.61 86 15 1.189 0.169 1 3.6591
16	 3	 160 21.81 67 15 0.924 0.132 1 3.7003
16	 4,	 200 2. 1.81 53 15 0.723 09104 1 397518
Computer Printout for an Example
PAGE IS Figure 2.3	 of -a Constant Frequency Voltage
pRIGo'% 
QUALI'T`Y Step-Up Converter Design
pF Po
r.
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2.8 Conclusions
Three widely used single-winding converter types-- voltage step-up,
`a current step-up,and voltage step-up/current step-up-- are analyzed after the
are	 linear basis.circuits	 modeled on a piecewise	 Design equations are
presented and procedures for designing the energy-storage reactors are de-
veloped to accommodate any combination of the three converter types and the
three controller types. 	 Each controller-converter combinations has the po-
tential for operating in Mode 1 or Mode 2 so that a total of eic!hteen dif-
ferent possibilities are examined.
A number of converters of various types operating with various con-
trollers have been desi g ned using the relationships and the procedure pre-
sented in this chapter.
	 When tested in the laboratory, the measured cur-
rents, flux density levels
	
on-times
	
and converter frequencies have agreed
-
;,`! with values predicted from the analytic expressions within three to five
percent.
The design procedures presented have been automated in a set of
dicnital computer programs to demonstrate the feasibility of computer-aided
design procedures for single-winding energy-storage reactors for do-to-dc
jt
converters.
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Chapter III
DESIGN OF ENERGY-STORAGE REACTORS FOR TWO-WINDING }
VOLTAGE STEP-UP/CURRENT STEP-UP DC-TO-DC CONVERTERS s'
3.1
	 Introduction
In this chapter, the basic concept used for desinnina the ener gy-
storace reactors for the three single-viinding converters is extended to in-
clude a two-winding
 converter confi g uration as shown in Fin. 3.1.
	 This
confinuration, oneratinn like the single-viindino volta ge step-up/current -
step-up converter described in Chapter I, is capable of steppinn up the
source voltage or stepping up the source current to a hipher level of vol-
tape or current.
	 However, the presence of two windinns in this converter -*
enables a much greater range of performance characteristics than is pos-
sible in the sinple-windinn configurations.
	 For example, the abilit y to ob-
tarn a voltane step-up or a current step-up by appropriate choice of turns
ratio removes many of the problems associated with the verynarrow range and
tight control of the duty cycle required of sinple-winding circuits when
lame step-up ratios in voltane or current are required.
	 In addition, the u
second winding makes it possible to isolate input and output circuits from
7.
each other.	 By utilizinn the extra freedom provided by the additional'
winding, ten desion options are presented in this chapter to permit a cus-
tomized design of the converter with respect to a particular performance
characteristic. k
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Figure 3.1 Two-winding voltage step-up/
current step-up converter (2UD)
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V
As in the previous chapter on single-winding converters, three types
of controllers are considered-- constant-frequency, constant transistor on-
time, and constant transistor off-time, and two modes of operation are con-
sidered-- Mode 1 and ,Mode 2. For sin g le-windinn converters, these two modes
of operation are often referred to as the continuous and the discontinuous
inductor current mode 'respectively. For the two-windinn configuration,
these modes of operation might more properly be called the continuous and
the discontinuous mmf modes.
The material in this chapter builds heavily on the work presented in
References [4,5]. The format of the presentation follows closely that of
the preceding chanter. All of the useful ex p ressions are presented in a
tabular format so that they may be readily used for designing energy-
storave reactors for tw.o-.Minding converters. Two numerical examples are
given at the end of the chapter to illustrate the step-by-step design proce-
dure developed.
;t
3.2 Circuit Analysis and Design Relationships
The operation of this converter configuration is similar to the op
X
eration of the single-windinn voltage step-up/current ste-up converter. A
di fference,however, is the fact that the winding currents for this configura-
tion are interrupted each time the transistor is turned on or off. When
the transistor is turned on the diode is reverse biased and no secondary
current flows. Nhen the transistor i-s turned off, the primary current is
s
suddenly interrupted, and the energy stored in the reactor core is released
through the secondary winding.
The conventions used and the assumptions made in the analysi's of
this configuration build upon the analytical approach followed in the last
__	 _ _	 _	 _
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chapter. By usin g these assumptions and referring to the sketches of flux
density, current, and voltage waveforms shown in Fin. 3.2, circuit equations
are written as Eq. (1) to (6) of Table 3.1. Equating the increase to the
decrease of core flux density leads to the time relationship (8).
Table 3.2 presents relationships for time, duty cycle, and flux
density for both modes of operation. Because of the length of some of the
L,
..	
expressions, the table is arranged in three parts, A,B, and C, corresponding
to the three controller types. To simplify the presentation, each control-
ler is identified by two letters: FQ for the constant frequency controller,
TN for the constant on-time controller, and TF for the constant off-time
controller. The equation numbers in the tables are coded so that parallel
relationships can be identified as well as specific ones. For example, re-
ferring to Table 3.2, (18) refers to the equations for a for the cases of
all the three controllers, whereas (18, FQ) refers to the specific equation
for a for the case of constant-frequency controller.
i
	
Considering first only Mode 1 operation, Eq. (9) follows by defi-
Y R
	
nition. from (7), (8), and (9), the duty cycle a, of the power transistor
is g iven by (10).
By evaluating the partial derivatives of a with respect to the in-
put voltage V I
 and output power PO , a can be shown to decrease as V, in-
Y r
	
creases and to be independent of P O (11). Of primary concern in the de-
sign of converters are the extrema of the flux-density-excursion values, BB
x JI
and BA , Equations (12) and (13) give the values of B B and BA for any set
x
of operating conditions (V T , V O , and Po), semiconductor parameters (VD and
VQ), transformer parameters (NP, N S , u, z % A. and BR ), and controller time
parameters (T, ton, toff). The plus si g n is used for BB and the minus signI	 for BA: These expressions are obtained by reconnizina that (BB ,BA )' Ba v +
T
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Table 3.1 General Characteristics for the Two-Minding
Voltage Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter
^ x
F
i
f
R
s.1+
kr.
p
GENERAL RELATIONSHIPS
•uNPAdip
dt	 VI VQ	 (1)
N
o
U3
^v
Ce
i 0 = - IO	 (2)
iS	 0	 (3)OrW
]IN	 A di
CD 4- SR dt - ^O+^D	
(4)
ce .4j
o
^c =	 is - I O	 (5)
i
P 
= 0	 (6)
C) Ln -ton +toff + toff - ton	 off
a = ton	 _ NP 	 O+VD 	 (8)F— W N T
off	 S .I
f
a
^z
s V
CONSTANT FREQUENCY CONTROLLER
MODE 1
ot
toff - 0 (9.FQ)
a _	 P	 O+D
-	 NP V 0 +V D 
+NS VI-V
(10)
a decreases with V I and is independent of P 0 . 11
h0	 P VO+VD +NS VCVQB B,BA = BR + Tv— I	 —V-V----
L Q
( VO+VD)(VI-VQ )T •
±	 NP	 O+VD +NS 	 I-V
(12),(13)
B max occurs at PO
	
0 max a '	 I min. (14)
A min occurs at PO
	
0 min and V I = VI max. (15)
D
NP	 2uTP0A(VO+Vp)	 2uTP0A
oo
toff	 T	 - NS (16)VI
-
=VQ 	 VO	 2,V (V0+ 0
NP	
2uTP0A(V0+VD)
t	 =
on	 y-VQ	 Va
(17)
x
NP	2uP0A(V0+VD)
a -
	 VI-V
	
—- (18)
a decreases with V I and increases with P01 (19)
+V2TP	 )(V
6B = BR +	 p0 ^
0
(20)
8 max occurs at PO
	
0 max and is independent of V 1 . 21
^A =	 R
22
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Time and Flux-Density Relationships
Table 3.2(A) for Constant Frequency Two-Winding
Y Voltage Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter
t
I
r
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F
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!	 t:
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CONSTANT ONJIME CONTROLLER
MODE 1
t oo
off	 0
(9,TN)
a A to	 Nn =	
NP(VO+VD) -
P	 O+VD +NS 	 I	 Q '
(10)
a decreases with V I and is independent of P0 . (11)
B '
	 - B
	
+ u P0	 N	 + (VO+VO)NP 	+ (VI-VQ)t
on
B	 A	 R	 U0	 ( S	 VI-VQ	 -	 2ANP (12),(13)___
BB,max 
occurs at PO - PO,max and V I = V 10 , where V I0 - V I,min or
VI,max' depending on the 'particular design.
(14)
= VBAmin occurs at P 0	 O,min= P	 and V I	 I,max' (15)
MODE 2
- NS(VI-V )ton
toff	 NP(VO+VD (16)
R(VI-
VQ)2VOton
T=
2NPuA(V0+VD)
(17) .
ton = 2N2pAPO(VO+VD)a A ^.
L(VI-VQ ) I V 0ton
(18)
a decreases with V I and increases with P0 1 (19)
B
- 
B	
+ (VI-V ) t
onB -	R
P	 •
. (20)
BB,max 
occurs at VI,max and is independent of P0 . (21)
BA : BR (22)
	 i
)
S
.
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Time and Flux-Density Relationships
Table 3.2(B) for Constant On-Time Voltage Step-Up/
Current Step-Up Converter
Time. and Flux-Density Relationships	
43)
Table 3.2(C) for Constant Off-Time Voltage Step-Up/
Current Step-Up Converter
CONSTANT OFF-TIME CONTROLLER
i
1
i
3
MODE 1
toff - 0 (9,TF)
ton	 NP(VO+VD)-
c' 	 7—	 N	 V +V	 +iJ	 VI-1 ^`P	 O	 D	 S	 I	 Q
(10)
a	 decreases with V I and is independent of P0 . (11)
UPO 	(V0+VD ) NP	 (V0+VD)toff
B	 A	 R	 V-0 (N,	 VI-VQ -	 2ANS
BB,max occurs at PO 
- PO,max and VI - VI ,min' (14)
BA,min occurs at PO 
= PO,min and V I = VI,max' (15)
MODE 2
T = T 	 where T 	 is the	 larger	 root of the quadratic
2	 NPuAPO (VO+VD)	 2TR - 2(toff +	 TR+toff - 0A,VO(VI-VQ) (16)
f2N2uAP Ttit
	 t	 -	 S	 O R
off	 off	 Y IVO VOt D
(17)
ton _	 1	 2NPuAPO( VO+VD) -
a	 TVT V	 R R 0 (18)
a decreases with V I and increases with PO (19)
2uPO (VO+VD)7R
•	 0
occurs at P	 = P	 and VB
B,max	 0	 O,max	 I,min' (21)
BA = BR , (22)
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(AB/2), where B av = BR + [uN S (I SB + I SA )/2z] and AB = ),N S (I SB - ISA) /Q.
The use of (4), (10) and the fact that the average output current P O/VD =
(toff/T)[(I SB + I SA )/2] leads to (12) and (13). Evaluation of the partial
derivatives of these expressions with respect to P O and V I shores that the
two extremum values, 
BB,max 
and 
BA,min' occur for the conditions given in
(14) and (15). Appendix A outlines the steps leadinc to these two pairs of
conditions.
The time relationships for Mode 2 operation are given by (16), and
(17),	 Manipulation of (7), (8), and (16) leads to the expression for duty
cycle in (18). By examinin g the partial derivatives of a with respect to VI
and P O , the duty cycle a can be shown to decrease as V I increases and to in-
crease as P O
 increases (19). The peak value of the flux excursion B B is ob-
tained by using B B = BR
 + (uNSISB/Q) and the fact that the average output
current PO/10
	
(toff/T)(ISB/2). Elimination of ISB from these two rela-
tionships and the use of (8) and (18) leads to (20). Appendix C gives a
more detailed derivationof the Mode 2 time relationships and the flux-
density expressions just described. The circuit operating conditions for
which BB
 has its extremum value is given by (21), obtained by examining the
partial derivatives of BB with respect to PO and VI.
Table 3.3(A),(B) and (C)present expressions for the transformer rms
primary current IPe amd rms secondary current I$e for both modes of opera-
tion. The method for locatinn the maximum currents, and the reasons for
selecting mode l expressions to compute the maximum rms currents are similar
to those discussed in Sec.2.4. The derivation for the expressions for cur-
rents, and the conditions at which the currents °eache their maximum values
are given in Appendix D.
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RMS Primary and Secondary Currents for
TABLE 3.3(A) Constant , Frequency Two-:-lindinQ Voltage
Step-up/Current Step-up Converter
i
NS	
VO+VD	 2+
	1 r R(VO+VD)(VI-VQ.)T
	
2
I	 =	
P^O/
	 +
NP(VO+VD)
'-
Pe	 V^1NP	 ^Q),	 1'f LuA[N P (VO+V D )+NPN S (V I -V ) ] J J . NP (VO+ VD )+N S (V I -V )Q Q
o
0 (23,FQ)
IPe,max occurs at PO - PO ,max and VI - VI,min,
(24)
2PO (VO+VD )20 O(VO+VD)T
N Pe I-VQ V0	 NP u AV,
(25)
w
2: Ipe,max occurs at PO = PO,max and VI = VI,min• (26)
E
IPe,max occurs at PO = PO,max and VI = VI,min
(27)
I pe,max = Ipe(PO = PO,max 	 V I = VI,min) using Eq. 	 (23) for I Pe (28)
N	 -V)	 '
P 
(V 
I
w
I $e = Ip	 +V	 usin g (23) for Ipe
S	 0	 D
(29)
0
I	 occurs at P= P	 and V= VSe,max	 0	 O,max	 I	 I,min , (30)
N	 (V -V
	 )
PN I$e= Ip	 V I+	 using (25) for 1PeS	 0	 D
(31)
W0
CD
ISe,maxoccurs at PO 
= PO,max and VI = VI,min.
(32)
ISe,maxoccurs at PO 
= PO,max and VI = VI,min•
(33)
x
E
NP 
V I - V
(V	 )
+min
I Se maz I Pe ma	 using ( 28) for I Pe.
'	 S	 0	 D
(34)
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WS Primary and Secondary Currents for
TABLE 3.3(B) Constant On-Time Two-Winding Voltaae
Step-up/Current Step-up Converter
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I	 -	 PO	 NS + VO+VD	
2+	
1 R(V I
-VQ )toff 2	 NP(VO+VD)
[^V^ (23,TN)r- Pe	 NP	 VI- I QT^^	 12	 N2uA	 NP	 O4 D + S	 I- Q^Pw0
1 P	 occurs at PO = PO,max and VI - VI,min or VI,max' (24)
2"PO(VO+VD)tonI	
=
Pe
(25)
cli
w
N2PAV
00
IPe,maxoccurs at PO = PO,max and is independent of VI. (26)
IPe,max occurs at PO - PO,max and VI = Vl,min or V I,max (27)
.°
IT-^ IIP
	 =	 P	 , V	 = V	 )	 or 'I	 (P	 =	 P
Pe,max	 PCB 0	 O,max	 I	 I,min	 P	 0	 O,max,
V I = VI,max) whichever-is the larger, using	 (23) for I Pe. (28)
NP(VI-VQ)
r ISe- I P	 N S ( 'O+'DT
	 (23) for I Pe (29)
w0
ISe,max occurs at P 0
	 O,max
= P	 and V I = VI,min or VI,max' (30)
ISe= IP	
NP(VI-V	 )
using (25) for I PeA--^^ (31)
c.,
w
0
I	 occurs at P	 P	 and V
ISe,max	 0	 O,max	  ^	 Iymax'
(32)
x
E
I	 -I	 (P	 = P	 V	 = V	 ) orI	 (P	 = P	 ,Se,max" Se
	 0	 O,max	 I -	 I,min	 Se	 0	 O,max
H
VI - VI,max^ whichever is the larger, using (29) for Imo . -(33)
qi	
1^
k'
y
^ly r
V NOW
_	 S0	 D	 2	 10 Doff 2P0D
pe
	 [[ P
OV^ (N _P + GI + 72 [IiA-17Q^^
(23,TF)N--	 0+ D + S	 I _ Q
WO
^ I	 occurs at P= P	 and V- V
. Pe,max	 0	 O,max	 I	 I,min* (24)
PO(V+VD)20O (VO
+VD)TR
J-37j?IPe
	 N22	 -
(25)
W
00
IPe,maxoccurs at PO - PO,max and VI = VI,min' (26)
IPe,irNx occursat PO
 = PO,max and VI - V I,min' (27)
xME
' I
	 =	
Pe
I (P0 	, V	 = V	 ) using	 (23) for IPe,max	 O	 O,max	 L	 I,min	 Pe. (28)a
VI-V )
I $e= IPe .	 -^	 using (23) for IPe.0	 D
(29)
41a0
ISe,maxoccurs 
at 
PO,max 
and 
VI,min' (30)
CM 1^	 I^	 NP(VI+V )	 using (25) for IPe
S	 0	 D
(31)
,,,00
ISe,maxoccurs at PO = PO,max and VI = V I,min' (32)
ISe,maxoccurs at PO
 = PO,max and V I
 = VI,min (33)
x
NP(VI,min-VQ)
v
.^
ISe,max	 Pe,max	
S	
0+ D	 using (28) for IPe. (34)
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TABLE 3.3(C )Constant Off-Time Two-Winding Voltage
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3.3 Mode Restriction
In Chapter II, a discussion of a mode restriction in the design pro-
cedures for sing le-winding converters is presented. For similar reasons,
all of the desi g ns considered in this chapter must operate in Mode 1 at
least at the operating
 point given by (14), the point at which B B
 = BB,max'
Thus, ,bode 1 equation for B B
 (12) should be used to determine N from a spec-
ified value of 
Bmax* Setting BB = BB, max in (12) for the condition of (14)
and manipulating the resultant equations leads to (35) for each of the three
controllers
	
(VO+VD )	 QV0	 2 P2 
0+D
NS + (V0	 NP ' ' B max - BR )+ Bmax -BR )	 u	 , (35'FQ)
	
1 Q	 2	 0
u P 2	 NO +V D )Np
2
	 (VIO-VQ)ton =
P170-[Pd PN S+	 IV----)---] - (B 2 -B R )N P+ 	 ^------ 0
rT urr (V +V)	 (V +V )t
1^ 0 D N N +N 2]-(B2 B )N +	 0 D off 	 0Q rl 0^' . .^i111-VQ_j P S S 	 - P, S ^^^
(35,TN)
(35,TF)
'r
i.
"r
.x
where V  d 
V I,min' B2 ° Bmax' P2	 PO,max and V 10 = V I,min or V I, max ' de-
pending on which condition yields BB,max as described in (14,TN). In other
words, any converter-transformer design which satisfies (35) will never ex-
ceed the specified Bmax at any point of its operating range. As can be seen
from (35), even for a particular core with known core parameters and defined
operating range, N P and Ns are not uniquely determined. Consequently, this
relationship provides an add'itiona'l degree of freedom over that available
when a sinol'e-windino enei^ p -storane converter is ;used to meet the same
specifications. It therefore opens the way for the designer to choose an
additional performance cri-terion to be met by his desi gn. The next section
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discusses and shows how this additional degree of freedom provides a variety
of useful options to the designer.
3.4 Design Options
Ten design options are considered:
(A) Duty cycle centered at a particular value
(B) .Minimum duty cycle
(C) Ranoe of duty-cycle variation
(D) "Maximum transistor collector-to-emitter voltane
(E) Maximum reverse diode voltage
(F) Maximum peak transistor current
(a) !Maximum peak diode current
(N) Maximum. duty cycle
(I) Total number of turns
(J) Turns ratio
Each of these ten options leads to an option constraint equation which in-
volves (JP or NS or both. The mathematical description of the design options
and the option constraint equations for the ten options listed above are
summarized in Table 3.4, where U  represents the value of a special perfor-
mance constraint. The subscript y corresponds to one of the ten design
options identified by letters A throunh J. In the column labeled MODE NO.,
1 indicates that the converter-transformer design which uses this option
will operate in Mode 1 over the entire operating ranee of output-power/input-
voltage while 1 or 2 indicates that the design will operate either in Mode
1'entirel ,y or in Mode 2 over a portion of the operating range. "bode 2 op-
eration is not included in options A, B, and C, because the resultant con-
straint equations are not amenable to analytical solutions for NP and NS.
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Table 3.4 Option Descriptions and Option
Constraint Equations
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CONSTANT FREQUENCY CONTROLLER
COMMON EQUATION
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Option Solutions for tip and Ns for
Table 3.5(A) Constant Frequency Two-Winding Voltage
Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter
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TABLE 3.5 (C) Option Solutions for Np and 
'IS for Constant Off-
Time Two-Winding
 Voltage Step-uh/Current Step-up
Converter
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r The derivations of these constraint equations are g iven in Appendix E.
The option constraint equations presented in Table 3.4 are inde-
pendent of controller types.	 Each of the constraint equations can be solved
simultaneously with each of the three equations (35,FQ), 	 (35,TN), and	 (35,TF)
to yield solutions for N P and NS for each of the three controller types.
These solution sets are in terms of core parameters and converter operating
conditions, and are presented in Table 3.5-A,B, and C, with the.appropriatek
(35) repeated at the top of each table.
	 Appendix F outlines the steps fol-
lowed in these solution sets. 	 Each of these three solution sets provides
s r the principal equations for each option to be used later in the desi on pro-r.
cedure.	 It should be noted that the solution sets obtained are based on the y
m maximum specified flux density B max at the critical input-output conditions
given in	 (14) and on the value of a special performance constraint. 	 The de-
tailed use of these tables for designing energy-storage transformers for
two-winding converters is illustrated with numerical examples in the next
section.
7
3.5	 Desinn Examples
r^
In this section two examples are presented which demonstrate the pro-
h cedures for desioning the energy-storage transformers for two-windin g con-
verters employin g a constant on-time controller and a constant off-time con-
troller.	 For the case of a constant-frequency controller, the design pro-
cedure is quite similar to the case of a constant off-time controller and
will not be presented here. The magnetic cores chosen for these examples are
obtained from commerical catalog MPP-303S by Ma gnetics Inc. :i
Example 1
Design the transformer for a constant off-time controller-converter
b
sr--e
wi
R
r
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with toff - 20 microseconds. Design option (D) is selected to provide a
maximum collector-to-emitter volta ge = 80 volts. Other specifications are:
V 1,min = IOV, P O,max = 104!, V  = 15V, V D = 0.7V, V^ = O.2V, Bmax = 0.35T,
BR = 0.01T, Fw, 
max	
0.4
Design Procedures
[A] Choose a core and determine number of turns N P and NS:
Arbitrarily select a core (Ma gnetics Catalog Nur!bPr 55324) with
A = 0.678x10-4m2 , Q = 8.98x10 -2m, Awn = 3.64x10-4m2 , (719,100 circular mils)
and u = 125
P 
 (u o = 4,rx10-7 H1m) .
Use the equation for option D in Table 3.2 to find YD , and the
equations for option D in Table 3.4-C to find N P and NS.
__ 15+0.7 =
Y D	 80-2	 0.261
NP = 129
NS = 0.261x129 = 34
[B] Determine tiire sizes:
Compute Ipe,maxusinn (28,TF); ISe,maxusinp (34,TF) of Table 3.3-C
x
8
a
f
i
I	 =	 10 (0.261+ 15+0 7l 2+ 1 (8.98x10-2)x(15+0.7)x2Ox10-6 	 l2pe,max	 Cam'	 (129x34x 125x4 x10 -
 xO.678x10 JJ	 L	 ^r
129M15+0.7)
	
= 1.15Al 29x(15+O .7)+34x (l O-0.
__	 10-0.2	 _0.
I se ,max 1.15 	 6 x 1 +T - 1.78A, [7.
For current density of 5.0671x10- 7m2/A, use wire table to find wire
sizes. hire A410 #19 (Awr=7.544x10 -7m2 ) is chosen for primary winding, and
A4!G #17 (Awr = 1,177x1 O -6r,^ 2 ) is chosen for secondar y winding.
r_
at
[C] Check windinn factor:
56
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,Y
Fw = [(NA
wr )p + (NA wr)S]/Awn
= [129x7.544x10-7+ 34xl.177x10-61/3.64x10-4
= 0.38 < Fw
,
max' which is 0.4 by converter specification.
The pertinent information concerning this design is: N P = 129,
NS
 = 34, primary wire AWIG #19, secondary wire AVIG #17, and F w	0.38.
In this example, the core size-permeability combinations selected
yields a satisfactory design. However, arbitrarily selected combinations
may fail to produce a workable desi gn due to either an excessively large
winding factor or a nonrealizable complex number for N P
 or NS . In this
case, repetitive trials are necessary to find workable cores.
Ex amp l ^_ 2
Using
 the specifications from Example 1, design a transformer for a
constant on-time controller with ton = 50 microseconds. The turns ratio
(Option J) to be 1.2.
Desi gn Procedure
Similar to the case of the constant on-time single-winding voltage
step-up/current step-up converter given in Example 3 of Chapter II, special
steps must be included to ensure that the core flux density at any condition
within the specified operating range does not exceed Bmax'
[A] Choose a core and determine number of tarns N P
 and NS:
Arbitrarily select a core (Magnetics Catalon Number 55585) with
u = 125uo, A = 0.454x10 -4m2 ,	 8.95x10-2 m, Awn	 4.00xlO-4. . From Option
J in Table 3.4, Y J = 1.2. Using the expressions for NP and NS in Table
3.5-B, calculate NP and NS for V 1
	
V I,min = IOV; NP	83, and NS	100.
Compute D6 for Np 33 9 -N S =100 9 VI	 VI,max	 20V, and PO	 PO,max	 10'^"
fF
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using (12,TN) or (20,TN) dependin g on which mode the converter operates in
under these conditions. hsinp (13,TN), B^ 7P0 	 PO,max' VI	 VI,max)	 0'06
tesla > E Q , which is 0.01 tesla; therefore the converter is in Mode 1 and
the "bode 1 expression (12,TN) should be used to check B B
 at PO = PO,max and
VI	 VI,max and BB (PO,max' V I,max ) = 0.33 tesla -^ pax. Thus, for this
first trial design, the core flux density does not exceed Bmax within the
converter operatinn range.
[B] Determine wire sizes
From (28,TN),
I Pe (P O,max' V I,min ) = 1.89A
I Pe ( PO,max' VI,max 	 0.92A
Thus, IPe,max = 1.89 and wire size AE-!O #17 (A%gr,P = 1.18x10-6m 2)
is chosen for the primary winding wire
From (33,TN ),
I Se (P 0	 P O,max' V I,min ) = 1.36A
I $e ( P0 = P O,max' VI,max ) = 0.94A
Thus, I Se,max = 1.36A, and wire size AWG #18 (Awr, S = 9.16x10-7m2)
is chosen for the secondary windin g wire.
[C] Check winding factor
Fw	 (NP Awr,P + 14SAwr,S )/A 	 = 0. 47 > Fwn 	 w,max'
Thus, this trial design does not meet the winding factor require-
ment, and should be discarded.
Try another core, starting from step [A], repeating the same pro -
cedure.
[A] Select core (MAO. 55583) which has the same dimension as that of the
first trial core, but with u = 160uo.
N P	 67, NS 80.
4
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BA (PO,max' V I,max ) = 0 . 02 > BR .	 Thus converter operates in Mode 1 at P O =
PO,max and VI = VI,max-	
Usina	 (12,TN), BB (PO,max' V I,max ) = 0.345 < Bmax'
Thus, the flux density requirement is met.
[B] Determine Wire Size
IPe,max = 1.88A	 AWG #17
I Se,max = 1.35A	 AWG #18
[C] Check winding factor
Fw = 0.38 < 
Fw 	 max
Thus, the second trial desi gn meets all the desi gn requirements.	 A
summary of the significant quantities resulting from this desion is core
Cat. No. 55583 with u = 160u o , NP = 67, N S = 80 primary wire size is AWG 17;
Secondary wire size is AWG 18, Winding factor is 0.38.
E
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3.6 Conclusions
The analysis of the two-winding energy-storage converter presented
in this chapter led to the recognition of an additional constraint relation-
ship not available in single-windin g converters. By expressing this rela-
tionship in suitable mathematical form, the additional constraint concept was
incorporated into specific design equations to provide the designer new
freedom to meet additional design objectives not heretofore available. The
design relationships are presented in tabular form and can be readily auto-
mated in a digital computer to greatly reduce the time and effort required
of the designer.
Measurements have been made of critical circuit variables for a
number of energy-storage transformer designs obtained from the design proce-
dures presented in this chapter. The measured values acaree with those pre-
dicted from the analytical relationships within three to five percent.
jL
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Chapter IV
L01,1ER-BOUND ON WORKABLE REACTOR COPE VOLUME
4.1 Introduction
This chapter develops the theory for a basic constraint relation-
ship for the energy-storage reactors for the twelve controller-converter
combinations considered in the last two chapters. This constraint rela
tionship is evolved through an analysis of the converters from an energy
point of view.	 Throug h this constraint relationship, a lower-bound condi-
tion on the volume of workable reactor cores is established.	 This lower-
bound condition not only provides a useful criterion for the comparison of l
the various controller-converter_ combinations, but it also leads to an
easily used rule for quickly selecting candidate cores for given converter
specification, thus considerably simplifyin g the search process which is a
f necessary part of the design procedures developed in the last two chapters.
This chapter follows closely the material presented in Ref.	 [6].
k The scheme used in the last two chapters for identifying the various con-
s.
troller-converter combinations are used in this chapter as well. 	 The three
I
controllers are identified by the two-letter combinations:	 FQ for constant
^^frequency, TN for constant on-time, and TF for constant off-time controllers.
The converter confi gurations are identified by two letters: VU for the vol-
tage step-up, CU for the current step up, UD for the sin gle-winding voltage
step-up/current step`-up, and 2UD for the two-windin g voltage step-up/current
s
(59)
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step-up converters. Usinn these identification codes and referrin g to
Table 4,1, (1,FQVU) refers to the specific equation oWM = TPO(VO+VD-VI)/VO'
for the volta ge step-up converter with a constant-frequency controller. To
simplify the presentation, when an equation applies to all controllers, the
controller identifier is omitted. For example, (1,VU) refers to all three
p.
	
of the equations for A% for the voltage step-up converter with all three
P ^ 3 s^.RC^
	 types of controllers. When both the controller and the converter identifi-
cation codes are absent, the equation reference applies to all twelve con-
troller-converter combinations.
4.2 Development of Constraint Relationship
4	 ^
	
Several fundamental papers [9,10,11] point out that in any.efficient
do-to-dc conversion process taking place in an electric network, an inter-
nal cyclic or ac power flow is an inherent feature of the power processing
^t
	 system. The analytical approach followed in those papers is based on con-
siderations of the energy balance in a general do-to-dc conversion system
I*W
	 and leads to a number of statements or laws which provide fundamental in-
sinht into the conversion process. In this chapter, a constraint relation-
ship is developed from a similar energy-balance approach, but it is derived
in the context of a set of piecewise-linear circuit models developed in
Chapters II and III. In the converters under consideration, part or all of
the energy supplied by the input source is stored as magnetic energy during
the first portion of a switching cycle, and is then transferred to the fil-
ter capacitor and load during the last portion of the cycle. The energy re-
ceived_by the filter capacitor during the last portion of a switching cycle
subsequently is released to supply the load during the first portion of the
next cycle.
Pfi
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The parameter of most concern in this chanter is oVJ m , and it retire-
sents the magnetic energy which must be transferred through the reactor dur-
ing
 each cycle of steady--state operation,	 04!is defined as the difference
r	 m
between the maximum and the minimum of the energy stored during each steady-
^'state cycle.	 Analyses of the four converter types considered in this dis-Y	 Y^
i
ertation yield expressions for o4	 in terms of converter operatin g condi-
tions and the switching-cycle time parameters which are dictated by the type
of controller employed in the feedback loop. 	 These expressions form the Y
bases from which the lover-bound conditions on reactor core volumes are de-
}	 rived.
4.2.1	 Expressions for AW	 and	 1m,max
Using the piecewise- linearized circuit models described in Chapters
II and III and some results from those two chapters, the expressions for
AW	 can be derived and are presented in Table 4.1. 	 The expressions for A%
m
for the various controller-converter combinations are presented for Mode 1
operation as	 (1), and for Mode 2 operation as	 (3).	 The expressions are in
terms of converter operation conditions, input and output voltages V I and V 
and output power P O ; semiconductor voltage drops V Q and V D ; controller time
parameters (conversion period T for the constant-frequency controller, trans-
istor on-tine to n '7or the constant on-time controller, and transistor off-
s
time toff for the constant off-time controller) and for some cases, induct- s
ance value and a winding parameter y. 	 These expressions are obtained by
n	 n	 power to the ene r -stora e reactor over arote ratin ,	the input p	 r..y	 ^	 	 period
time during which enerny is flowing into the magnetic core.	 Detailed deriva-
tions of these equations are g iven in Appendix G.
To	 to	 lower bound for theuse these expressions	 obtain a	 required
t.
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Table 4.1 Expressions for ol•Jm and ol'lm,max for
the Twelve Controller-Converter Combinations
,
VOLTAGE STEP-UP/CURRENT STEP-UP CONVERTER
SINGLE-WINDING VOLTAGE STEP-UP CONVERTER
	 (VU) SINGLE-MINDING CURRENT STEP-UP CONVERTER (CU) SINGLE-WINDING (UD) TWO-WINDING (2UD)
y = 1;	 LX = L y = NS/Np;LX = LP
Q ^.TPO (Y, I
+VU
-v- )/ ,V
U
(1)
AWm [TPO(YO+VD)(VI-VU VQ)]/[VD( V I+VU VQ )^ (1)
Atlm TPO(VO+VD)/Vo (1)
W
>
°
$ ;-W /;V i - 0; ^AW /aP^ > 0m (2) aAW /aV I 	 m> 0;	 aAW /aP0 > 0;m (2) aAW /aV I 	 m= 0;	 Pi	 /aP0 > 0m (2)
C'J Sare as (1) (3) Same as (1) (3) Same as (1) (^)
LL g Same as (2) (4) Same as (2) (4) Same as (2) (4) 1
CD
v,.
X
E W	
occurs at V
T
	 and P
1,r0x	 ,min	 O,nax
(5) AW	 occurs at V	 and P
m,max	 I,max	 O,max.
(5) AW	 occurs at P	 and is independent of V
m max	 O max	 I
(5)
1. ,rax ' 
TP
O,cax (10*1D VI,min)/VO (6) A% ,max CTPO,max (VO+VD )(V I,max VO-VQ )J/[VO(VI,ma."D
 VQ)) (6) AWm,max TPO,max(VO+VD)/YO (6)
c r • tonPn00 +•1D- •1^)/90 (1) ANm ton PO (V I VO-V )/VO (1)_ Allm tonPO[VO+VO+t(VI-VD)1/VO (1}
° = W /aV =4;	 atll /aP >0
`r.	 I	 0
(2) aAW /aV	 > 0,	 aAW /aP	 > 0
m	 I	 m	 0
(2) aAW /aY	 >i0;	 aAW /aP	 > 0
m	 i	 m	 0
(2)
9Wm ton (Y I-VQ) 2/2L (3) AWm ton(VI-V^ VQ
) 2/2L (3) AWm ton (V I-V ) 2/2LX (3)0
z
;tAn/;VI , 0;	 ;cWm1;P0
 . O (4) aAWm/aV I > 0; DAWn^/aPO = 0 (4) aaWm/aV I > 0;	 aAWm/aPO - 0 (4)
M "C,
A
tW	 occurs at V	 and P
m,max	 I,isax	 O,max
(5) AW	 occurs at V	 and P (5) All	 occurs at V	 andP
m	 O,max
(5)
s
e La	 =t	 P	 (V +V -Y )/Y
n,r..ax
	 on 1 .rar.	 9	 D	 Q	 n
(6) 4W	 =t	 P	 )/V
m,max	 on O,max(V	 -YI,mar.	 0-V Q	 0
(6) eW	 [V	 -y(Y	 -V )]/V
m	
= t
,max	 on
P
 O,max	 0+Y D	 I,max	 Q	 0
(6)
AW„°[t	 ?n(VI+VG V I )( V0
+VD
- VQ )1/[V0(V I- V01 (1) AWm loffpo(V0+VD)/VO (1) AWm toffPO(VO+VD)[1+(VO+VD)/Y(VI V )1/ VO (1)
o
f
f
F
W
g a^am
/;V I < 0; ;LlJ/;Pg > 0 (2) aAWm/aYi = O;	 aAWm/aPO > 0 (2) anWm/aV I < 0;	 aAW /aPO > 0 (2)
t_W	
TRP')('rj+VIJ_Vl)/y'3, where (3) AVIm [TRPO (VO
+VD)(V I-VO-VQ))/[VO ( V I +Vp VQ )I.	 where (3) ,11m=TRPO (VO+VD )/VO , where (3)
_r
+ TR is the	 larger	 rout of the quadratic: TR is the	 larger	 root of the quadratic: TR is the larger	 root of the quadratic:
s
o w
LP (V +V -V)
72 -2 (t	 +	 0	 0	 D	 I 1 T+ t2	 0
R ll off	 VO(V^ J R . off
LP (V +V)
T2-2^t	 +	
0	 0	 D	 1+ t2	 = 0
R	 off	 VO (V I-VO-VQ)(VI+Vp VQ)!	
off
2(	 LXPD(V0 + VD) ^	 2
TR+toff OTR-2ltoff+	 VO( v -V)2
c z
r o
o
zaha/aVI - 0;	 al.W^n/aPO > 0 (4) at,	 /aV I undetermined;	 aaWm/aPo > 0 (4) aeWm/aV I < 0;	 aAWm/aPO > 0 (Q)
u
Etam,rax
occurs at 
VI,nin and PO,max (5) AWm,max occurs at PO,max (5)
AWm,max occurs at VI,min and PO,max (5)
a A'1m' EtoffPO,max(VO
+V
D- VI,min )(VO+VD VQ)]/[VO (VI,min VQ)^ (6) A•jm,maz toffPO,max(VO+VD)/VO (6) AWn,max toffPO,max(VO+VD)[l+(VO+VD)/y(VI"jn-VQ)1/VO
(6)
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mannetic-core volume requires knowledge of the particular input-voltage and
output-power condition, lying
 within the operating ran ge, for which AWm has
a maximum value At,,,'
m,max. 
This information is obtained by evaluating the
partial derivatives of AVI
 with respect to V I
 and P 0 . This evaluation yields
the results g iven by (2) and (4). Since a converter may operate in Mode 1 or
Mode 2 over only a portion of the P O-V I operating range, results of both (2)
and (4) should be taken into consideration together to determine the location
at which 
AWm,max occurs. It can be seen from (2) and (4), that for each con-
troller-converter combination, 9AVJm/a PO is nonnenative, and aA%/aV I is
either nonnenative or nonpositive but never chan g es sign within the operating
range. In other wtords, A6m is a monotonically increasin g
 function of P O and
is either a monotonically increasing or monotonically decreasing function of
V I . Thus, Atm ,max occurs at one of the extremities of the converter opera-
ting ran ge as niven in (5), no matter whether the converters operate only
in Mode 1 or only in (lode 2 over the entire operating ran ge or in Mode 1 and
"lode 2 over different portions of the operating ranee. An exception is the
Mode 2 case of TFCU, where the si gn of aAV!m/aV I is undetermined; it only can
be concluded that 
AWm 
,max occurs at 
PO,max 
as g iven in (5,TFCU). Once the
location where o4!
m,max 
occurs is knovin, its value can be found by substi-
tuting condition (5) into expressions for A4l m in (1) or (3), dependin g on
which mode the converter operates in at that particular condition. However,
converters considered in this chapter, as those considered in earlier
chapters are desioned to operate in Mode 1 at least at the location where
core flux 'density BB reaches its maximum prescribed value 
B 
max . This pre
eludes for some controller-converter combinations such as TNCU, and for all
constant frequency FQ and constant off-time TF controller-converter combi-
nations, the possibility of operatino in Mode 2 at the condition eiven in
7
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,. in	 (5) and, thus, Mode 1 expressions for oWm should be used to compute 	 y
At for such cases. For the cases of TNVU, TNUD, and TN2UD, oW	 may
m,max m ,max
}. occur in Mode 1 or Mode 2, but Mode 1 expressions are used to compute
pW as g iven in	 (5) for these three cases, for reasons to be explained
m max - i
in the section on lower-bound conditions on core volume. 	 In summary, for the
various reasons stated above, Mode 1 expressions for AWm are always used to
5
compute oW in	 (6) for all controller-converter combinations.
m,max
L	
nc
4.2.2 Lower-Bound on Workable Core Volumes
In this section, a lower-bound condition on the volume of workable
reactor cores for given converter specifications is established by consid-
ering the amount of energy 
pWm,max 
required to be transferred under worst-
case conditions by the controller-converter and the energy-transferring
capability of a magnetic core. The capability of a core to store and re-
lease energy is a function of its volume, the B-H characteristic of the mag -
netic material used, and the maximum allowed flux density 
Bmax' 
The latter
is the maximum which the flux density is designed to reach at least at one
operating condition but which must not be exceeded. Referring to Fig. 4.1,
the maximum energy which a converter core could possibly store and release
over a complete switchin g
 cycle is equal to the volume 	 of the core times
the integral of the ma gnetic field stren gth H with respect to the flux den-
. R1
^l
s ity B over the limits BR and Bmax'
max	 Bmax
ol ,.m = A 
J	
HdB = V j	 HdB
p
gR	 gR
.:. ofFrom the condition that the energy.transfer capabili ty' 	 cores which meet
Y,
r	 p
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the desi gn specifications must be equal to or greater than oW	 , a
m,max
lower-bound condition on the core volume VLB is established, expressed in
the form of an inequality:
Bmax
V > Awm,max /[ j	 HdB] o V L B	 (4.8)
BR
where 
o4im,max can be computed usin g (6) in Table 4.1 for given specifica-
tions. As discussed in the last section, for the combinations of TNVU,
TNUD, and TN2UD, A111m,max may occur in Mode 1 or in Mode 2, but Mode 1 ex-
pressions are always used to determine AW
m,mdX. The reason for doin g so is
that for such cases, a prior knowledge of the value of the reactor inductance
(transformer primary inductance for TN2UD) is required in usinc f1lode 2 ex-
pressions to determine otJ
m,max , 
and from this parameter, the lower-bound
core volume VLB. The Mode 2 expressions thus imply that an additional
constraint is imposed on the converter core, so that the lower-bound value
obtained in this manner will not be the absolute lower-bound value.
Returning to the lower-bound value of workable core volume, if the
core is operated over the linear range of the B-H characteristic with con-
stant permeability u, then the integral of H with respect to B becomes
(B ax	 BR ) 2/2u and (4.8) may be rewritten as:
V > 2uoIlm,max/('max	 B R )2 o VLB	
(4'9)
Details on the use of this expression with Table 4.1 to determine the Power
bound of workable converter cores will be illustrated in the next section.
4.3 An Example
'A numerical example is liven in this section to illustrate the use
N.g
G
y
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of Table 4.1 to determine the lo wer-bound core volume for a particular con-
verter.
Example
I	 !° Find the lower - bound volume of workable cores for a constant-
frequency voltage step-up converter with specifications:
V I,min = 12V;
	 V O = 28V;
	
V p = O.7V
k PO,max - 3041; 	 Bmax = 0.35T;	 BQ = 0 01T
Conversion period T = 100ps
From
	 (6, FQVU)	 in Table 4,1	 and (4.9),
a	 '
A^m,max = TPO,max(VO+Vp-Vl,min)/^0 	 1.789x10-3J
for	 125uo, where u o
 = 4Trx10-7N/m4
V LB = 2F,o41m max / (Bmax	 B R ) 2 = 4.8600_6 m3
4.4 Comparative Evaluation of Controller - Converter Combinations
Usin g the derived lower -bound conditions on workable reactor core
volumes,comparative evaluations of the various controller-converter combi-
nations not,; may be made.	 In this section comparisons are made for conver-
ters in the followinn two catenories:	 all four converter configurations
with the same type of controller; and all three types of controllers with a
single converter configuration.	 In the first category, comparisons are made
between confi gurations VU and UD; CU and UD; and UD and 2UD, according to
the converter function.	 Both VU and UD colffl ourations are capable of step-
ping up the output voltage above the input %`,age level, while both CU and
UD are capable of stepping up the output current above the input current
level,	 Confi gurations UD	 2UD	 upand	 are capable of stepping	either the out-
put voltage or the output current over the corresponding input voltage or
current.	 The identification scheme used in Tables 4.1 to code the
1
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controller-converter combinations is used in this section as the subscript
accompanying the lower-bound (LB) values of core volume V LB . For example,
VLB,VU stands for the lower-bound volume of workable cores in a voltage.
step-up converter.
It can be seen from (4.9) that the lower bound of core volume 
VLB is
proportional to 
AWm,max for a riven magnetic material and specified Bmax'
Thus, comparison of VLB can be made by comparing oWm,max values for the
various combinations. All comparisons are based on identical magnetic
material and converter specifications of input voltage and output power.
The results of the comparison are summarized below.
4.4.1 Comparisons of Different Converter Configurations for the Same
Controller Type.
Comparison Between Configurations VU and UD:
VLB,VU ` VLB,UD
j	 9
{
c
e
S
This comparison shows that for a voltage step-up application, the
lower-bound volume of workable cores for-single-winding voltage step-up con-
venters is always less than the lower-bound volume of workable cores for
sing le-winding
 voltage step-up/current step-up converters.
Comparison Between Configurations CU and UD:
VLB,CU ` VLB,UD
This comparison shows that for a current step-up application, the
lower-bound volume of workable cores for sing le-winding current step-up con-
verters is always less than the-lower-bound volume of workable cores for
single-winding voltage step-up/current step-up converters.
4
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Comparison Between Confiourations UD and 2UD:
For a volta ge step-up/current step-up application, a comparison of
the lower-bound volume on workable cores for the two possible confinurations
UD and 2UD must include a consideration of the type of controller employed.
If a constant frequency controller is employed in both converter configura-
tions, VLB,FQUD	 VLB,FQ2UD' For configurations TN2UD and MUD, V LB is in-
fluenced by the windinn parameter y. VLB,TN2UD increases with an increase
of y, but VLB,TF2UD is decreased with an increase of y, and the results of the
comparisons are as follows:
V LB,FQUD - 11LB,FQ2UD
V LB,TNUD ' V LB,TN2UD' V LB,TFUD < VLB,TF2UD'	
for Y < 1
V LB,TNUD - V LB,TN2UD' V LB,TFUD = VLB,TF2UD'	
for y = 1
V Lb,TNVD ' V LB,TN2UD' V LB,TFUD ' VLB,TF2UD'	 for Y > 1
4.4.2 Comparisons of Different Controller Types for the Sarre Converter
Configuration.
P
Confinurai~.ion VU:
(V LB,FQVU/T) 	 (V LB,TNVU/ton ) 	_	 (VLB,TFVU/toff)
-^	 + -
I,min 'Q	 0+ D I,min
	 7Imin-TQ )(V 
	
0+ D Q	 0+1D I,min	 0 VD VQ
(4.10)
Configuration CU:
(V LB,F CU /T)	 (VLB TNCU /ton ) 	(VLB,TFCU/toff)
. Y
0 D' I,max -^0 VQ V T max D Q	 I,max 0 Q )	0 D	 I,max D Q)
(4.11)
Configurations UD ( y=1 ) and 2UD (y =NS/Np):
1
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(VLB FQUD,2UDIT) _	 (VLB,TNUD 2UD/ton)
I,min - Q 	0+1D )	 I,min- Q	 O+VD
+Y 
I,max-VQ
y1 Y (VLB,TFUD,2l!D/toff )
O} D	 0+ D+Y(VI,miin-VQ
(4.12)
A numerical example is coven below to illustrate how to make use of these
comparisons.
Ex ampl e
For a voltage step-up converter with specifications V O = 28V,
V I,min = 18V, V D = 0.8V, and V  = 0.2,
(A) determine the ratio of the lower-bound volume of workable cores for this
converter with a constant-frequency controller of period T = 100µs to
the lower-bound volume of workable cores for the same converter with a
constant on-time controller with t on = 50µs.
(B) determine the ratio of T to ton if the ratio of the lower-bound volume
of workable cores for this converter with a constant-frequency con-
troller to the lower-bound volume of workable cores for the same con-
verter with a constant on-time controller is unity.
(A) From the first equality
V LB, FQVU	 T(VO+V D -V I min)
V D = ton +	
_
(B) From the first equality
T	 (V0+VD-VQ) ALB F VU
ton	 0+VD_VI,min VLB,TNVU
in Eq. (4.10),
(10000- )(28+0.8-18) = 0.76
(5000-6 ) (28+0.8-0.2)
in Eq. (4.10),
_ 28+0.8=0.2 = 2.63
- 8+0-• -
' 4.5
	
Conclusions
A study of energy-storage do-to-dc converters from an ener gy point
of view leads to a better understanding of the process by which ener gy is
transferred throuoh the reactors and leads to a fundamental and useful con-
straint relationship on the mannetic reactor. 	 From this constraint rela-
tionship, a lo%-rer-bound condition on the volume of workable reactor cores
for each controller-converter combination is established. 	 This lower-bound
value provides a numerical cutoff which may be used by a designer to easily
screen the population of available ma gnetic cores thereby locating those
E
cores which are candidates for a particular converter desinn. 	 It should be
noted, however, that while this lower-bound condition provides a useful	 cri-
terion for eliminatin g unworkable cores from the core population, it does not
nuarantee that any core with a volume g reater than the lower-bound volume is i	 a
' practically usable because the core may not be windable.
Using drived lower-bound conditions, a comparative evaluation among
the various controller-converter combinations considered is presented.	 The
results of this comparative evaluation of the various combinations should be
useful to designers of do-to-dc converters by providin g some guidance not i
previously available for making choices amon g the many possible combinations
of controllers and converters.
I
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Chapter V
TABLE-AIDED DESIGN PROCEDURES FOR ENERGY-STORAGE REACTORS
5.1 Introduction
The procedures described in Chapters II and II for designing the
magnetic reactors required in energy-stora ge do-to-dc converters include a
search throu g h a data file of magnetic core specifications and yield as an
output a list of windable cores which meet particular converter specifica-
tions. This search process usually begins with the smallest available core
size and proceeds sequentially toward the largest size. The search algorithm
is readily implemented with a digital comp l uter proqram, but it is a time con-
suming approach when the procedure must be followed with hand computations or
with a small computer which does not have sufficient memory to accommodate
the necessary magnetic core data.
This chapter, based on work presented in Reference [7], presents a
new set of procedures. for de 1S4 	 energy-storage reactors for the twelve
controller-converter combinations which were described in earlier chapters.
These new procedures eliminate the need for an automated computer search
algorithm.	 The heart of the new design procedures depends on the
development of a special table of parameters calculated from catalog data
provided by manufacturers of magnetic cores. With the assistance of the
special table and the lower-bound condition on,workable converter core vol-
umes as developed in Chapter IV, the search process can be reduced to a
(72)
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methodical table search. With several relatively simple calculations and a
few trials, a core can be selected to match the controller-converter specifi-
cations and the number of turns can be determined.
The design equations are g iven in tabular format and are placed to-
gether at the end of this chapter for convenient reference. Equation
numbers in the tables run from (1) throu gh (17)	 and continue sequentially
in the text, starting with (5.18). Within the tables, where appropriate,
equations are identified with converter types as in earlier chapters. For
example, (7,CU) refers to the particular expression for N given by (7) in
Table 5.1(B)for the current step-up converter. Followinp the presentation
of the design procedure, a number of examples are cliven to illustrate the
step-by-step desi g n process.
5.2 Desi gn Relationships for Single- and Two-Windina'Converters
Table 5.1 presented in four parts, A,B,C, and D, hives expressions
for computing maximum rms current and the number of turns for the winding of
the nine sin g le-windinn and the three two-winding controller—converter units.
These expressions are obtained directly from Tables 2.6 and 3.3 except for
(4,TNUD). This expression is obtained from (50,UD) of Table 2.6 and an
additional constraint imposed on TNUD to be described in the last paragraphof
this section. For each combination, the number of turns N, given by (7), is
seen to depend on a specification parameter ^, a g rouping of terns common to
all three controllers for a given type of converter, and two magnetic core
parameters, {V/u} and {z/u}. The parameter ^ is a function of the converter
specifications and is specific to the chosen controller-controller combina-
tion. The quantities {V/u} and jz/u} are obtained from a special table of
core parameters to be discussed in a later section. Parameter values from
r
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this table are identified by enclosing braces.	 The expressions for N in
(7) are obtained from Tables 2.3 and 3.5 and are rearran ged to allow the use
"' II of the specification parameters and the core parameters {U/u} and {Q/u}. 	 As
described in Chapters II	 and III, a condition required of these expressions
is that the core flux density, at one point in the operating range called
the design operating point, reaches but never exceeds a specified upper-
bound value 
Bmax; 
and that at this point, to which the equations for N corre-
spond, the converter operates in Mode 1, the continuous mmf mode.
^I In the two-winding configuration,	 the presence of the additional
r
winding not only provides input-output conductive isolation, but,as pointed
out in Chapter III, also provides an additional degree of freedom in the de-
sign procedure beyond those for single-winding converters. By utilizing the
f*.1.
extra dearee of freedom, it is possible to incorporate particular performance
J	 or desi gn constraints into the design procedure. Seven of the ten options
-	 considered in Chapter III are presented in this chapter using the same option
letter symbols previously employed. These are: (A) duty cycle centered at a
specified value; (B) minimum duty cycle; (C) specified range of duty-cycle
variation; (D) maximum transistor collector-to-emitter voltage; (E) maximum
diode reverse voltage; (H) maximum duty cycle; and (J) turns ratio. Each of
these options leads to an option constraint equation from which the turns
I'	 ratio Y is determined. Options F	 (G), and I	 resented in Chapter III
are not considered in this chapter since the turns ratio for these three
options can not be determined directly from a given set of converter speci-
fications, and the design procedure presented in this chapter is not appli-
cable to the two-winding configurations without knowing the turns ratio.
Table 5.2 presents the option constraint equations from which the particu-
lar value of turns ratio Y = Yy , where y = A,B,C,D,E,H or J, to be used in
AAf
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Table 5.1(D)is determined for each of the seven options described.
As can be seen by referring to the expressions for B B in Tables 2.3
and 3.2, for each of the controller-converter configurations considered ex-
cept TNUD and TN2UD, there is a well-defined extremum point in the output-
power/input-voltage operatin g range at which the peak value of the flux-
density excursion has a maximum BB,max. Since the designer's choice for the
maximum permissible value of core flux density Bmax assumes the role of a
basic constraint in the desi gn procedure, the expressions for turns N given
by (7) are written in terms of the output power and input voltage at these
well-defined extremum points where BF or For each of the two ex-B,max
	
max'
ceptional cases of TNUD and TN2UD, the maximum flux density occurs at either
the point (PO,max' VI,min) or at the point (P O,max' VI,max) as can be seen
from (16,UD) of Chapter II and (14,TN) of Chapter III. To determine at
which of the input-voltage extremes the maximum flux density occurs requires
a somewhat involved set of computations and comparisons of results. These
are not well suited to the manipulation capability of a pocket calculator,
whereas the computations and mathematical operations required in the design
of the other ten controller-converter combinations are. For this reason,
for the THUD and TN2UD cases, the desi gn operating point where the turns N
are calculated usin g 'lode 1 conditions is assigned to be located at the point
(Pn,max'VI,min) although this assignment may decrease the number of designs
available , A related complexity still remains with these two confiqura
tions in comparison with the other ten in that there is no assurance that
the peak value of the flux-density excursion B B
 at the point (PO,max'VI,max)
may not exceed the value at the desi gn point (P O,max , VI,min ) where the de-
sign procedure forces the peak value of the flux-density excursion to be the
designer's choice for Brnax,	 A method for eliminating the possibility of
M.
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such a design is obtained from a study of the equations for the peak value
p
of the flux=density excursion B B as functions of N aiven in Equations
	
(15,UD)
of Chapter II, and (12,TN) of Chapter III, from which it can be shown that
ti (aB B/A)	 >	 0.	 This means that at any point throughout the°converter out-
put-power/input-voltage operating range increasing the number of turns on a
r
particular core increases the peak value of the core flux density excursion.
T Consideration of this fact permits determinin g
 whether this undesirable set
of circumstances exists.	 The procedure is to compute the turns N in the
normal fashion using values of PO , V I and BB corresponding to 
PO,max' VI,min
and Bmax and compare it to an artificial value of turns N' using values
` corresponding to 
PO,max' VI,max and Bor ax.	 The two values N and N'	 corre-
spond to values obtained by setting V 	 = V	 and V	 in (18,UD) ofI0
	
I	 I, r', I n	 ,max
Chapter II
	 (or the solution expressions for N P in Table 3.3-B).	 If the
value calculated for N' is greater than the value of N then it can be con-
cluded that with N turns on the winding the peak of the core flux-density
will be less than the specified de-excursion at the point (PO,max' V I max)
l sicn maximum of B
max 
and the desi g n is satisfactory.
	
Such a test is in-
cluded in the design procedure for these two exccptional cases and is de-
scribed in detail
	 in a later section.
5.3	 Energy Transfer Requirement and Screening Rule
s '+ The fundamental process in an energy-storage do-to-dc converter con-
sists of storina in the form of magnetic energy part of all of the energy to
be transferred from the supply to On load. 	 Energy -is stored in a magnetic
core during the first portion of a switching cycle and then released to the
output capacitor and the load during the last portion of the cycle. 	 From
consideration of the amount of energy required to be transferred during
-x r
I
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each switching cycle, and the energy-transferrin g capability of a magnetic
core when employed in a particular controller-converter configuration, a
lower-bound condition on the volume of workable cores has been established
in Chapter IV. The inequality in (5.18) expresses this lower-bound condi-
tion.
>
2p AV,
 m'max
total = (B	 -B )2
max P.
(5.18)
total is the total volume of the core or stack of cores, pis the perme-
ability of the magnetic material and Bmax and BR are, respectively, the
specified maximum allowable flux-density and the residual flux density in
the core. 
A111m,max is the amount of energy transferred by the core over a
switching cycle at the particular operating point of input voltage and out-
s
put power where the ener gy transfer is a maximum. This point may occur in
either Mode 1 (continuous mmf mode) or Mode 2.
Table 5.3 presents the explicit expressions for Ato be used
m,max
I	 in conjunction with the lower-bound core-volume condition of (5.18) for the
twelve controller-converter combinations considered. These expressions are
developed from Table 4.1, and, for the purpose of this chapter, are somewhat
different from those given in Table 4.1. For all except the three combina-
tions TNVU, TNUD, and TN2UD, AW max occurs at the design point where the
design procedure re quires that the converter operate in Mode 1. Consequent-
ly, Mode 1 expressions are used to determine AW	 for these nine cases.
m,max
For the three exceptions listed, TNVU, THUD, and TN2UD, 
n1)m,max occurs at an
operatin g point where the converter may o	 p	 y Aerate in either Mode 1 or in Mode'
2. However, Mode 2 expressions, instead jf Mode 1 expressions as used in
Table 4.1,are used to compute a4J 	 for these cases, since the maximum
m ,max	 .:.
energy transfer for Mode 2 operation is greater than that required in Mode 1,`
}
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and (5.18) must be true independent of mode. Appendix H contains a de-
tailed derivation justifying the need for using the Mode 2 energy relation-
ship for calculating 
o111m,max for these three exceptions. There it is shown
that for TNVU, this is a natural consequence of the system dynamics. For
TNUD and TN2UD, the occurrence of 
AVm,max 
while in Mode 2 is a consequence
of the imposed desi gn constraint that 
BB,max occur at PO,max 
and Vl,min'
as discussed in the previous section.
When several identical cores are stacked before windina, as some-
times is done to achieve a particular component package shape, the required
minimum volume of an individual core is defined by V = (Vtotal)/J' where J
is the number of cores in the stack. A more useful form of the relationship
given by ( 5.18), expressed in terms of volume of a single core, is given by:
I V	 > s o	 2p1lmmax	 (5.19)u a	
—	
2
J(B	 -B R)max
In this expression, the left side of the inequality depends only on the
parameters V and u of the magnetic core. 	 The right side, defined as the
quantity a will be shown to be a useful parameter in pursuing an orderly
search for cores which satisfy the _energy transfer requirement.	 This para-
meter depends throu g h the relationships for AW	 aiven Table 5.3 on the
m,max
converter specifications and on the designer ' s choice of 
'max 
and the value
of the residual flux density BR .
	
The valueof B R usually is small compared
I
to the value of 
Bmax 
specified by the desi gner and therefore does not affecti
the right side of (5.19) appreciably. 	 How numerical values for the para-
meter a, calculated from the expressions in Table 5.1 are used to choose`
the candidate cores capable of transferring the required energy is discussed
in the following sections,
h
1 ^
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5.4 Special Table of Core Parameters
The data for c!eneratinn the special table of core parameters,
Table 5 . 4A and 5.4B, are obtained from catalo g s of commercially available
permalloy powder cores. The table is arran ged so that core volume increases
with downward position in the tables and permeability increases with
position to the ri g ht. Table 5.4A contains data for cores with relative
permeabilities from 14 through 160, while data for relative permeabilities
from 173 through 550 are found in Table 5.4B. To distinguish between an
equation variable such as V/u and the numerical value of VIu associated
with a particular core, core-parameter values obtained from Table 5.4 are
identified by enclosin g
 braces as { V/u). Each distinct core size is assion-
ed a size number S which appears in the first column of the table. In the
second column, opposite the core size number S, are listed the core volume
{V) (upper number) and the window area {Awn} (lower number). Four para-
meters are associated with each core size-permeability combination; a blank
79	 i
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section is inserted into the table if a particular combination is not of-
fered by core manufacturers. Becrinninn with the lower left entry in each
box of four parameters, these numbers represent, moving clockwise: volume
divided by permeability (V/u); mean magnetic path lenoth divided by perm.e-
ability { z/u); inductance divided by the square of the number of turns
{L/N 2 ); and the mean mag netic path length divided by the product of the
permeability and the window area of the core { Q,/u Awn ) ,
From the relationship in (5.19) which must be satisfied, it can be
seen that one may locate a boundary separating those cores capable of -trans-
ferrina the energy required by the converter specifications from those
which cannot do so. Because of the arrangement of the parameters in the
table, the boundary which separates the two re gions will be ' dianonal-like,
ld
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running from the upper-left part downward toward the lower-ri ght part. The
dividing line, above which cores immediately may be eliminated from further
consideration, is found by using the value of d calculated from the ap-
propriate expression (1), (3) or (5) and comparing it to the values of core
parameter { V/u} listed in the table w 1hich satisfy inequality (5.19). The
remaining
 three parameters in each box in Table 5.4 are provided for com-
puting other design quantities such as number of turns, winding wire size,
and winding factor. In a subsequent section, the use of Tables 5.1, 5.2 and
5.4 to desi g n practical energy-storage reactors and transformers will be
described.
5.5 Procedure for Identifying. Windable Cores
The prediction of windability through computation of the winding
factor F  is as important in obtaining a workable design as is the determi-
nation of turns and wire size. Although it is defined in many different
ways for different applications, for the purpose of this dissertation, F wd is
defined as NAWr/{Awn} for single-winding converters and as (NPAwr,P+NSAwr,S)
/{A
wn
} for two-winding converters, where Awr is the cross-sectional area of
the wire with its.insultation and {Awn} is the window area of the core. Ob-
viously, the winding factor cannot be computed until both turns and wire
area are found for a given core. In this section, a method for identifying
windable- cores, based on an initial trial design, is developed. For single-
winding converters, by usin g (7,VU),- (7,CU), or (7,UD) and the definition of
wtindino factor, an expression is obtained for the ratio of the winding
factors for two trial designs using different cores but for the same conver-
ter specifications and for the same choice of Bmax*
r
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{z/uA }	 1+ 1-	 ^^	 A ,	 fFw 1	 wn 1 [ N	 {V u} 1 ] wr,l
- W21 	 (5.20)
iwn 2	 {V,u}Z i wr,2
'	 where subscript 1 is used to indicate the parameters associated with the
	 u
s
initial trial design and subscript 2 with the second trial design. Assuming,
as is often the case, that the winding wire size does not change with a
change in core, then for the same specifications, (5.20) can be arranged as
{9,/,,A
 wn}2 	 {V-- } 1S	 i	
2 JFw,2 = Fw ^ l	 (5.21)
{9,/,, A
wn	
^1+ 1- {Vu}1^
It can be seen from (5.21) that the winding factor of the second
trial core can be determined from knowledne of the windina factor and core
parameters of the initial desi gn and the parameters of the second trial
core. Whether core 2 -s windable or not depends on the relative magnitude
of Fw,2 with respect to the maximum allowable winding factor Fw,max' If
F
w,2 < Ftj,maxl then core 2 is windable; otherwise it is not. These two
cases--windable versus non-windable--will be discussed later separately.
Identification of windable or non-windable cores from an initial
trial design is not quite as easily accomplished in the case of two-winding
converters (2UD), especially with a constant on-time controller (TN2UD).
1
The ratio of the windin g factors for two trial desions to meet the same
specifications and for the same choice of 
'max 
is liven by the expression:
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WpAwnjl ^[I+^[ I 	 rl+ wr, ,1
F^ 	 {V u }l J
A
 
wr,P,l t Y w,^,TJ
YL=F	
S
wn	
2	
(5.22)
w,2 {x/PA }2fl 	 _ 
	
,rl+^wr,
 { u }2 JA wr,P,2 L	 4r^  P
If the assumption is made that neither the primary nor the secondary wire
k:
size changes between the first and second trial
	 desions, then equation
	
(5.22)
reduces to expression	 (5.21) obtained for the three sin g le-winding conver-
ters.	 A slinht additional	 complication exists in applying
	(5.21) to the
constant on-time two-windinn (TN2UD) converter because of the uncertainty
expressed in (0,20) and (4S,2UD) on whether the maximum values of I and
Pe
I Seoccur at 
VI,min or VI max'
	
In the case of the other two controllers FQ
H,
and TF, this uncertainty does not exist so there is no possibility that the
} maximum current values may change from occurring at 
VI,min for the initial
trial design to VI,max for the second trail design, or vice versa. 	 Although
not precisely correct, experience indicates
	
(5.21) still	 can serve as a use-
ful guide for identifying windable cores in the case of the TN2UD converter
and will be employed for this purpose in the procedure to be described sub-
} sequently.
^y
It is thus seen from (5.21) that the windin g factor of the second
trial core can be computed from knowled ge of the windin g factor and core
parameters of the initial design and the parameters of the second trial 	 core.
Whether core 2 is windable or not depends on the relative magnitude of Fw,2
with respect to a specified maximum allowable winding factor 
Fw,max'	
If
F	 < F
	 then core 2 is windable; otherwise it is not.- These two
w,2 =	 w,ilax
cases now will be discussed separately.
i -	
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5.5.1 Windable Cores
For core 2 to be windable, F	 < F
	 Using this inequality and
w,2 = w,max
<i
(5.21) leads to (5.23)
i
1+	 1-
{Q/uAwn }2 < { ^/uAwn } 1 ' 
Fw,max
	
{V 
/u }l	 (5.23).
w,l
	
{	 1 +	 1-	 V /-----
	
y a
	
u }2
Incorporating the fact that [1+ 1- ^Rv /u} 21 < 2, yields (5.24),
F	
r{Q/uAwn } 2 `= n A	 {Q/uAwn}1 
Fw l ax I Cl+ 1- {
	 (5.24)	 fi
which is a useful, but often overly conservative requirement on { R /uAv,n}
for the second trial core to be windable. The parameter n, defined as the
right side of (5.24), will be used in the desi gn procedure in the identifi-
cation of windable cores.
b
5.5.2 Non-windable Cores
If Fw 2 > Fw,max' core 2 will not be windable. Using (21) under
this condition leads to (25).
1+	 -1
F	 ^ { V /u }l
{Q/u
^wn } 2 > { R /u Awn I ^-
,
---
	 (5.25)
{ u}2
hY
Incorporating the fact that [ 1 +,V 1-cm /P) 21 >_ 1 leads to (5.2.6) , where the
ri ght side is seen to be equal to 2n.
{^/uA } > j k /uA }	 FW:max 	 1-	 2n(5.26)wn2	 _wn1 N {V [1+ „^	 a },^ l
J
Followin g an initial trial desi gn, windable cores can be readily
identified from the large number of candidate cores that meet the energy-
Q:
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transfer requirement by use of the above relationships. 	 In the following
' section, the step-by-step procedure for identifying windable cores is pre-
sented.
5.6
	
Design Procedures for Single-Winding and Two-Windin g Converters
Using Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.4, a general procedure for designing
energy-storage reactors and transformers is now presented.	 The specifica-
tions for single-windin g converter configurations which are considered in
T^ this procedure are VO' V I,min' VI,max' P O,max' VD' VQ' Bmax' BR'	 Fw,max'
and the controller-converter type with the appropriate controller time para-
meter T, ton, or 
toff'	
For two-winding converters, the specifications in-
elude all those above for the sin g le-winding configurations plus an addi--
73
x,
4A tional performance or design constraint.
Having decided, from consideration of the overall system and envir-
onmental requirements, on a particular combination of controller and con-
}	 k	 v%
c	 , verter to be implemented, the first step in the desinn procedure is to
identify which one of the four parts of Table 5.1 is applicable.	 In what
a. follows, if the converter to be designed is a two-winding volta g e step-up/
current step-up configuration, then, for example, when the procedure calls
for the computation of the number of turns N usin g equation (7), it is
understood that equations 	 (7P) and (7S) are both to be used to calculate,
I	 _ respectively, the number of turns on the primary winding N P and the number
r	
r
of secondar	 turns PJs	 y	 S,
A. Identify Converter C6nfi2uration and Associated Table §.l Equations
For the three single-winding converters, choose Table 5.1-A, 5.1-B, or 	
M
,..	 5.1-C, then go to step B. For the two-winding converter, .identify the
a,
desired option A,B,C,D,E,H, or J and calculate the turns ratio y from
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the associated option constraint equation in Table 5.2 and use Table
5.1-D.
B. Identify Candidate Cores Ca pable of Transferrina Required Enemy per Cycle
1. Choose number of cores J to be stacked and calculate ^ and 6 from
(1), (3) or (5), according to the controller type. }
2. Identify the cores in Table 5.4 satisfying (5.19); these cores be- 	 j
come candidates for further consideration. To hi ghli ght the dividino
line between possibly usable and unusable cores, one may wish for
each relative-permeability column in Table 5.4 to draw a line above
the parameter box correspondin g to the smallest core size which jL;st
satisfies the condition {V1111 >_ d. Cores below this staircase-like
line are candidates for further consideration.
a
C. Determine the Number of Turns and Inductance
1. Select a particular core size and relative permeability, according
a	 ^
to the designer's preference from the array of candidate cores ob-
tained in step B.
2. Compute inductance L = {L/N 2)JN 2 usina parameter {L/N 2) from Table
5.4 for the chosen core, J for the number of cores in the stack, and
1
the value of N obtained in step C-2.
D. Determine Wire Size
Compute maximum rms windin g current usinn (2), (4) or (6). Using
the maximum allowable current density specified by the designer, de-
termine the required wire size and cross-sectional area from a wire_
table.
E. Check winding Factor Fw to Determine 1.1indability
	 a
Compute winding factor Fw using { AWnI from Table 5.4. If
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Fw = Fw	 trial core meets the specifications and the design ismax'
for all configurations but TNUD
	 TN2UD.	 For TNUDcompleted	 and	 and
TN2UD, go to step G.	 For all configurations, if Fw > Fw,max of if
designer wishes to try another core, go to step F. 	 1
f F.	 Identification of Windable Core
1.	 As the first step in identifying a new trial core, compute n from
(5.27) using the value of C from step B-1
	 and the initial	 trial
values Fw,l ' {Z/uAwn}1 and { V/u }1 where the subscript 1 stands fora _zr
the values used for the first trial core.
n= 1 {Q/uA	 }	 Fw;max	 1+	 1-	 (5.27){ 1	 Fw'lwn {
2.	 Cores which satisfy (5.28) are windable.
{k/u Awn } < n
	
(5.28)
Those which do not satisfy (5.28) may be eliminated from further
consideration if they fail to satisfy (5.29)
{ k /,, Awn } < 2n	 (5.29)
r
a Cores which satisfy (5.29) are windable if they satisfy the more
rv° exacting inequality (5.30)
{Q/uAwn}r1+—	 <	 2n	 (5.30)
—L
3.	 If a windable core is not found in step E-2, increase the number of
L' cores in the stack by one and no to step B-1.	 If a windable core
is obtained, compute turns and inductance using steps C-2 and C-3.
r^
For TNUD and MUD,
	 to step G; for	 confi gurations,go	 all other	 go
to step F-4.
r
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'	 4.	 Using step D, obtain wire size, which will nearly always be the
initially computed size; if it is no larg er than the	 initial	 size,
y
the desion is completed.	 If it is larger and the new winding factor
r
4	 exceeds 
Fw,max° 
or if the desi g ner wishes to try another core, go to
step F-2.
_a
G.	 Check for B
B,max ` Bmax 
for TNUD and TN2UD
--^°`	 1.	 Using
 the windable core obtained from step 3 or from step F, compute' i
4
the number of turns N' usinn
	 (5.31) for TNUD, or (5.32) for TN2UD.
i	 s	 V(V	 'V	 ) (B	 -B)0	 I,max
	 Q	 max
	 RN,	 =	 , {Q/u} •2P ,((
'
	
O,max	 I,max +V0+V D-VQ ) I
(VI
	 +VO+VD-VQ)
i
• 1+	 1-	 max (5.31){	 }	 Iu	
,min+ 0+ D- Q
i	 VO (V I max_VQ)(Bmax-BR)N,	 =	
•{^ /u }
s
L (V +VO+O,max Y	 I,max - Q	 D
_.
	 I
^^ Y (V I max V )+V^+ )VDO^	 F1+[l 	 { V/u }----^-- V 	 ]'(5.32)
Y Imin Q 	 D
If the value of N' (or NP) exceeds the value of N for TNUD (or NP
for TN2UD) from step C-2, then N (or N P ) is to be used and the de-
sign is completed. The flux density in cores which fail this test
will exceed the specified valueBmax at the operating point PO	
T
P	 and V	 VIf this test is failed or if the designerO,max	 I	 I,max'
3 ;
wishes to try another core, and this .step was reached by goin g di-
rectly from step E to step G, then co to step F-1 and continue. If
the core under consideration was obtained from the procedure of 	 -
step F, go to step F-2 and select a new windable core using the
_ orininal value of n.
k
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5.7 Design Examples
Four examples are g iven in this section which illustrate the proce-
dure for designing energy-storage reactors and transformers for various con-
troller-converter combinations. Example 1 considers a current step-up con-
verter with a constant-frequency controller. In Example 2, the reactor for
a constant on-time voltage step-up confi guration is desi gned. Example 3
illustrates a two -winding
 converter core design for use with a constant-fre-
quency controller. Example 4 considers a voltage step-up/current step-up
converter with constant on-time controller.
Example 1
Desi gn the inductor for a current step-up converter with a constant-
frequency controller (FQCU) with T = 100 microseconds. The remainin g
 speci-
fications are: V 0 = 15 V; 
VI,min	 20 V; VI,max	 28 V; PO,max = 40 W; V  =
0.5 V; V D
 = 0.7 V; 8max	 0.35 T; BR = 0.01 T; Fw max = 0.4.
n
1^,I,
r A. Use Table 5.1-6
B. 1. Choose J = 1.	 Using	 (1,CU), = s = 3.21x10-2
H
4 l , C. 1. Select core size S = 18 wi -^h u r 60, with parameters { V/u } = 5.39 x
10-2 , {Q/u} = 1.19x103 , {L/N2 } = 3.82x10-8 , {z/,,A2.97x106 , and	 s
i
e
e5A,
{Awn} 	 4.0x10-4m2 .
wn
	
y.
l
_
f 2. Using	 (7,CU), N	 124
3. Using parameter- {L/N2} and N found in step C-2, ,L = 0.59 mH.
D. Using	 (2,CU),
	 IXe,max 
-2.67 A; on the basis of 5.0671x10-7m2/A (1000
circular mils/A ), the wire size is AWG 15 with wire area AWr=1.836x
10-6m2 (3624 circular mils).
E Using N and A4lr from steps C-2 and D and parameter {Awn } = 4.Ox10-4m2
(2.78x105
 circular mils), Fw = 0.57 > Fw,max and the core is not
r
windable.
,..
-O.
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F.	 1.	 Using	 (5.27)	 n =	 1.71x106 ;	 2n = 3.42x106.
2.	 Select trial core size S = 21 with u r = 125, wi th parameters { V/u } _
3.49x10-2 , 	 5.19x102 , {L/N2 } = 1.30x10' 7 , {z/u Awn } = 1.77x106,
and {A
wn
I = 2.93x10-4m2.	 The value of parameter {Q/uA Nln } does not
satisfy (28) but does satisfy (29) and yields for the left side
of (30) 2.27 x 106 which is less than 2n and so is windable.
C.	 2.	 Usin,,	 (7,CU),	 N = 42.
3.	 Using {L/N2 } = 1.30x10-7 , L = 0.23 mH.
D.	 Using	 (2,CU),
	 IXe,max = 2.8 A.	 The wire size is unchanged (AWG 15).
E.	 Usina N = 42, Awr = 1.836x10 -6m2 and for the new trial core {Awn} =
2.93x10-4m2., Fw = 0.26 < Fw,max and the core is windable, as pre-
dicted in step F.
r,
The pertinent information concerning the core chosen as the second
candidate includes the followina:	 core size S = 21; u
r 
= 125; N = 42; L =
0.23 mH; maximum rms inductor current I Xe,max - 2.8 A; afire size AWG 15
winding factor Fw = 0.26, which is less than the allowable maximum and the
core is windable.
Ex amp le 2 1
Design the energy-storage inductor for a constant on-time voltage
step-up controller-converter combination with transistor on-time t on	 20
microseconds.	 The remaining specifications are: VO = 30 V; V I,min	 8 V;
V	 _22 V; P	 =30W;V	 =0.5V;V	 =0.7V	
'max
	
T; BI,max 	 -Q	 D	 	 R
{	 0.01 T; and Fw,max = 0.4: 3
j	 A.	 Use Table 5.1-A
B.	 1.	 Choose J=1.	 Using	 (3,VU),	 = 1.0410- 2 , h = 2.87, &	 1.80x10-2.
C.	 1.	 Select core size S = 16 withu r _ 60, with parameters {V/u} = 2.49x
10-2 ; {R/u} = 7.52x102; {L/N 2 }	 4.40x10-8; {9.1uAwn} = 5.34x106';
__
	 _. ____ _	 .^. _ 4
i 9
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and {Awn} = 1.41x10-4m2.
2. Using (7,VU), N = 56.
3. L = 0.138 mH.
D. Using (4,VU), IXe,max = 4 . 04 A; on the basis of 5.0671x10-7m2/A (1000
circular mils/A), the wire size is AWG 14 with wire area Awr = 2.29
X10-6m2 (4529 circular mils).
not windable.
ai th O
r
 = 125, with parameters { btu }
{L/N2 } = 7.97x10-8; {R,/uAwn} = 1.43
The parameter {Q/uAwn} satisfies
3. L = 0.147 mH.
D. Using (4,VU), IXe,max = 4.04 A and the wire size is unchanged.
E. Fw = 0.246 < 
Fw 
max and the core is windable as predicted in step F.
,
E. Fw = 0.91 > Fw,max and the core is
F. 1. Using (5.27), n= 2.07 x 106.
2. Select trial core size S = 18
2.59x10-2 ; {Q/u} = 5.70x102;
x106 ; and {Awn } = 4.00x10-4m2.
(28) and so is windable.
C. 2. Using (7,VU), N = 43.
a
]` 
Q
4.
^t
ii
F
K
j.
k
i
The significant quantities resulting from the desi g n procedure are
core size S
	 18; p
r
 = 125; N = 43; L = 0.147 mH; maximum winding rms cur-
rent 
IXe max	
4.04 A; wire size is AWIG 14; av;d winding factor Fw	0.246
and core is windable.
Example 3
Design the transformer for a two-winding voltage step-up/current
step-up converter with a constant-frequency controller (FQ2UD) with T=100
microseconds.	 The remainin g specifications are: V 0 = 12 V; Vj min
	
10 V,
,
PV
I,max = 15 V;	 O,max
=30W;V	 _0.5V;VQ	 D =0'.7V; B	 =0.35 T;max
BR	 0.01 T; Ftd max	 0.4; and the option constraint of a minimum value,
..11
i
i
^i
91	 1
i	 ? for duty cycle a of 0.3.
1 A. Using Table 5.2, UB	0.3 for option B.	 From (9), NS/NP = Y B = 2.04. 4
Use Table 5.1-D for remaining relationships.
i B. 1. Choose J = 1.	 Using	 (1,2UD),	 = d = 5.49x10-2.
C. 1. Select core size S = 21 with u r = 60, with parameters { V/u } = 7.26x
10-2 ; { /u} = 1.08x103 ; {L/N 2 } = 6.22x10-8 ; Wu Awn}
	
3.69x106;
1 and {Awn} = 2.93x1Q 4m2.
2. Using	 (7P,2UD), NP = 32.
1 Using	 (7S,2ub') , N S = 65.
a { 3. L P = 0.048 mH.
'
D. Usin g	(2P,2UD) and (2S,2UD),	 I	 = 5.47 A and I	 = 3.35 A; onPe,max	 Semax
the basis of 5.0671x10 -7m2/A (1000 circular mils/A), the primary
i
wire size is AWG 12 with wire area Awr,P =` 3.592x10 - 6m2 (7088 cir-
cular mils) and the secondary wire size is, AWG 14 with wire area
Awr S = 2.295x10-6m2 (4529 circular mils).i
E. Fw 0.9 > Fw,max and the core is not windable
F. 1. Usin g	(5.27),
	
n =	 1.22x106 . !
2. Select core size S = 26 with p  = 125, with parameter {z/µAwn}'
1.08x106 which is less than n and should be windable.	 The other
_	 -1.	
_	 2.	 2
parameters are { /u} - 1.01x10 	 {k/u}_- 8.10x10	 {L/N } _ 1.54x
10-7 ; and {AWn 1 = 7.52x10-4m2.
1
C. 2. Using	 (7P,2UD), NP = 27.
f
Using,	 (7S,2UD),_ N S = 55.•
3. LP = 0.11 mH.
D. Using	 (2P,2UD) and (2S,2UD),'1	 = 5.37 A and I	 = 3.29 A, andPe,max	 Se,max
the wire sizes are unchanned from the previous trial design.
E. Fw = 0.3 < Fw,max and the core is windable. 1
y ^
r
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A review of the quantities associated with the core meeting the con-
a
verter specifications follows: core size S = 26; u r = 125; NP = 27	 NS = 55;
L P = 0.11 mN; IPe,max = 5.37 A; ISe,max = 3.29 A; wire sizes are primary
E AWG 12, secondary AWG 14; winding factor = 0.3.
Example 4
" Deign the inductor for a voltage step-up /current step-up converter
3? with a constant on-time controller (TNUD) for the same converter specifica-
tions as given in Example 3 of Chapter II: V 0 = 15 V; Vl,min	 12 V; Vl,max
= 20 V; P	 = 30 W; V	 = 0.5 V; V	 = 0.8 V; B	 = 0.35 T; B	 0.01 T,O,max	 D	 P,Q	 max
Fw,max = 0.4 and ton = 50 microseconds.
A. Use Table 5.1-C
B. 1. Choose J=1.	 Using	 (3,UD),	 = 4.72x10
-2,h
 = 1.70,6 = 5.67x10-2.
C. 1. Select core size S = 21 with p r = 60, with parameter { VI I,} = 7.26x
Y
10-2, {R/p} = 1.08x103 , {L/N 2 } = 6.22x10 -8 , Tk/p Awn} = 3.69x106,
and {A	 } _ 2.93x10-4m2.
wn
+ 2. Usinn	 (7 UD), N = 60
^a 4
3. L = 0.22
D. Using (4,UD), IXe,max = 4. 8 A; on the basis of 5.0671x10-7m 2/A, the
r wire size is AWG 13 with wire area {A 
	
} = 2.87x10 - m .
^Y wr
! E. Fw _ 0.59 > Fw	 and the core is not windablemax
Y Yf F. 1. n = 1.99x 106
2. Select core size S	 25 with p r = 200, with parameter { V/u } - 6.2Ox
s 10-2, {Q,/p} = 4.63x102 , {L/N2} = 2.90x10-7 , {Q/pAwn }	 7.57x105 and
{Awn} = 6.11x10,.4.
o, G. 1. Using	 (5.31). N'	 24
2. N = 25	 N.	 Thus, the flux density 	 theUs	 (7,UD),	 >	 will	 exceed
specified value max at the operating point PO
	
PO,max 
and
4
:
j
.,
'	 3
93
V I = VI,max' and this core is not workable.
F. 2. Select another core with S = 25, ur = 125 with {V/u} = 9.92x10-2,
{P,/P} = 7.40x102 , {L/N2 } = 1.81x10 -7 , {R/uA%gn } 1.21x106 , and
{A
wn
)
	 m
= 6 11x10-4 2
G. 1.	 P!' = 56
G. 2. N	 46 < N'. Thus, the flux density will never exceed6m 
ax' 
and
the design is completed.	 -
s	 a
E. Fw = 0.22
A summary of this workable design follows:
S = 25, p 	 125, N = 46, AWG 13, and F w = 0.22.
5.8 Conclusions	 }
The new set of design procedures presented in this chapter illu-
strates a straight-forward method for designinc eneray-storage reactors for
a group of widely-used do-to-dc converters. The design procedure is de-
veloped from analyses of piecewise-linearized circuit models of the various
controller-converter combinations as described in Chapters II and III. As
indicated in those chapters, the design relationships developed for calcu-
lating windin g turns and maximum rms reactor currents are valid only when
each converter operates in Mode 1 at least at the point in its output-power/
input voltage operating range where the peak instantaneous value of core
r
R flux density is encountered. Only in the two cases of the single-winding
and the two-winding voltages step-up/current step-up converters with con-
stant on-time controllers does this condition require the additional con-
straint, not imposed in Chapters II and III, that the maximum of the peak
flux density occur at PO,max and Vl,min• This mi g ht result in a design
1
xS
}
i
F
94C
which uses a slightly larger core than might be necessary.
f,I.
The most important features of the new procedure are the facility
provided the designer to eliminate from the population of available cores}
those which cannot meet the transfer requirement and a method for
r
energy
identifying windable cores.	 These new features, along with a specially
constructed table of magnetic core parameters, enable the designer to se-
lect from among the wide selection of powder permalloy cores those which
q
.* meet the -design specifications, eliminating the need for repetitive trial
d si ns.'
a
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Table 5.1(A) Design Expressions for Single-Winding
Voltage Step-Up.Converter (VU)
s
i
4
1
y	 '
t
1
i
CONTROLLER
TYPE SINGLE-WINDING VOLTAGE-STEP-UP CONVERTER	 (VU)
2_PO,max (VO+VO-V I,min ) and	 d = (1.VU)
CONSTANT- JVO(Bmax-BR)FREQUENCY:
(FU
V +V -91)D TV (V	 -V )`(VO
 +VD - V I,min ) 20	 I,min	 Q (2)
_	 O,ma_x^ O_
IXe,maxVOtVI^mi•n-V^
LPO,max (VO+VD-VQ)Fj"
2tonPOmax(VO+VD-V)
,
h2
nd	 g = (3)CONSTANT
ON-TIME:
=	 JV (B	 _B )2	
-
0	 max	 R
2h - 1
-
VI,max
where h =
I,min
-V
 Q
(TN) P	 •.(V +V -V)O,max	 0	 D t	 V (V	
_V ) 2 2
on0I,min	 Q (4)
_
IJ(e,max -	
VO V I,min -VQ F+L12 LPO,max VO+VD 	 Q
CONSTANT
2t	 P'	 (V +V -V	 )(V +V -V)
^ =
	
off O,max	 0	 D	 I,min	 0	 D	 Q	 and	 d = ^ .
(5)
OFF-TIME: iv (V-V )(B „0	 I,min	 Q	 m«:;-B )^—R(TF)
P	 (V +V -V)
O,max	 0_	 -D
t	 V (V	 -V )(V +V -V	 )
1	 off 0	 I,min	 0	 D	 I,min
2
IXe,max -	 V	 VI	
-VO	 min,	 Q
1+
12	 LPO max VO+VD_VQ[	 , (6)
ALL TYPES: V 0	 I min
V
	max
-B R)(V	 -	 )(6
{R}	 1 +
	1-	 ^	 ll
.(7)
(FQ,TN,TF)
N =
2PO,max VO+VD-VQ
u	 1	 u^
J
^1
4	 p:'^i	 #
t	 ^
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Table 5.1(B) Design Expressions. for Single-Winding
q	 Current Step-Up Converter
Tf
;i
I^
K
r
4 r&w
r
1
^4
Is ,r
i
`k
y c
CONTROLLER
TYPE
SINGLE-WINDING CURRENT STEP-UP CONVERTER (CU)
K = 2TPO,max('I,max VO-VQ)(VO +V ) and	 s = ^ (11CU)
CONSTANT
JV0(VI,max+VD V )(Bmax BR)
FREQUENCY:
( FQ) PO,max	 1,.	 TVO (V I max VO
-V )(^O+VD ) 2
[
(2,
I
Xe,max
=	 1+
V 0	 lc	 V	 VLP	 max	 I	 a +D 
V
0,	 ,m x	 Q
2tonPO,max ( VI, ax-VO-V) and	 G = (3)
CONSTANT
ON-TIME:
=
_
JVO(Bmax . R)
- (TN)
L Xe,max
-
.
_ PO,max	 1+ 1L 	 ton VO (V I max VO-V	
2
Q )
(
(4)
VO	 12 L	 PO max	 J
CONSTANT _ 2toffPO,max(VO+VD) 	 and	 6 _ G (5)
OFF-TIME:
JV (B
	 B )2
0	 R.max(TF) 2
I Xe,max=•
PO,max
VO F+ 172
toffVO(VO+VD) 
l
(6)
LPO ma	 J,	 x
ALL TYPES:
=
VO(Bmax-BR)	 R (7)
(FQ,TN,TF) N {µ }C1+	
12PO,max
CONTROLLER
TYPE
SINGLE-61INDING VOLTAGE STEP-UP/CURRENT STEP-UP CONVERTER (UD)
nT	 ,{,
= 1 PO,max(VO VD)	 and d (1,UD)
CONSTANT
OVO(Bmaz BRFREQUENCY:
(FQ) I	 _ PO,max(VI min+V0+VD-VQ)	 1+ 1
TV0 (V I.min-VQ)2(V0+VD )	 2 (2)
Xe,max	 VO V I,min	 Q ')2LPO max (V I min
+V
 O- 
+V 
D -V
min+VO+VD-VQ)2tonPO,max(VI,	 and d =	 h22h - 1 (3)
CONSTANT
UVO(Bmax-BR)^ON-TIME:
where h = VI,max-V
VI,min- V0
.(TN) P	 (V	 +V +V -V )
I	 =	
0 max	 I,min	 0	 D	 F,^ It
	 V (V	 -V ) 2	 2Qn 0	 I min 4O
Xe,max	 12
VI,minVO	 Q
LP
O,max V I,min+V
0+V	
D_ QI
CONSTANT 2t off PO,max(VI,min+V0+VD-VQ)(VO+VD) and	 s (5)
OFF-TIME: 2
^VO(VI,min-VQ)(Bmax-B R)(TF) 2
P
O,max	 I,min	 0	 D	 + 1
(V	 +V +V -V )
1
toff V 0	 I min-{V	 V )(V0 +V D), 6O
• IXe,max
	
V	 V)	 120	 I,min	 Q
LP	 V	 +V +V -V0,max	 I,min	 0	 D	 Q
ALL.TYPES:
( FQ, TN,TF )
V (V	 =V	 B	 )
N =	 0	 I,min	
)(
 ( max_' R)	 { ^}	 1+	 1--•^—[	 {V/u}
7(	 )
2P	 V	 +VO+VD-V	 uO,max	 I,min	 Q
a
aA
r
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Table 5,1(C) Design Expressions for Single-Winding
Voltage Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter (UD)
F_
ti
ft
Table 5.1(D) Design Expressions for Two-Winding 	 98
Voltage Step-Up/Current Step-Up Converter (2UD)
^; I
F
t
71'
F
4
a
4
s
L
CONTROLLER
TYPE
TWO-WINDING VOLTAGE STEP-UP/CURRENT STEP-UP CONVERTER 	 (2UD)
2TP0 max(V0+VD)-	 and	 a = (1,2UD)
JVO(Bmax-BR)
CONSTANT
FREQUENCY ,max	 0	 D	 1	 0	 D[[!0
	 +V2
	 (V +V )T
	
2
Ipe,max,=
	V	 (Y+ 
V
V	 -V )] + 1	 V +V	 V +
V+V
0	 D
-
(FQ)
0	 I,min	 Q	
L (Y +	 OD	 0P(-y, D+Y	 I,min	 Q
(2P)
V I min'VQ
ISe,max IPe,max	 Y VO+VD
'(2S)
2t
onPO,max[V0+VD+'Y( VI,min^-V)] and.	 d h2^ (3)
JVO (Bmax-BR )
2h - 1
~
where h = V I max-V
VI,min-VQ
CONSTANT
ON-TIME Ipe	
OVI_ VQ )_
	 + 1
	
VO+VD[romax (Y+VO+VD 2 	
' (VI-VQ)ton 2
11-2	 Lp	 VO+VD+Y VI-VQ
(TN)
.IPe,max = IPe at (PO,max'VI,min) or..at (PO,max'VI,max)' (0)
whichever is larger
V -V
ISe-Ipe	 Y VO+VD)
I	 = I	 at (P	 - _,V 	 d or at (P	 ,V	 ),Se,max	 Se	 O,max	 I,min	 O,max	 I,max (4S)
whichever is larger
r - 2t 
off PO,max(VO+VD)	 l+	 VO+VD	 and
'yJV0(B max- BR)2
CONSTANT
OFF-TIME
p	 V +V	 2	 (V +V )t	 2	 (V +V )O,max	 0	 D	 1	 0	 D	 off	 0	 D
I Pe,max	 V {Y+	 ^T- -) ' + ^2
	 l	 ='l
(TF)
V	 I	
L
	 YL	 V +V0	 I,min	 Q J	 P	 J	 0	 D +Y V	 ►^ 'I,min	 Q 6(P)
_	
^I min-V	 _
^Semax- I Pe,max.
	 Y VO+VD
(6S)
_
ALL TYPES
VO('I min-VQ)(Bmax-BR)
	 R
+VO +	
{u} C1+	 1-{J
NP	 2P
O,max Y V I,min
(7p)
(FQ,TN,TF)
Q	 p	 L
NS
 = YNP US)
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Option Descriptions and Design Equations
Table 5.2 for Two-Winding Voltage Step-Up/Current
Step-Up Converter
TION
NO
PTION
DESCRIPTION
MODE
NO OPTION CONSTRAINT EQUATION
NS (VO+VD)
a	 +a NP
YA 2 V I,min -VQ	 VI,max-VQ^[^{VI , mi n+Vl .max-2VQ)(1- 2UA)
A min	 max _U
-- A
1 -	 -
4VI
	
+V	
-2V )2(1-)2-4(V
	
-V )(V-V ) ( 1 - U )
,min	 I,max	 Q	 2UA	 I,min	 Q	 I,max	 Q	 UA (8)
B
amin = UB 1 NSP
= YB =
7
V VO
+^pV 
(L -
I,max	 Q	 B
1)
(9)
NS
NI P— - Y	 -C
-(V0+VD) 
	 (V	 +V	 .2V - V I,max-
V
 I,min
2(V I,min
	 Q	 V IA	 -VQq	 I,min	 I,max	 Q	 UCm_ az
)
G:._a
amax-"'min-UC 1 V
I,max
_V	
-2 (10)
+
- (V I,min+V	 -2V -I,max	 Q
I,min)
-4(V	
-V )(V	 -V )
U 
	 I,min	 Q	 I,max	 Q
1 NS
VO+VD
D
VCEmax U o2 NP
- 
YD UD Vl,max
(11)
1 NS UE_V0
E _
VDRmax UE ^2
_	 _
YE VI,max-VQ
(12)
H a	 = U
max	 H
or
2
NS=
N P Y N
VD+^D__ (-
1 -V
I,min	 Q	 H
1 ) (13)
1J NS = U^P o2 NSP = YU = U (14)
R^ 	
.	 C •+P; a^4' +R1e' SS Vw?C:3.ir'kh.4^.."^y'^ t`^'vu. ''V` 	il`3oi	
...	 _	
_.
 TI +
I
I
Expressions for AWm,max for the Twelve Controller-
Table 5.3 Converter Combinations. Expressions are for Mode 1
operation except for those identified by asterisk (*),
which are for Mode 2
CONVERTER VOLTAGE STEP-UP/CURRENT STEP-UP
TYPE SINGLE-WINDING VOLTAGE STEP-UP SINGLE-WINDING CURRENT STEP-UP
SINGLE WDG. (UD) TWO WDG. (2UD)
CONTROLLER
TYPE
(VU) (CU)
Y = 1; LX = L Y = NS/NP ; LX = LP
CONSTANT'-
FREQUENCY TP0 max(V0+VD 
VI 
min )
---i--	 (15,VU) TPO max (VO+'D)(VI maz y0-VQ)—^-	 '	 (15,CU)
TPO,max(VO+VD)	 (15 ,UD)(15,2UD)
(FQ)
V 
0
V(	 +
0	 I,max	 D Q
V
0
CONSTANT
ON-TIME
t2 (V
	 -V )2
on	 I 'max	 Q	 ( 16) tP	 (V	 V	 V)on O,max 	 I max 0-^	 (16) t2 (V
	 -V )2
on	 I,max	 Q	 (16)
(TN) 2L V0 2L 
CONSTANT t off PO,max (V0+VD V I min)(V0+VD-V) toffPo,max (V0+VD)
+V
	
+V 
D
t off PO ,max(VOVD) (1+ YO-	 ----_^,	 (17)
I,minjQOFF-TIME .
(TF)
_
0	 I,min	 Q	 (17)
(17)
0
0
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102Table 5.4(B) Available Powder Permalloy Toroidal
Magnetic Cores (u =173 '- u=550)
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173	 200	 250	 309	 300	 55e
1 1.01E-00 3.06E 01 J,1f 9+08 3.11E 11 7,599 .0.8 2,67E 01 4,49E-06
1,829'-06 1,64E-05 2,12E 87 4,01E-00 1.83E 07 3.21E-05 1.47E 07
21.99E-96 4.33E 01 4.07E-08 7,70E 01 3,67E-08 3.90E 01 7.04E-00 2.30E 01 8.44E-98
	
2.70E-06	
J.E.
9.00 1.60E 07 7,91E-05 1.39E P7
	 6.33E-06 1.11E 07 0,27E-08 9.27E 06
3 J•02E-P8 4.08E 11 0,66E-06 4,22E at 6.76E-08 3.J7E 01 0.40E-08 2.61E 01 1.01E-07 2.41E 01 19t0E-07
2.93E-06 1,79E-04 1.66E 07 1,20E-04 1.4 4 E 97 9,62E-05 1.16E 07 8..01E-06 9..60E 06 6.87E-05 0.23E 00
	
4 6.40E-08 6.26E 01 7,61E-08 5,42E el 0.60E-08
	 3.61E 01 1.30E-97	 1.97E 01 2.39E-07
	
4.10E-06 2.91E-04 1.53E 07 2.56E-94 1.32E 07 	 1.79E-04 8.09E 06
	 9.26E-05 4.80E 06
5 6.49E-08 6.27E 01 7,59E-08 5,42E 01 6.70E-0A 4.34E 01 1,10E-.07 3,62E 61 1.32E-97 3,10E 01 1.54E-07 1.97E 01 2.41E-01
4,10E-06 2.98E-04. 1.53E 07 2,68E-e4 1,32E 07 2,07E-04 1.06E 07 1.72E-94 8.81E 08 1.48E-04 7,3.5E 06 9.39E-05 4,00E 00
6 1.10E-07 6.22E 01 7.48E-08 7,11E 01 8.65E-06 6.69E 61 I.W-07 4,74E 01 1.30E-97 4,06E 61 1.51E-07 2.59E 01 2.38E-07
9.22E-06 5.06E-04 8.91E 06 4.37E-04 7.71E 06,3.50E-04 6,17E 06 2.929.94- 5,14E Y6 2.58E-P4 4.41E 06 1.59E-04 2,80E 06
7 1.25E-07 6.27E 01 1.47E-07 5.42E1 1.109 .07 1,14E 01 2.12E-07 3,62E01 2 . ,04E-07 3,10E 01 2,97E-07 1.97E P1 4.67E-07
3.84E-06 5.179.-04 1.63E 07 4,99E-04 1,41E 07 7.99E-04 1,13E 07 3.33E+04 9,43E; 06 2.85E.04 0.08E 06 1.8.1E-04 5,14E 06
	
0 t,64E•01 1.00E 02 7.50E-00 0,67E 91 0.67E-OB
	 6.78E 01 1,30E-07
	 3.10E 91 2.AOE-07
	
1.43E-05 7.54E-04 1.02E 06 6.52E-04 6.07E 06
	 4,35E.04 4,05E 06
	 2.37E-04 2.21E 06
9 2.06E-07 1,00E 02 9,42E-08 6.67E 01 1,05E-07 6.91E 01 1.36E-07 5..78E 01 1,63E-07 4.96E 01 1.01E-07 3.16E 01 3.16E-07
1.43E-05 9.48E-04 7.02E 06 8,20E-04 0.07E E6 6.56E-04 4.86E 06 5.46E-04 4.05E 06 4.06E-94 3.47E 96 2.90E-04 2.21E 96
10 . 2.J 8E-07 1,09E 02 9.13E-08 9.47E 01 1.06E-07 7.56E 01 1,32E-07 6.,31.E el 1,56E-07 5.41E 01 1.85E-07 3,449, 01 2.90E-07
1.01E-05 1.09E-03 6.07E 08 9,47E-94 5.77E 06 7.58[ • 04 4,61E 06 6.31E-04 3.06E 06 5.41E-04 3.30E 40 3.44E.04 2.10E 06
	
11 2.50E-071.26E 02 7.199 •00 1.09E 02 0.32E-88	 70E 01 1.04E-0I 7,29E 01 1.26E-07	 8.25E 0t 1.46E-07
2.69E-06 1.151.03 4,7YE P6 9.96E-04 4.07E 06 7
0.
.97E-04 3,26E E6 6,64E-04 2.72E 06 5,69E-04 2.33E A6
12 3.569.07 1.44E e2 7.94E-00 1.24E 02 0.10E-08 9.93E It 1.15E-07 8.20E Ct 1.30E-87 1.09E. 01. 1.61E-07 4,510 at 2.57E-07
3,83E-05 1,64E-93 3,75E 06 1.42E-P3 3.24E 06 1.13E-03 2.591 P.6 9.43E-04 2.16E 06 .,09E-94' 1.65E 06 5.15E-04 1.18E 06
13 7,69E-07 1.89E 02 1.02E-01 1.64E 02 1.17E-07 1.31E 02 1.47E-07 1,09E 02 1.76E-07 9.34E 01 2.05E-07 5.96E 01 3.23E-07
7.12E-05 3.63E-03 2,65E 06 3,14E-03 2.30E P6 2.519.03 1.84E 06 2.09E-03 1.53E 06 1.79E-03 1.3.11 06 1.t4E•03 8,35E 05
149.77E+07 1.94E 02 1.29E-07 1.68E 02 1.39E-07 1.34E 02 1.73E-07 1,12E e2 2.08E-07 9.57E 61 2,42E-07
6,J0E.-05 4.49E-03 3.03E 06 3.89E-03 2.62E E6 3.11E-03 2.10E e6 2.69E+03 1.75E 06 2.22[!83 1,50E 06
10 1.15E-06 2.34E 02 9.65E-08 2.03E e2 1.12E-07 1.62E 02 1.39E-87 1.35E 02 1.67E-07 1.16E 62 1.90E-07 7.36E. C1 3.67E-07
!,1 4 9 . 04. 5,20E-93 2,05E 06 4.50E-e3 1.77E 06 3.66E-83 1,42E 06 3.05E-83 1.111E 06 2.62C.03 3.O1E 66 1.86E-03 6.44E 05
16 S..80E •06 2.61E 02 1.27E-07 2..26E 02 I,47E •0) 1.00E 02 1.83E-07 150E'92 2.20E-97 1.29E 02 2.57E-07 8,20E 01 4.0.3E-07
1,419 .04 0.639.03 1.65E 06 7.479.03 1.61E P6 5,97E-03 1.26E 06 4,40F •0J 1,07E 06 4.27E-0.3 0.16E 96 2.72E.0J S.OJE 06
17 2.34E-06 2,14E 02 1.43E-07 2.37E P2 1.66E-07 1.90E 02 2.07E-07 1.38E 62 2,49E-07 1.36E 02 2.90E+07
1,47E-04 1.08E+621.6)9 06 9.32E-03.1.61E 96 7.46E-03 3.29E e6 6.21E-031,66E 06 5.331.03 9.22E 00
10 4.06E-06 4,12E P2 1.10E-07 3,56E 62 t.27E •01 2.65E 02 1.^.9E-07 2.37E 02 1.91E-07 2.83E 02 2.23E-07 1.291 92 3.03E-07
1.00E-04 1,87E-92 1.13E 06 1.62E-02 0.91E 051.29E-02 7.13E 95 1,00E-02 0.94E 05 9.24E-03 6,09E 05 5.86E-03 3.24E 05
19 4,15E.06 2,92E 62 2.24E-07 2.03E 02 2.59E-07 2.02E 02 3.24E-07 1,60E Y2 3,80E-07 1.44E 02 4.53E-07 9.19E 01 7.17E+07
1,56E-04 1.91E-02 1.87E 06 1.65E-02 1.62E 06 1.32E-02-1.30F 26 1..19E-12 L 00E 96 9.14E-03 0,25E 35 6.01E-03 5.09E 05
20 4.51E-06 3.82E 02 1.43E-07 3.30E A2 1.65E-87
2,94E-04 2.06E-02 1.30E 06 1,80E-e2 t.12E P6
2t 5,40E.66 3.75E 92 1.19E+97 3.24E 02 2.07E-01 2.59E 02 2.59E-97 2,IGE 02 3.11E-91 1.05E 02 3.63E-07 t.10E 02 5.70E-07
2,93E-01 2.52E-02 1.28E 00 2,18E-02 1.11E 06 1.74E-62 6.86E 05 1.45E-12 7.39E 85 1.251.02 0.33E 05 7.92E-03 4.03E 06.
22 5.76E+96
2,94E-04
23 6,09E-06 4
.13E 02 1.64E-07 3.57E 02 1.90E-07 2.86E 02 2.37E-07 2.38E 02 2.85E.97 2.94E 02 3,329-17 1.30E 02.6,22E-67
7.04E+04 2.00E-02 1.13E 06 2,12E-P2 9.01E 85 1.94E-02.7.84E 00 1.629.02 6,54E 65 1.36E-02 0.69E 05 8.016.03 3,571 05
1 1.05E-03 4..53E 02 2,37.E-07 3,92E 02 2,74E-07 3.13E 02 3.42E-91 2,61E 92 4,t1E•07 2.24E 92 479E-07 1.42E 02 7.539.07
1.27E-04 4 ,95E-02 1.061 06 4.20E-02 9,11E 03 3.36E-02 7.34E 05 2,099.92 6.11E 65 2,46E.02 5.24E 05 1.53E-82 3.33E 05
28 1 8 56E-05 6.35E 02 2.50E-07 4.63E 02 2.90E-07 3.70E 42 3,62E-01 3,06E 02 4.74E-Q 2.04E 92 0.97E-97
6.11E-04 7.17E-P2 0,75E 05 6.29E-02 7,57E 05 4.96E-12 6,06E 05 4.33E-02 0,05995 3_8!!.92 433E 05
26 1.599-95 5.66E 92 2.14E-07 5.07E 02 2.47E-02 4.06E 02 3.19E-07 7,70E 62 3.79F , 17 2.09E 92 4.321.67
7.621 • 04 1,379.02 7,799;00 6.349.02 6,74E 05 6.87E+92 5.79E t5 4.22E-02 4.49E 95 3.029:62 3.85E 65
7 2,061.65 6.08E 02.2,20E-07 5.69E 02 2.04E-07 4.60E 02 3.17E-07 3.79E 02 3.61E-91 3.251 9t! 4.44E-11
9.469.64 9,86E-62 6.94E 05 6.22E-02 6.00E 05 6.57E-02 4.86E 95 5.46E-C2 4,09E 95 4.66E-12 3.47E 95
26 2.141.80 4.94E 02 4,63E-07 4.27E 02 4.68E- 	 3,42E 02 9.82E-07 2,13E 02 8.99E-61 	 2.44E I,9 0.16E-11
4,27E+04 9.6JE•Y2 1.16E 06 8.59E ►02 1.99E 
Al
06 0,49E-92 6.01E 05 5.07E-92 6.07E 65 4,891x.92 0.72E 05
It 3,04E-15 9.26E 02 1.92E-07 1.16E 02 2.28E-07
1,82E-83 1.63E-01 5.94E 05 1.37E-01 4.26E 65
38,7.20E-00
2.43E-9J
31 6 0 961.95 1.13E 03 3.301 .67 9.99E 02 3.98E-97
2,43E-63 4.099.91 4,73£ 95 3.54E-91 4.09E 05
32 1,71E-64 1.53E 43 3.56E-07 1.32E 03 4.04E-67
4.661-13 .,15E+1t 3.26E 95 1.66E-01 2.83E 1E
L .....	
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Chapter VI
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH
6.1 Conclusions
The research reported in this dissertation provides the designer
with useful analytical guidance and practically usable procedures for
designing the energy-storage reactors for a group of widely used do-to-dc
converters. Two methodical approaches are presented which eliminate the
conventional cut-and-try design process. One of the approaches is based
on time-domain analyses of the converter circuits, and is well-suited to
computer-aided desi gn procedures. The other approach is based on the
energy transfer equations for the reactor and it depends on a specially
constructed table of magnetic core characteristics. The design calcu-
lations of the latter method are easily made on an electronic pocket
calculator.
-Chapters II and III present steady-state time-domain analyses of
the converters which lead to the relationships and procedures for designing
	
f	 the energy-storage reactors for twelve controller-converter combinations.
	
li l 
1	 The design relationships are presented in tabular format so that they can
be readily used to design practical energy-storage reactors for the various
converters. The desian procedures have been automated in di g ital computer
programs to demonstrate the feasibility of computer-aided design of such
reactors. 'The presence of two windings on the reactor of the two-windinn 	 ^:<
(103)
	
r:;
I
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converter configuration described in Chap-ter III provides an additional
design freedom which is not available in sin gle-winding-converters. By
utilizing th i s extra freedom, ten design options are developed to permit
customized design of this configuration with respect to particular perform-
TV
ance characteristics.
In Chapter IV, the converters are analyzed from an energy point of
IS
view. This analysis provides new insight into the energy transferring pro-
cess in the converters and leads to a lower-bound condition on the volume of
workable reactor cores. Applying this theory to design, use of -this 'lower-
bound condition leads to a simple and easily used screening rule for select-
ing candidate cores from the population' .of available cores. Using the lower-
ax	 bound condition in another manner, a comparative evaluation of the various
controller-converter combinations is presented. The results of this evalua-
all,
tion provide the designer with information useful in the process of selection
of a controller-converter unit from among the various possible combinations.
Making use of the screening rule for workable cores and a specially
constructed table of core characteristics, Chapter V presents the second
approach for designing reactors for dc-to-dc converters. The most important
features of this approach are the straight-forward method for identifying
workable cores and the simplicity of the design procedures. With several
relatively simple calculations, a workable core can be selected from the
special table of core characteristics and the number of turns and the wire
size can be determined. This approach does not yield as much information
on the predicted performance of a converter as the time-domain approach does,
but it does provide the designer with an easy method to quickly reach a
workable design, and is particularly useful when the design is to be made
by hand calculations or with a calculator.
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Although the magnetic cores used in the examples throu g hout the
dissertation and the special table of core characteristics provided in
Chapter V are for powder permalloy cores, the design equations and procedures
presented are independent of core geometry and magnetic material used and it
should be possible to extend them to other geometries and materials. It is
believed that the analytical guidance presented in this dissertation enables
a better understanding of the converters discussed and the design procedures
presented can significantly reduce the time and the effort required to design
the energy-storage reactors in do-to-dc converters.
6.2 Suggestions for Future Research
Two particular areas for future research have su go ested themselves
durino the course of this research effort. The first area is concerned	
A
with a configuration of a type of do-to-dc converter 'in which a tapped
inductor, acting as an autotransformer, serves to store and transfer enemy
in the circuit [12,13]. The circuit operation of this type of converter	 j
is 'somewhat similar to that of the two-winding voltage step-up/current
step-up converter configuration described in this dissertation. It is	 a
suggested that the design concepts presented here be investigated for
applicability to the tapped-inductor converter configuration.
Secondly, in this dissertation, all of the design procedures require
that the converter must operate in Mode l at least at the design operatin g	i
point in the output-power/input-voltage operating range. It recently has
been reported that the dynamic response of energy-storage converter is
improved if the converter operates in Mode 2 [14]. It is suggested that
the-advantanes and disadvanta ges of operation of a converter operating
entirely in Mode 2 be investigated and that an analysis from which desi gn	 a
1k to
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Y
equations and design procedures for an all-Mode. .2 converter operation be
? attempted.
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APPENDIX A
LOCATING B	 AND B	 FOR THE
..o	
B,max	 A,min
TWELVE CONTROLLER-CONVERTER COMBINATIONS
The converter output power and input voltage conditions for which
BB,max and BA,min occur are evaluated for the twelve combinations of con-
verter and controlller. 	 The nine single-windingions are considered combin ations
3 in Appendix A-1, where the equation numbers corresponds to those in
Chapter II.	 The three two-winding combinations are considered in Appendix
A-2, where the equation numbers corresponds to those in Chapter III.
Appendix A-1
k Voltage Step-up Converter with Constant Frequency Controller
f
MODE 1,	 (12,VU)(13,VU)
aBB	uN(VO + VD - VQ)
0	
-	
^^--R_ =- VQ-j— > 0 under assumption (5) in Chapter II.
q r Therefore, BB increases monotonically with PO:
aB
B	 -uNP 0 (V 0 + V D - V )-	 Q57-
I	 z O (V I - VQ)2
T(V0 + V 	 - V I )	 T(VI - V
t
i.
IT"M
y
r	 .
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The average inductor current I X
 is greater than or equal to half of
the inductor current excursion [k(BB - BA )/2u N]
r
PO VO
 + V  - V 
	
> PT(VI - 
VQ)(V O + V  - VI)
3	 --- —_ VQ	 _ 20 A(VO + VD - VQ)
or
uNPO(V0 + Up - VQ )	 T(V I - V )(V 0 + VO
 - VI)
-'-7f'PO
 (VI =—VQ  ^ >_
	 2	 0 + p - V Q	 '
Hence, the sum of the first two terms of the expression for aB 6/9V I is zero
a
1
f
r
.x
or negative. Therefore, when the third term which is negative is added,
a6 /aV is less than zero, and B	 occurs at P	 and V6	 I	 B,max	 O,max	 I,min'
j
aBA uN(VO + VD  UQ)
DT--
— 9
	
0.
0	 0 I - Q
Therefore, BA increases monotonically with P09 and the minimum of B A with
k	
respect to 
PO 
occurs at PO,min'
The cubic equation in (13, VU) is obtained by setting
v
i(aBA
	
	
= 0.
P = P
0	 O,min
At the real root (or roots) of the cubic equation, the curve of B A versus
V I on the 
PO	
PO,min plane has a local extremum. Since there are sign
changes in the coefficients of this cubic equation, there is at least one
positive real root. But, for the range of VI > VQ,
_	
4
a
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a BA	2u NP	 (V + VD - V )
^- Vf)	
0 
min O
ZV (V - V )	 Q
P O	 PO,mi n
	
0 I	 Q
`	 +	 T	 _	 > 0.
x	 ^^ 0 + Vp	 Q
The curve of BA versus V I on	 the PO = P	 plane isO,m i n thus concave^
upward for the range of V I > VQ .	 Hence, there cannot be more than one
positive real root for this cubic. Thus, there exists one and only one
z-- positive real root, say V R , for this cubic, and at this root, BA has a local
minimum because of the concavity of BA(VI)P	
= P	 Therefore, if
^- 0 O,min.
V I,min < V 	 < V I,max, BA,min occurs at V I = V R . If VR < V I,min, BA,min
' occurs at V	 sinceI,min, B	 must increase monotonically withinA the inputo;
voltage range, due to the concavity of B A (V I ) PO
If
= P O
V	 > VR	 I,max,
,min'
p
BA	 occurs at VI since BA must decrease monotonically within the in-min max,
put voltage range.
MODE 2, (26,VU)
aB B	a-BB
x	
Apparently, -,.T- > 0; ^-- < 0. Therefore, BB,max occurs at PO,max anda	 ;;
VI,min.
Current Step-Up Converter With Constant Frequency Controller
TZ
MODE 1, (12,CU)(13,CU)
aB
«m,i
akN - > 0F0.
	 0
g	 a B	 T V + V 2
2N A(V I + VD
 VQ)
1	 ^.4
r
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Therefore, B B
 increases monotonically with both P O
 and V I , and 
BB,max 
occurs
at 
PO,max 
and 
VI,max'
aBA 	 aB6
2^ - 	 >0
aB	 a6A___	 B 1r
`0.
Therefore, BA increases monotonically with PO , but decreases monotonically
with V I , and 
BA,min occurs at PO,min and Vl,max'
MODE 2, (26,CU)
t
DB
a
0^
> O +
From (26,CU)
xY
...E
a
2uTPO (VI - VO - VQ )( V0 + VD)BB = BR +	 Q	 O	 I+	 D-	 Q
2uTPO ( VO + Vp)	 VO + VD 9-
B	
+	 l
R	
Iv +^D^Q
aBB
Apparently,	 -— > 0. Therefore 
BB,max
occurs at 
PO,max 
and VI,max'
Vol tage Step-up/Current Step-up Constant
)
frequency Controller
MODE 1	 (12,UD),	 (13,UD)
aB6__ + V+ V D0(V I 	 O - VQ)I ^- -
0
> 0.V	 _
0	 I	 Q
Therefore, BB,max occurs
atPO,max'	 By argument similarto that in case
i
(12,VU)(13,VU) for (aB /aV
B
), B	 occurs at V
I	 B,max
	 I,min
	 s
le,
BA 
=
'BB
-'r-  -o 370- >
' 
'A ": 
-1" '0 ( '0 + 'D)
971" kVO(VI - V Q
T(V 
0 + V D 
)2
2
2N A (V 1 + V 0 + VD- VQ)
Thus, BA increases monotonically with Poll but decreases monotonically with
V I , and B A,min occurs at P O,min and V I,max*
MODE 2,	 (26,UD)
3B	 DB
B B> 0;	 0.	 Therefore, B	 occurs at P	 and is independentB,max	 O,max
0	 1
01
of V I.
Voltage Step -Up Converter With Constant On-Time Controller
MODE 1,	 (16,VU),	 (17,VU)
aB	 IIN (V	 + VB	 0	 D	 V Qap	 > 0.-	 kv	 V0	 0	 Q
By argument similar to that in case (12,VU)	 (13,VU) for (DB B/ ' Vd' B B max
11 ^a occurs at V	 and from the relationship above must occur at PI,min	 O,max*
DB A	 aB B >
77	 TF--	
0
0	 0
aB	 I' NP	 tA	 ON + V D - VQ	 on
-2W	 0.I	 kv O(VI - 
v 
Q 
)2
Therefore, B A,min occurs at P O,min and V I,max*
MODE 2, (30,VU)
Therefore, BB,max occurs at Vl,max and is independent
Current Step-up Converter With Constant On-Time Controller
MODE 1, (16,CU) (17,CU)
Thus, BB,max occurs at PO,max and V l,max ; BA,min occurs at PO,min and VI,max'
a BB -	 a BB
= - 
0;	 > 0.
of PO.
i
.i
. I
}
ir
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.r
4
g	
k
tl
f
a BB
a BB
avi-
aBA
3B  _ uN , 0
ton
2W > 0
- ton < 0.
MODE 2.. (30,CU)
aB	 aB
= 0;	 > 0.	 Thus, BB,max occurs at Vl,max and.is independent of PO.0	 I
}
Voltage Step-up/Current Step-up Converter With Constant On-Time Controller
MODE 1, (16,UD) (17,UD)
96g - uN(V I +VO +V D - V )
ZV
Therefore, B	 occurs at P
	
B,max	 O,max
A	
,
a66^	
_ _uN PO
	
(V
 0 + VD)	 ton+
^) PO
 P	 PN (V V )2
	
O,max
	
0 I	 Q
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a 2BBl 	 2uNPO max (V 0 + VD)
3VI II P 0	 O,max= P	
ZVO(VI - VQ)
So, the curve of B B versus V I on the PO = PO,max plane is concave upward,
and 
BB,max 
occurs at one of the extremities of the V I ran ge, i.e., at
VI,max or VI,min'
> 0
aBA_aBB
^-- - a-^-- 
aBA 
_ -uNPO (VO + VD)	
ton
<0
QVO (VI _ VQ) 2 - 2U
Therefore, 
BA,min occurs at PO,min and Vl,max'
MODE 2, (30,UD)
aBa6
B57—
 
= 0; 	 > 0.	 Thus, 
BB,max 
occurs at VI,max 
and is independent of
PO.
Voltage Step-up Converter With Constant Off-Time Controller
i MODE 1, (20,VU) (21 VU)
w	 ^
-	 > 0
570- 0 I 
_
Q
	
a66 _ uNPO (V0
 + ^D	 V Q ) _ ton 0.
V
I^.
I	 kVO(VI - VQ)2
BB increases monotonically with P 09 but decreases monotonically with VI.
Therefore B	 occurs at P	 and Vr,	 B,max	 O,max	 I_,mi n
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aBA 	 aBB
 ' 0'
i
	 Therefore, 
BA,min occurs at PO,min'
	
aBA
	-u NPO,mi n (V0 + VD - V) + toff
	
I	 PO	 PO,min	 9,V001I - VQ)
{
	a 2 BA
	2uNP0 min(V0 + VD - VQ)
	
I^aV I
	
P 0 = P O,mi n	 ZVO(VI " VQ)
4
> 0 for V I > VQ.
i	 a
Thus, the curve of BA versus V I on the PO
	 P
O,mi n plane is concave upward.
4	 -
The positive root V R , found by solving the quadratic equation ob-
tained by setting
^	 ae
( A) 	 o,
I	 PO	
PO,min
gives the location of the local minimum for B A . By argument similar to that
for (12,VU)(13,VU) concerning the location of B
	 with respect to the in-A,min
'	 put voltage range, if V 	 < V < V	 B	 occurs at V = V	 IfI,min	 R	 I,max' A,min
	 I	 R
occurs at V	 . If V > V
	 B
^R ` V I,min' BA,min
	
I ,min	 R	 I,max' Amin occurs at
V I ,max'•
MODE 2, (34,VU)
From (34,VU) i
1H
116
R	 uAN2P0( VO + V D - VI)
TR -toff +
	 kV (V
	 V )2 w0 I - Q	 z
"•t
t	
PAN2PO N + V D .-  VI) 2	 2
z
	
+
T[toff
	 ZV+	 )	
- 4t off
0
(V 
I - V Q
aT	 DT
f	 n> 0;< 0a
170 	 I
P
41	 A-	 uTR (VO + VD - V I )	 2uP0(VO + VD	 VI)	 1	 aTR
_	
2zAVp 0	 +	 0	 2 T• ap
R	 $atY. >0
9B
k	 '^	 Similarly,< 0
DVI 
 
s
r'	 ;
Thus B	 occurs at P	 and Vw	 B, max	 O,max	 I,min.1
a	 t
4	 3
`	 Current Step-up Converter With Constant Off-Time Controller
y	
MODE 1
	 20 CU (21,N)
agB	
a A	
uN
	 0a p Ip
aB6 _ aBA -
^,
7,-- -57j-
Therefore,
 
B	 occurs at P
1 B,max	
O,max' and is independent of V I , 
and BA,mi`n
occurs at 
PO,min. and is independent of VI.
I
T
77 :
i	
I
ter;
Mode 2, (34,CU)
From (34,CU )
T = t + u AN
2 P 0 (V O+V D )
R	 off	 0 I -
 O Q	 I+ D - Q
uAN2PO(VO+VD)	 2
+ r toff +	 - -	 +	 J -t2offL	 O I 0	 I DQ	 Q
aT
^? 0
0
By argument similar to that for (34,VU ),
aB
0.
111-0
aB
The sign of W- is undetermined. Thus it can only be concluded thatI
BB,max occurs at P O max'
i
E
Voltage Step-up/Current Step-up Converter with Constant Off-Time Controller
Mode 1 (20,UD), (21,UD)
a BB a BA	 u N (V I+VO+VO-V ) 0
R
0	 0	 0 I - Q
aVI I
	
QVO(VI-VQ)2 0
Thus, B	 occurs at P	 and V	 and B	 occurs at P	 andg ,max	 O,max	 I,min
	
Amin	 O,min
Vi	 I,max'
Mode 2
i
From (34,UD )
PAN2PO(VO+VD)
TR toff + Up -V)I Q
uAN2PO(VO+VO)
	
t2
+	 t +
	 off	 ioff ) 2xVO(VI-VQ
}
i
^F	
J
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a	 a TR 	aTR
g	 a	 >	 o
	
r;	 0	 I
aB	 aB
r	 Thus - > 0 and	 < 0	 F0	 I
Therefore, BB,max occurs at PO,max and VI,min'
v
Appendix A-2
Two-Winding Voltage Step-up/Current Step-up Converter With Constant
Frequency Controller.
R
Mode 1, (12,FQ) (13,FQ)
a66 	 u	 NP (U O+VD )+N S (V I -VQ ) >
0
'Tro 	 0	 I- Q
aBB 	uP ONP (VO+VD )	 (V0+VD)2TNPr	 _
	
1	
kV (V -V)	 + 2A[N . (V -V )+N (V +V )]
O I Q	 S I Q	 P O D	 y
-	
_	 +	 -uP0	
+	 (VO+VD)T
LRV V -V	 2A[N (V V) N (V	 )]
`	 0( I Q	 S I Q	 P O D
.	
5
For Mode 1 oep ration, the average flux density [(BB+BA )/] is greater than
11.
	
of equal to the sum of BR and half of the flux density excursion
[(B B )/2]. Using (12,FQ),
uP0 N P (V^+V D )+NS(V I -V Q )	 (VO+Up)(VI-V )T
I -	 >— LN1 P + D + S V I-T
 Q	 2A
	
ry	 r
PP
	 (VO+VD)T
or 
QV0 (VI-VQ	 2A[NS(VI-VQ)+NP(VO+VD)]2
u..
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I
aBf	
Hence	 B < 0
I
Therefore BB,max occurs at PO,max and VI,min'
aB	 aB
0 =
	
, 0
. k
aBA	 -uP ON P (V O+V p )	 (VO+VO)2TNP (	 y-
'.`	
I	 QV	 (V -V)	 2A[N	 (V -V	 )+N	 (V +V	 )^ 20	 I	 Q	 S	 I	 Q	 P	 0	 D 0j i
Therefore, Boccurs at P	 and VAmin	 O,min	 I,max
Mode 2, (20.FQ)
aB	 aB
^> 0 '	 0
Thus, B	 occurs at P	 and is independent of VB ,max
	 O,max	 I
Two-binding Voltage Step-up/Current Step-up Converter With Constant On-Time
Controller.
Mode 1,	 (12,TN)	 (13,TN)
aB
> 0 apparently.
0
Therefore, BB max occurs at PO max
' 366 _	 up0 (V O+V p )N P 	ton
^I	 QVO(VI-VQ)2^P
aBB	 26 ZuPO(VO+Vp)NP
The sign of ^--	 i s undetermined, but	 --	 ` P O-P O,maxI 
	
/CVI I 3	 0QVO(VI_VQ)
x
So, the curve of BB versus V I_ on the PO-PO,max plane is concave upward, and 
t:
BB,max occurs at either VI,min or VI,max'
t
1-
a 	 a 
_	
> 0
0	 0 
a B A 
	 -uPO(VO+VD)NP ton
-TIQVO (V I -VQ )2 AP
' Therefore, B	 occurs at PA,min	 O,min and V I,max'
Mode 2, (20,FQ)
F aB	 3B
010	 av,
Therefore, BB,max occurs at VI,max and is independent of P0.
L
E	 Two-Winding Voltage Step-up/Current Step-up Converter With Constant Off-
4
Time Controller.
Mode 1	 (12,TF)
	
(13,17F)
.aBg	 aB6
>0 <0
Thus, BB,max occurs at PO,max and VI,min'
r i
aBA	 aBA
> 0'	 ^> 0
Thus, B	 occurs atAmin P	 and VO,min
	 I,max
Mode 2	 (20,17F)
120
e
7
iL
iF
±	 121
aBB
 _	 2uPO(VO+VO) 	 1	 3T 
	
5V
	
ZAV
 0	 27TR	 a V I
From (16,TF) , _solving for T R
NPuAPO(VO+Vp)
	
TR	 toff +	 .-.l^.._.	 t'
~ ^
	 tk
	N2 AP
	 CD 2	 2	 4
	
+	 toff +
	 9 V	 toff
0 ( I -V Q)
	
aT	 aB
Thus, R < 0 obviously , and consequently aV6 < 0
I	 I	 ..
	
Therefore, B	 occurs at P	 and V
B,max
	
O,max	 I,min'
z
x
I
I
r
;
y
9 {
I ^	 ;
tF J
f
^ fR
Appendix B
DERIVATIONS FOR THE EXPRESSIONS.FOR,THE NUMBER
OF TURNS GIVEN IN TABLE 2.3
In this appendix, the sinale-winding constant frequency voltage
step-up converter is taken as an example to illustrate the procedure for
` deriving the number of turns N [Eq.
	 (14,VU) of Chapter II].	 The procedure
f
for deriving the number of turns for the remaining eight single-winding
converters is similar to that of this example and will be omitted. 	 All the
' equation numbers used in this appendix correspond	 to those used in
Chapter II.
ka
{	 y	 <
By setting B- B	 , and the conditions given in
	
(12,VU), i.e.,B	 max
i ! P	 = P	 and V	 = V0	 O,max	 I	 I,min	 in (11,VU) and rearranging the resultant
i^ equation into a polynomial of variable N:
j
f uP0 max (VO+VD-V)	 2	 T(VI min-V )(VO+VD-VI min
N	
(Bmax-BR) N +	 +	 = 0
0	 I,min - Q	 0	 D- Q
Solving for N from this equation:
}
(	 - )^	 QVO V I min V	 2 2uTP0,max
l 2
	 a O,max 0+ D'Q [(
B
,ax R-	 max- R - 	0 D I ,min d
2µTP	
But theBoth roots are positive if (B 	 -B ) 2 >	 0 max(V +V V	 )•
max . R	 R^ 0 D- I ,mi n
smaller root of the two,
r
(122)
1
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u O,max 0+ D- Q	 max R
F
(B--2uTP
max-BR )2- RAVO
'max(VO
+V D-V I ,min)]	 [6-1]
will, to be proved later, cause the converter to operate in Mode 2 at the
point PO
	 PO,max 
and VI = VL,min'_at which the converter is restricted to
operate in Mode 1. Consequently, this root should be eliminated from
4 consideration.
To prove that the smaller root will cause the converter to operate
in Mode 2 at (PO,max' VI,min)' let BA (PO - PO,max' V I	VI,min' N = NO) = BR'
Thus,
uNOp0 max(VO+VD-V )	 T(VI min -V )(VO+VD-VI ,min)
Z 0 I min -V Q
	
0 0
+ D- Qom_
i.e.,	 N _ QVO(VI,min-VQ)	 2uTP0 max (V +V -V	 )	 [B-2]
0 2u O,max 0+ D- Q	 ,	 ~ 0 D I ,mi n
It can be seen from (11,VU) that if N < N O , then BA (PO PO,max' VI-VL,min'
N=N) < BR and, thus, the converter operates in Mode 2 at this condition.
Otherwise, the converter operates in Mode 1 at the same condition. There-
`	 fore, it can be proved that N 2 will cause the converter to operate in Mode
2 at (P	 V	 ) if N can be proved to be less than N	 In order toO,max	 I ,mi n	 2	 0
rr 124
f
'
b ( max - BR)
c o 
2uT
----=
max (V +Vp-V
	
)
0	 I,min
1
r
-
0
`` Using these symbols,
   N	 = a b- 3 b` - c9 2 	(	 ) ^:
and	 N O = a
r Assume N2 < N0 , and check if the result is contradictory or not. Thus,
ter. a(b- 3 b`-c)<aV/' —C—
Since a > 0,	 b- Y'"F <
Squaring 'both sides,	 b2 + c - 2b Vc-- <b2 - c
4
Rearranging,	 Y' c ( Vc - b) < 0
Thus,	 > c < b
f
rRr
a
< b is true because b2 > c, which is required by the fact that N 2 has
to be a real number.
3 Therefore, the result is not contradictory, and thus N
	 < N0
Therefore, N2 will cause the converter to operate'in Mode 2 at
(PV	 ), and should be eliminated. gy a procedure similarO,max	 I,min
	 -
to that just
described, N 1 can be proved to be greater than-N0 .	 Thus, N 1 should be used
to determine the number of turns, as
	 ; given in (14,VU).
t
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Appendix C
DERIVATIONS FOR MODE 2 FLUX-DENSITY AND TIME
RELATIONSHIPS FOR THE TWELVE CONTROLLER-
	 #
CONVERTER COMBINATIONS
I
In this appendix, the voltage step-up converter with the three
types of controller are taken as examples to illustrate the procedures
for derivinn Mode 2 expressions for flux density and time, which are Qiven
in Table 2.5 for single-winding converters, and in Table 3.3-A, B, and C
for two-winding converters. For each controller type, the derivation i
procedures for the other three converter configurations are the same as
that of the voltage step-up configuration, and are omitted in this appendix.
Constant Frequent Voltage Step-up Converter
(26,VU), (28,VU) and (29,VU)
From the Mode 2 waveform of the inductor current i X of the voltage
step-up converter as given in Table 2.4 and from (1,VU)_and (3,VU),
i = 
(V I -VQ )ton	 (+V-VI) ^ ff	 C-1
B	 L [	 ]
The average output current P 0 /V 0 can be expressed in terms of i 6 as [C-2]
I	 below
PO = ^B toff	 [C_2]
^0 --
4
y
(125)
p
t
Thus,
	
	
2POT
i B = T-t-r-
0 off
(V O+VD -V l ) toff __ 2P OT
From [C-1] and [C-3], -'C.'_	
Ol1^to f
2L
Solving toff'	 toff+ D
- I
N2A
	
2
Substituting L = ^—,
	 toff
	
+ V0 0 D- I
[C-4]
[C-5]
[C-5] is the same as (29,VU).
Substituting [C-4] into [C-1],
2P OT(VO+VD -V I ) k
E i 
B =	 _...,..^. ____
IT uNi	 2uTP (V +VD-V I ) 
,
B	 OQ 0  Thus, BB = BR +	 _ BR +	 [C-6]
0
[C-6] is the same as
	 (26,VU). y
From [C-5] and [C-1],
?`3
(V 0 +V D - V I )	 2uTP A0
ffi
=	
-	 +	 [C-7]ton
N	
I	 Q	 0	 0	 D- I
[C-7] is the same as (28,VU).
g
Constant On-Time Voltahe Step-up Converter
p (30,VU),	 (32,VU) and	 (33,VU)
All the equations, fron [C-1] to [C-7], are true for this case
` except the fact that T is a specified parameter for the constant frequency
case but ton is a specified parameter in this case. 	 Thus, BB , T, and
toff need to be expressed in terms of the independent variable ton'
.^..^v.^.,^_.^_._:.^^. 	 ..:. -	 .^;,^..R	 -,	 mss.	 .•..x.^.^:.^	 .,.__,^,._,^.e_.m..^^._:_<. 	
_^,.	 .,^;.^.^^..u^;_-^	 _.^^ .	 ..
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From [C-1], and the fact that B B = B	
b
R + 
µNi ,
ton(VI-VQ)
B B = BR +	 N [C-8]
[C-8] is the same as (30,VU).
From [C-7], solvin g
 for T in terms of ton leads to (32,VU).
From [C-1], solvin g
 for toff in terms of ton leads to (33,VU).
Constant Off-Time Voltage Stet--up Converter
(34,VU), (36,VU), (37,VU) and (38,VU)
In this case, toff is a specified parameter.	 Thus, B6 , T, and
toff need to be expressed in terms of toff'
From [C-7],
N(V0+VD-VI)	 21,TP0A
toff =T -ton=T- V-V	 A /
	V+V -I Q	 0 0 D I
2
Thus, (T
2	 N (VO+VD-V I )	 2.uTPOA	 l
-toff)	 V -
	
^V V +V -( V k—I Q	 0 0 D I
a
i
PAN2P (V +V -V)
i.e., T2 - 2[toff +	
0 0 D 2I "l
	 + toff	 0	 [C-9]QVO(VI-VQ)
Solving for T:
T1, T2
	
T + 3 	 t`
k
uAN2PO(VO+VD-VI)
where T A toff
kVO(VI-VQ)
Since	 (T - toff)2
	
4 
2	
t
off
}
'r
{128
Y	 I
►
Thus, T2 = T - 3T` -t
off ` toff
which is contradictory to the definition of T and toff'
Therefore, the root T2 should be eliminated. 	 Denoting the larger
L.
4	 i
root T l by TR , T = T 1 = TR , where TR is the larger root of the quadratic
[C-9]. Substituting T = TR In [f -6] leads to (34,VU), in [C-7] leads to,^
s (37,VU). And (38,VU) is the same as (33,VU), where the ton in (38,VU)
j is g iven by (37,VU).
G	 t,
I ^	 f
}^
77
i
j
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Appendix D
DERIVATIONS FOR RMS REACTOR CURRENTS AND THEIR MAXIMUM
^x 	The derivations for RMS reactor currents for the twelve controller-
converter combinations are aiven in Appendix D-1, and Appendix D-2 out-
lines the steps for locating their maximum values.
Appendix D-1
Single-Windina Converters
	 -
Mode l
From the waveforms for the reactor currents 
iX diven . in Table 2.2,
IXeo
J	
i^t)dt _	 C J i^t) dt + J i^t)dtl
over over over
	
T	 ton	 toff	 a
fton1 1
where 
	
i^(t)dt	 ^ ( iA + 6 A t)2dt
	ove 	 o	
on
tin
3	 ,
- i 2 t	 + { B-iA 2 ton +	 (^B_iA) t 2
'k.	 A on	 ( ton )	 A	 ton	 on
(i	 i )2C 2 +	 B- A +	 (	 )
=ton iA —--	 1A iB-1A
2
	
ton	 3	 + 1 Ai BI
c	 (129)
3VAVA
130
2	 iA_iB)2
Simi l arly,	 i;^t)dt	 toff 1	 3	 + i BiAl
over
toff
Thus, Il
e 
= 1	 f i2 t)dt + f i;'^ t)dt
X T
over	 over
t
on	 toff
(iB-iA) 2
__.-
a-- ___ + i B i A
(iB +i A) 2_ iBiA
3
Substituting for B
B 
and 'B
A with the approressions qiven in-Table.	 appro iat  expressions
2.3-A,B, and C will lead to the Mode 1 expressions for IXeas given in
Table 2.6-A,B, and C.
Take constant frequency voltage step-up converter as an example,
From (11,VU)
2PNP 0
 
(VU +V
4
 -VU
TBB +B A_ 2B RZV (V V I0 1 - Q
C
NP O (Vev V 2	 T(V VO ) (VD- Q	 I-	 O+VD-VI) 2
and	 (B B (B -B
B_ R ) A R)	
]
_V	 2NA (V +V _V
Q	 0 D Q
P_Q)	 -pTO(v -v	 VVj Q) (V + _ 	
2
O(VO+V V	 VD	 1	 0 D II	 I +Thus,
Xe	 VO (V I -V T_	 TT	 27 IL N AP + -
ON
V 
D
V Q
as given by (39,VU).
ut
k2
= ;7 -7[ (BB+BA 2B R)_(BB -B R)(BA-BR)]
z [l	 1/2
117Therefore, I
xe
=	5(BB+BA-2B R
	
B_ BR) (BA- BR ) I I
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For the remaining eight single-winding combinations, the derivation
procedures are similar and are omitted.
Mode 2
From the waveforms for the reactor current i X given in Table 2.4,
	
IX o
	
i^t)dt = f 
J 
i^t)dt + 
J 
i;^t)dt
= T f
over	 over	 over
T	
ton	 to' f f
r	
J
2	tron i Bt 2	 i2tonwhe
	
i	 re 
J 	
(t)dt =	 ( t ) dt =	 3
over	 o	
on
ton	 2 ,
r	 it
Similarly, 1
	
i ut	
B^-°ff
over
toff +t ^ 	 1/2	 +t,	 1/2
(t
on off )	k(BB-BR) ton- off
Thus, I Xe = i B [-_ _ _ _ 3T - -	 _ --- u- N L----37---
t	 .
tSubstituting B and on Off, by the appropriate expressions givenB ^"T"^
i
in Table 2.5 will lead tothe Mode 2 expressions for I as given in
xe
Table 2.6-A,B, and C.
Two-Winding Converters
r
Mode 1
From the Mode 1 waveforms for the primary current i FV and the
secondary current i S given in Fig. 3.2, the mean square primary current IPe
6	
'`
I2 = 1 ( i2 t)dt = 1	 (i	 + 
A PB-SPA )2dt
Pe T / P	 T S PA	
ton
over	 oton
F;
132
P
„i
=	
ton [(i	 + i 	) 2 - i	 i	 ]PB	 PA	 PB PA
t	 k2
C(BB 2BR)2=	 on	 +BA-
^f	 ( BB-B )($ A	 R-B )]—'
317u	 N P
a	 •r
k
r
Thus I Pe-	 u^['f
t
C(BB+ BA-2 BR ) 2-(BB- BR )( BA -BR )]l
1/2'
CD-1-1] )	 :.
S J
t.
Y toff	 2	 11^2
Similarly, ISe
C 	 ^- [(B
B
+BA
-26R ) 
-
(BB-BR)(BA - BR)I
J
_	 NP	 toff 1 1/2
IPe
tonNS i
#,t ton	 NP('O+'D)- From Eq. (8) in Chapter 3,	
"for-- 	 TS7-77Qff	 TS	 I - Q w-
1	 it
w -NP(VI-vQ)
4 -- Therefore, I mo= IPe	 [D-1-2]
SNIT
{ ^^ Substituting B	 B , and	 t°n in [D-1-1] by the appropriate expressionsB	 A	 T^
given in Table 3.2-A,B, and C will lead to Mode l expressions for I^in
t
Table 3.3-A,B, and C.
a
Mode 2
4
From the Mode 2 waveforms for the primary current iP given in Fig.
3.2,
i.
Imo_ 	 f i2(t)dt
.. over
I ton
t
a
u
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Similar to the procedure for deriving [D-1-1] and [D-1-2],
I _ 9,(BB-BR ) ( tong 1/2
NP(VI-VQ)
and	 ISe IPe	
S O+VD
Substituting B B and t--o^-n- in [D-1-3] by the appropriate expressions riven
in Table 3.2-A,B, and C will lead to Mode 2 expressions for I Pein Table
3.3-A,B, and C.
Appendix D-2
LOCATING THE MAXIMUM RMS REACTOR CURRENTS
This appendix outlines the steps leading to the,output-power/in put-
voltaoe	 conditions at which the rms reactor currents reach their maxima
for the twelve controller-converter combinations. The maximum of IXe (or
I P and I S ) is located by evaluating the partial derivatives of the ex-
pressions for I Xe (or I Pe and IS with respect to P O and V I . For the con-	
4
a	 venience of algebraic operation, the partial derivatives of IXe with re-
spect to P 0 and VI are, for some cases, used to locate the maximum.
i
Single-Winding Converters
Voltage Step -up Converter With Constant-Frequency Controller
Mode 1 (40,VU)
From (39,VU),
A` 134
2	 PO(VO+VD-V) 2 +	 1	 tT(V I -VQ )(VO+VD-V I ) Z
IXe	 ]
-
-C	 O	 I	 4 T2, [	 2	 +NAV	 V-Vu	 ( O	 D	 Q) 1
aI
N > OO
4
ra aI2	 -P2(V +V -V ) 2 	Q 2T2 (V -V ) 2 (V +V -V )2Xe ;.
	
2	 0	 0	 D	 +	 I	 Q	 O	 D	 I
aVI	
^I - QQ	 VI(V I -VQ )	 12u2N4A2(VO+VD-VQ)2
rii J (VI_Vg)2(VD+VD-VI)
Y	 i' 12u2A(VO+UD-VQ)1
By arguments similar to that given in locating 
BB,max 
for this controller-
e ^
converter combination given in Appendix A, for Mode 1 operation,
a
^. .^
PO(VO+VD-VQ)	 RT (VI-Vg)(VO+VD-VI)
C +{
>
 0	 I -	 2Q —	 12UNA(VO+VD-VQ)
„i .r
P2(V +V -V	 ) 2	 R 2T2 (V -V ) 2 (V +V -V )2
Thus,0 	 0	 D	 Q	 >	 I	 Q	 O	 D	 I
j
V^(VI-VQ)2	 1211 N A (VO+VD-VQ)2
2
b ^ aIXeTherefore,	 < 0api
"
'^.
Consequently, I	 occurs at P	 and VXe,max	 O,max	 I,min'
a
r
Mode 2 (42,VU)
aLXe3 >0^	 aXe<0
O	
I
Therefore, I	 occurs at P	 and VXe,max	 O,max	 I,min'
.,
r
rv
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Current Step-up Converter With Constant-Frequency Controller
Mode 1 (40,CU)
From (39,CU)
I 2 = PO + L2	
A
(VI-V0ry )2(VO+VD 2)T2
Xe	
VD	 12u2N	 (VI+VD-VQ)2
t:
PO	 Q2(VO+VD)2 T2	 VO+VD 
2
+	 1-
= 0
	
12u2N4A	 I VD--v
r
i 2	 2
x	 alXe , 0 ;	 alXe , O
^	 0	 I
ti
Therefore, I	 occurs at P	 and VX,max	 O,max	 I ,max *
{
a
h	 Mode 2 (42,CU)
a Xe
	
a
 Xe
	
V I -V O-V _ - V D
+V D,	 ,x	 -- 0 and ^-- 0 since Q--_-^-^-^- 1 V-^--V-
j; 0	 I	 I Q D	 I D Q
Therefore,, IXe,max occurs at PO,max and VI,max'
Voltage Step-up/Current Step- up With Constant-Frequency Controller 	 !
Mode 1 (40,UD)
2a X_ ' 0
0
I
i ail	 V +V	 P2	 V +V	 ^2T2(V +V )2Xe	 0 D	 0 (1+ 0 D )2 +	 0 Dt
-I.	 (VI_VQ)2 0	 V- IrQ^-	 12u2N4A2^1+ VO+VD
^G
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By arguments similar to that given in locating 
IXe,max 
for Mode 1 operation,
@IXe < 0
	
Therefore, I	 occurs at P	 and VXe,max
	 O,max	 I,min'
4	 ^ 	 ^ 	
``
	
Jggf+
	
v Y
	 k	 1
	
^ •	 Mode 2 (42,UD)
	
a IXe > O'	 @IXe < 0
ate' VI
	
Therefore, I	 occurs at P	 and VXe,max	 O,max
	 I,min'
F	 j
Voltage Step-up Converter With Constant On-Time Controller
Mode l (46, VU )
I2 -	 PO (V O+V D -V ) 2+
	
Xe	
l	 kton(VI-VQ) 2
	
]	 2
	
C	 0 V I - u NAQ 
k
r	 @IXe
y
— > 0	 a
	
@IXe	
_2	 PD(VO+VD-V )2
	
^2ton(VI-V )2
	
I	 I Q L VO(V I VQ )	 12u N A
N^
By arguments similar to (40,VU) in locating I 	 for Mode 1 operation,
Xe,max
	
PO (V O
+VD
-UQ)	 Q2ton(VI-VQ)2
	
V O (V I -V) ^	 22Q	 4 _121, N A
@i2
	
..	
Therefore, ^e < 0
	
=k	 F
,
Consequently, 
IXe,max 
occurs at 
PO,max 
and 
VI,min'
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ii
Mode 2 (48,VU)
Xe	 Xe0; –, U-- > 0ap 
0	
U. I
Therefore, I	 occurs at V	 and independent of PXe,max	 I,max	 ol
r3
CUrN?ht'St6p -up Converter With Constant '0n-Time Controller
Mode I (46,CU)
22aI X	 aIXe	 e
0 aTi 1
Therefore I	 occurs at P	 and V
	
X e , m ax	 O,max	 I,,max*
Mode 2 (48,CU)
Xe	 Xe
> 0
ag o
Therefore 
IXe,max 
occurs at V 
Lmax 
and is independent of P
*0
Voltage Step -up/Current Step-up Converter With Constant On-Time Controller
Mode I (46,UD)
Xe
–, Jr— > 0
Guo
2	 2	 2 2
-P
	 (V +V +V v	 voD- 	 O D	 (Vxe	 0	 1	 Q	 tV	 on I-V2	 + 1 k t
^k	
Q
av	 77	 -6 -vTNTA- 2
I	 v 
0	
I-V Q	 (V I-V
2
aI
if	
-fieThe sign of	 can not be determined, but
I	
^-	 x
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a2IXe > 0
aVI
'
Thus, I	 occurs at P	 and V= V	 or V= VXe,max	 O,max	 I	 I,min	 I	 I,max'
s .
Mode 2 (48,UD)
a
^Y.^
a I	 a I 
' ^e>0; ^e=0
Therefore, I	 occurs at V	 and is independent of P .Xe,max	 I,max	 0
Voltage Step-up Converter With Constant Off-Time Controller
Mode 1	 (52,VU)
2	 2
DI	 al Xe'A
jai Xe > 0;
	
< 0
ap0	 vI
+.{ t firs
J
`
Y , Therefore, 
IXe,max 
occurs at 
PO,max 
and 
Vl,min'
Mode 2	 (54,VU)
aTR	 aTR
From Appendix A,--- > 0 and_ ^— < 0
aI
	
DIXe	 Xe< 0 andTherefore	 > 0alTl
Thus, 
IXe,max	
occurs at 
PO,max and Vl,min.
FEE
Current Step-up Converter With..Constant_Off-lrime Contfttler
{
Mode 1	 (52,CU).x
}
3IXe	 aIXe
o;	 = oate'	 aV
•
sx.	 s '	 -e	 ^.,rmz...<.Lz. i+s::i,rirbst%.	 ^a^tcaai^3.Y .^..'Aec^n-u:aeTi.i^iAil'a••• a ••.•r.-• .^. K•• ' • ••:.;•	 ...	 '.-.easdcm.m.ticcuaexw.:.^rl :... - 	 ^,.....r_,	 a. ,«. ........ .... ..	 _
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i
ii
Thus, IXe,max occurs at PO,max 
and is independent of VI.
Mode 2 (54.CU)
From (53,CU), and Eq. [A-1-1] in Appendix A-1,
aT	 aI
> 0 and hence ^ e > 0
0	 0
Substituting the expression for T P given in [A-1-1] into (53,CU), it can
be seen that IXe increases with V I . Therefore, 
IXe,max 
occurs at PO,max
and 
V l,ma' '
Voltage Step-up/Current Step -up'Converter With Constant Off-Time Controller
Mode 1 (52,UD)
2	 2
a 
PXe
0 
> 0; 
av,I < 0
Therefore, IXe,max occurs at PO,max and Vl,min'
Mode 2 (54,UD)
a IXe	 a IXe
0 •	 < 0
}
Therefore, I	 occurs at P	 and VXe,max	 O,max	 I,mi n'
I	 Two4inding Converters
TWO-Winding Voltage Step-up/Current ' Step--up Converter With Constant —
Frequency
Frequency Controller
E
Mode l (24,FQ), (30,FQ)
^F
	9	 _
t
	
4	 ^ti
i
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I
i Pe
{	 a I Pei 0
	
a ,
	
a
	
4..	 M From (23, FQ)
b'
i2 -	 Pp NS
 + Vp+Vp 2. 1 , ^ (Vp+V* ( V I-^ )T .	 2 w Np (^Jp+Vp)	 ` ..Q
-.,	 Pe [V- (^ 1TI
 =^) 	 Tr	 '2
 N V +V +N " I V -V J	 N V +V +N V-VQ ^'P ( 0D ) P S ( P Q 	 P(0 D) S ( I Q)
t 	 y...j
l	 o	 ff t	 ^--- 	 2 —^
	
I	 f1 f
2
	
i	 y	 aft
T0'	 I
fi	 afl	 Pp NS_ Vp+VD 	 1 Y, (V`
- 2 _._ t	 +	 )+
	
I	 aVi	
V0	
VI-VQ	 'ff -uACNp(Vp+Vp)+NpNS(VI-VQ)
P O (V O+U D )NP	 1	 Q(VO+VD)T
VO (VI _^ 2 + 'I'F	 Vp+Vp	 2
:,.	
Q	 uNPA[NS+ VI-VQ NO
	
t
A f3
(V +V )N	 PP	 p	 1	 z(^ +V ) Tppf =	 -	 +3	 V	 VD	 V +V	 2(	 )	 J	 ,,
Q	 uNPA(NS+ -NP)
	 k.IS,vY 	at
. ^	 Bg+BA
For Mode 1 operation, the average flux density 	 2	 and BR.
From (12,FQ) and (13,FQ) of Table 3.2-A,
{
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uP0 (N + V O+V D N) >	 (V0+VD)(VI-V )T	 [D-2-2]
ZVO 
S	 ^ P — 2 S I - +N^-o4VD)TQ	 Q
P	 Q (V +V )T
0	
^
Therefore 0 >
	
0 
D	 2
0	 V +V
2uNPA(Ns+ v -Vr NP)
I Q
l
Thus, f3 < 0 and 
af
of < 0I
aI 2 	a f
Therefore,	 P	 f2)_-	 ( 1 2  _ f
	
2 + f of 1 < 0
awl I	 ail i-  1 W 2
Thus, I e,maxoccurs at P	 and VP	 O,max	 I,min'	 }
Ise:
From (29,FQ)
2 _ PO NS	 VO+VD 2	 1 Q (VO+VD) (VI-Vg)T	 N2(VI-V )	
'
I S 	 VD 1^ + V I V_ + TT L 2 	 J	 NSv-V +N N V+VQ
	 Q)	 S^_i Q ) S P ( 0 D)
f
t
_PO 
2 N
s (VIM V )+NP(VO+VD) +P ^	 NPQ2(VO+VD)2T2	 VI-V
	 l 3
N(	 )	 r V	 I_
0	 S I
_ 
Q	 12u A N S	 LP 0 +V D +NS	 QJ
of	 of
= Q	 = 5
^a
a
—r.
^- z
1
l 1..
1
ec r
t
^
j
LISSA..
trl
T
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af5 _ Q 2 (V O+Vp) 2T2 (VI-VQ)	 l
2	 NP(VO+ p)
I 4u A NSIN V	 +Np(0+V p)	 S V( I -V Q) V	 2N[ P V( 0+V D +N)	 S V( I - Q)]
Q 2 (V O+Vp) 3T2NP (V I -V )2
4u 2A2NS[Np(V O+Vp)+NS (V I -VQ ) 4
af4 	af5
From [D-2-2] , it can be concluded that -
3VI 
+ 57- < 0
aI Se_ af4 af5
Therefore, av— a  + 
-IT
< 0
Thus, ISe,maxoccurs at PO,max and Vl,min'
Mode 2 (26,FQ), (32,FQ)
Ipe: It is apparent from (25,FQ) that
IPe,maxoccurs at 
PO,max 
and VI,min'
--	 I$e: It is apparent from (31,FQ) that
I	 occurs at P	 and is independent of VSe,max	 O,max	 I'
TWO-Winding Voltage Step-up/Current Step-up Converter With Constant On-Time
t Controller
r	 .q
1	
sx	 g^
A
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From (23, TN)
	
N	 V +V	 2	 R(V V)t2	 N (V+V)
I
Pe[[V,
 NP + V I -^ J + 	 I N A onJ	 P PO ODDS IQ 	 u 2	 V +V +N V -VQ
^—	 o f 1	 ^,^ f ___^
2
It can be seen that f, > 0, and f2 > 0
	
t
of	 P	 N	 V +VQ(V V )ton 	+V0 D20 	 S	 D	 1	 IQ ) 1 to  + 0	 ^ +	 -
nll [
-P O (V
VO 0 =T2 uN2A
	 J^  V (V -V )2	 uN2AP	 0 I Q	 P
	
of3
	 f4
It can be seen that f3 > 0, f4 may be positive or negative.
aft _ _N SN P (VO
+VD )	 < 0
aV I 	 [NP(VO+VD)+NS(VI-VQ)J
.	 a2f1	 2P0(i10+'ID)
	 2	 y
--	 f3 •
 VON-10
-- + 2f4 > 0, because f3 > 0.
a I  
	
_ _	 ?	 a
a2f2
	2NSNP(VO+VD)
>0 F@V 	 NP (VOOD)+NS(VI-VQ)]
sm.^..._.PV3zvdnsi iLx2°'.^z'84w,`Yr:	 .xtmw ,^•>..>	 ^i.•^ -• .^. ^"'^°. a •.•-`•.. +.—	 ee.+.l-._	 a .^nez'7i...zme'a,d^r:e:.ru^a u^ snT"^e:va._v
i
k	 '	 '
OUR
a ^^
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• ,
	 a 2IPe - 	a 2f 2	 a 2f 1 	a f l 	a f2
_,	
a V z f 1= 
1	
+
2 a= 2 a Tl I^  •
I	 I	 I
a2f2 	 1a2f	 aft,
- f 1 a---^ + f 2 a--- + 2 ^— f3  4
	
I	 I
aft 	aft	 a
2f 1 	 a 22 	jFrom the signs of f 1 ,f2 , f39 f45 Tr , --- , 
a V 2 and 
a---^ as described,
	
I	 I
aI
it can be concluded that if f4 < 0, then -	 < 0. Thus, Ipe'm4opccurs
	
2	
I
z	 a
a
at P	 and V	 If f > 0, then	 Pe >0. Thus, I	 ccurs atO,max	 I,min	 4 —	 a^!'f	 Pe,ma^I
`	 P	 and V = V	 or VTherefore, I	 occurs at P	 andO,max	 I	 I,min	 I,max	 ,max	 O,max
c
 -V	 V	 or V	 ,regardless of the value off .i.	 I - I,min	 I,max	 4
ISe^
aISe(From 29,TN), ^-- > 0i	 0
ja
I2	 N P ( P O ) (NS + V O+V D ) + 1	 (V I -V )3ton2	 1	 3
Se S V0	 VI=^ 'T	 u S
	 P 0+ D + S I" Q
^--- o f 5 _jf	 - o f 6	 T
a2f5
---Z- > 0
DV I
a lf6 _ 6Q,(V I -V )tong	 1t	
a	 u 
S	 P O+D+S L"Q
6k(VI-V 
)?t6h 	 Q(VI"V  3 ton 2	 2NS2	 > 0
u AC NP( V O+V D )+N S( 1,' I -VQ)]	 u S	 [NP(VO+VD)+NS(VI- VQ)J
because the sum of the first two terms is positive and the third terms
y
{	 c
1
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is also positive.
Therefore	
a2I2	 a 2f	 a2f
I	 I	 I
Thus, ISe,max occurs at PO,max and VI = VI,min or VI,max
Mode 2 (26,TN), (32,TN)
Imo; From (25,TN), it is apparent that
aI Pe 	aIP
a 0 ' 0 ' 3V, 0
Thus, IPe,maxoccurs at PO,max and is independent of VI.
I Se From (31,TN), it is apparent that
ai	 ai
> 0 and aV^> 0
0	 I
Therefore, ISe,max occurs at PO,max and VI,max'
Two-Windina'Voltaoe Step-up/Current Step-up With Constant Off-Time Controller 	 l
Mode 1 (24,TF), (30,TF)
I Pe
From (23,TF),
P 2 N	 V +V	 2 k (V +V ) 2t	 2	 N (V +V ) i2_ 0	 S	 0 D	 0 D off l
	
P O DIPe ^...
 L IT +- + 121A2 N2A2 	NP V O+V D + S I-
^V0	 Q 	 P S	 R
2
Thus, it is apparent that a
I
Pe > O and aIPe < I=.
a"-	aTl I —
Therefore, I	 occurs at P	 and V
	Pe,max	 O ,max	 I,mi n'
3
NOUN a
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F	 iy{
Ise,
From (23,17F) and (29,17F)
2 -	 PO 2 NS (V I-V )+N P (V O+V D )	2 (V O+V D )2toff2	 V I V4	 Q
U 9°	 P 0	
NS(VI-VQ) 	 12NSu2A2	 NP(VO+VD)+NS(VI-VQ)
♦ fi
A f 1	 l^ p f2
r^
2 2
af l -	 PO	 NP(VO+UD)
)1 - -(70	
N (V -V )S I Q
u
af3 	 91 (V O+V D ) 2	NP(VO+VD)
a	 12NSu A	 [NP(VO+VD)+NS(VI-V)	
W
Q {
jT.	 Similar to the procedure for deriving [D-2-2], it can be concluded that
of	 of
+	 0. -Thus, ISe.,max9ccurs at PO,max and VI,min'
	I 	 I	 ,
Mode 2 (26,TF), (32,17F)
	
aTR	
9T From (16,TF), it can be proved that -a7- < 0, and yr--> 0. The
	
I	
0
procedure for this proof is similar to that given for the case of voltage
step-up converter with constant off-time controller in Appendix A. From
aTR	al"
(25,TF) and the fact that
	 > 0 and ^- < 0, it is apparent that
	
Dl, O 	 I
a IPe> 
0 and a IPe 0. Thus, I	 occurs at P	 and V
a 0
	 Pe,max	 O,max	 I,mi n'
From (31,17F) and (25,TF)
ri 2P N	 2A,P (V +V )T
I e= 0 P	 0 0 D R
	
S	 WOVS
	
NP2uAV0
ffi
t^
kk... 1	 _.	 _
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aT
R
aTR
I ^
Since	 -	 - >
p
0 and	 ^--< 0 as described above, it is apparent that
I ^
^i g aI
> Oand e<
aI
0.	 Therefore, 
ISe,maxoccurs 
at 
PO,max and Vl,min'
1
9 k
i
d
t 	 ;
l k
i
d
t 	 4
IAppendix E
DERIVATION FOR THE OPTION CONSTRAINT EQUATIONS
GIVEN IN TABLE 3.4
This appendix outlines
equations given in Table 3.4.
prefixed by E, correspond to
need to be reiterated: V l o V
and B2 A Bmax'
the steps leading to the option constraint
All those equation numbers, which are not
those used in Chapter III. Several symbols
I,min' V2 o V I,max' P1 o PO,min' P 2 © PO,max'
[A]	 Duty cycle centered at a particular value UA , Mode 1.
NP(VO+VD)
From (10)1 amax - P 0 + D + S-1 - QV	
(E-1)
and
NP(VO+VD)
(E-2)
	
a	 =
min
	 P O+ O +NS 2- Q
Thus, a
max - UA = UA Amin
i`.e.
	
—	 1 _	 + 1 + ^- 1^ -- 7 = 2U
1+
	
A
NS
p	 S.
	
^--	
0+ D	
a—	 0+ D
Ns
Rearrange into polynomial form of variables n
	
P	 t
(148)_
y
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lia`
(V1-V )( V 11NS 2	 (V1+V2-2VQ)	 1	 NS	 1	 p
(VO+VD )	 P	 O D	 A P	 A
NS	 I
Solve for N— from this quadratic equation.
P
NS 	-(VD+VD )[M ±	 M 2-4 (V i -V)(V2-VQ)(1-) F.-
2(V 1-V)(VQ	 2-V)Q
s R
h
where M o (V 1
+V 2-2V Q ) (1 -)_	 A
Since 0 < UA < 1; thus (1 - u 	 < 0, and the term inside the square root
A
w sign is always positive.	 M may be positive or negative depending on the
J
specification of-UA .	 But,the term inside the square sign sign
^; ? M2-4(V-V	 )(V -V	 )(1	 -	 ) >	 IM)1	 Q	 2	 Q	 UA
is
Thus, only one of the two roots is positive and should be used, that is
(Vn+V D )E-M+ 	M2-4(V1-VQ)(V2-VQ)(1- UrA): 	
4
NS
AP 	 2(V1-VQ)(V2-VQ)
EBJ Minimum duty cycle 
amin = U B , Mode 1
N(V+V)
r!
0+ D
= UBFrom (E-2)
	 °`min	 N	 +P	 0	 D	 S	 2- Q
r
,a
Thus
	 V0^--	 (^ — 1)
P	 2	 BQ
wT.
V
:^
a
rr
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[C] Duty cycle variation = UC , Mode 1
From (E-1) and (E-, a 	 .2)	
max	 min	 U-	 C
4
.r NP kvU+VD)	 NP (VO+VD )
L' hJ+
i.e. = U 
C ..
S	 1 -V Q + .P	 0+ D	 S	 2_ Q + P_ O+ D
I N
Rearrange this equation into a quadratic equation of variable	 and	 4
P
solve
NS
for AS	 similar to that in (A].
r FS
u
P
N" NS 	 0D-( V +V )(Y + Z)
RP	 Q	 2	 Q
where Y Al V	 + V	 - 2V	 -	 V2 - V1	 2	 Q	 ^'
I Z o	 Y2-4(Vi-VQ)(V2-VQ)
The nature of the two roots are discussed in the following:
,I
(a) Y2
 < 4(Vl -V	)(V	 VQ2-Q)
. S
Z is a nonreal number, and there is no solution for N' .P
'
(b) Y2 > 4(V	 )(V
I
Since 0 < U	 < 1,	 Y may be positive or negative depending on the
C
L
specified value of UC.
.;
r;
(i)	 Y > 0
Both roots are negative because Y > L.	 Therefore, no solution	 x'
n
exists.
}
r°
^	
4jk
it
6
i
(ii) Y < 0
Both roots are positive because 'Y) > Z.
Therefore, both roots are solutions.
[D] Maximum transistor collector-to-emitter voltage = UD,
VU Mode 1 or Mode 2
CE, max
	 D
From Fig. 3.1, transistor collector-to-emitter voltage
= P (VO+VD ) + VI.
N S
N
Thus, UD = AP (V O+VD ) + V2
S
Therefore NS = VO+VI)	 }
v`
y.
[E] Maximum diode reverse voltage NDR max = UE, Mode l or Mode 2
From Fig. 3.1, U E = V  + ^ (V2 - VQ) 3	
Y
P
Thus, NS 
= UE-V0
R 7 V
[F] Maximum peak transistor current i
coll. max UP, Mode l or Mode 2
.,(BB-BR)
From fig. 3.1 i coll' . = i PB	 ^^
Q(B2-BR)
Thus, i col l ,max = --	 -- = OF	 i
Therefore,_ NP = 
Q(62-BR)
--^---	
_	 "F
[G] Maximum peak diode current i D,max = UG , Mode 1 or Mode 2
	
k(B2_BR)	
wFrom Fig. 3.1 i	 = i	 =	 -^---D,max	 SB,max
z
I
a152
[H] Maximum duty cycle a
max = U
H , Mode 1 or	 Mode 2
From (10) and ( 18), a
	
always occurs at P	 and V	 no
I,minmax	 O,max
matter whether the converter operates in Mode 1 for the entire ran ep	 9d ^
" or in Mode 2 for a portion -of the range, and since all of the design
considered operates at Mode 1 at least at 
PO,max 
and 
VI,min'	
Thus,
Mode 1 expression for duty cycle (10) should be used. t`
i ry
g
Y
NP(VO+Vp)
.- amax	 P	
0+ 
U + S	
1 _ Q	 = UH
Therefore,	
NS =
	 VO+VO ( l	 - 1)AP	 V =VQ OH
[I] Total number of turns = UI
Y
[J] Turns ratio = U^
f %' N
^ = Ud
P
C
i
a	 E
i
I
1
Appendix F
DERIVATIONS FOR THE OPTION SOLUTIONS FOR
Np AND NS GIVEN IN TABLE 3.5-A,B, and C
This appendix outlines the steps leading to the option solutions for
Np and NS for the two-windin g converter with the three controller types.
Constant Frequency Controller
rom Eq. (35,FQ) of Chapter III^i	 ,
+ V O+V D 	 _ RV O 	_ +	 2 w 2uTP2VD) o
N S	 Q N P 2u^ [B2 BR	 (B2-BR)	 Q 	 K	 (35,FQ)1^	 Q	 2	 0
k
 Solutions for N p and N S for each option are obtained by solving.
(35,FQ) with the corresponding option constraint equation simultaneously..
	
Options [A] , [ B] , [ C] , [D] , [E] , [H] and [J]	 4
For each of these options, the turns ratio N S/N p = Y is given by
the corresponding option constrain equation given in Table 3.4, where the
sub.;cript y corresponds to the design options A,B,C,D,E,H, and J. Thus,
i,	
substituting N S = Yy Np into (35,FQ) and solving for Np , the solutions are
written in 9 eneral form.
K{V1-V)
N =	 N	 NYP	 Y . I -	 +0+D
Y	 Q
(153)
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Option [F]
From Table 3.4 NP 
R (g2_gR)
PUF
F
	
From (35,FQ)	 NS = K - VOtVD _.NP
1 Q
Option [G]
Q(g2-BR)
From Table 3.4 N S
 = --'-'VG---
	V From (35,FQ)	 N p = (K - NS)	
1
V +V0 D
Option [I]
From Table 3.4	 NP + NS = U I
	(F-1)
(VO+VD)
From = K	 (F-2)(35,FQ)	 NS + NP	 V1-VQ
Solve (F-1),	 (F-2) simultaneously for Np and NS.
1Np _ (K - U I )	 +V V -+-V--0V
i
NS = U I - NP
7;1
Constant On-Time Controller
For options [A], [B], [C], [D],	 [ E], [ H], and [J].
7
- = yy 	where y	 = A, B, C, D, E, H, and J
Substitute N =	 N	 into (35 TO	 d	 th	 It	 t	 t'
_.
S yy P	 an	 arrange	 a resu	 an	 equa ion in a
t quadratic form of variable N .P
P.
Yy +	 VO+VO	 N	 _,	 2 (g _g )N	
+ (V10
-V ^t°n _ O
r
I^0 R	 P
Y
r 3
L.'.'
..a
^q
t
J !
F
i
S
v&	 4 y
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NP
 leads to the solution expressions for Np given by Table
im option constraint equation given in Table 3.4,
R(B2-BR)
NP
 = — F
Im (TN,35), solving for NS in terms of NP
 leads to the solution
1ression for NS
 given in Option [F] of Table 3.5-B.
m option constraint equation in Table 3.4,
R(B2-BR)
N S = --PU—
Arranging (35,TN) into a polynomial form of variable NP:
P2 . (VO+VO)NP 2 - (B-B - uP2 N )N + (V IO -V )ton = 0
RNO (VIO-VQ)	 2 R W0 S P	 A
Solving thisquadratic in terms of NS
 leads to the expression for
Np given in Option [G] of Table 3.5-B.
Option [I]
From option constraint equation, N P+NS = U
P Substituting N S =U I-NP
k^
into (35,TN) and arranging the resultant equation in polynomial
form of variable NP.
R- P2 (VO+VO-VIO+VQ) NP 2+ .. U+BR6 )N
:	 P0	 IO- Q	 0
+ (VIO-VQ)ton = 0
ZA
s
i
i
i
st_
i
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Solving this quadratic for N P leads to the expression for N P given
in Option [I] of Table 3.5-B.
Constant Off-Time Controller
From (35,TF) of Chapter III,
uP2(VO+VD) N N + N 2 - (B -B )N S+ jV O+VD ) toff = 0 (35,TF)TVO L^=7Q PS 	 S	 2 R S	 2A
For Options [A] , [B] , [C] , ED], [E] , [H] and [J]
N
For each of these options, the turns ratio S = -y, is given by the
	
P	 y
corresponding constraint equation g iven in Table 3.4. Substitute N =N
P y.Y••-	 S 
into (35,TF) and arrange the resultant equation into a polynomial form of
variable NS*
u^- 1+'	 VO+VD	 2NP2-(,B2-B )y Nyp+ (VO+V)tff 00 C Y^^ y
Solving for NS from this equation leads to the solution for N P given for
these options in Table 3.5-C.
For Option [F]:
From the constraint equation for option [F] in Table 3.4,
..R;(B2-BR)
Arranging (35,TF) in a polynomial form of variable N S
 leads to
uP2 N 2+ uP2 (V 0
+VD )NP - 
( g -B) 
N + (V0+VD )toff 
_ 0`
	
S[ z 0 7V 1.	 2 R I S	 2A
Solving for N S in terms of NP leads to the solution for NS for option [F] in'
Table 3.5-C.
4109
I
a
157,
For Option [GI:
From the constraint equation for option G given in Table 3.4,
{1 Z(B2_BR) I
y
i
`( N S =	 ----^---
From (35,TF), solving for N P in terms of N S leads to the solution for N P for
Option [G] in Table 3.5-C.
For Option [ I]
From the constraint equation, N +N =UP	 S	 I.
S
Substituting NP=U I -NS into (35,TF) and arranging the equation into
a quadratic equation of variable NS leads to
PP 	 2+	 uP2(VO+UD)	 (VO+UD)toffNS N -B +B
1.zVO(VI-VQ
	
P	 2	 R,
N +	 = O
S	 2A
;
Solving for N S in terms of N P leads to the solution for NS in
` Table 3.5-C.
i
y
it i
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r.
R
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Y
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Appendix G
DERIVATIONS OF EXPRESSIONS FOR oWm
The expressions for A% for the various controller-converter combi-
nations given are derived in this Appendix. By definition, A14m is equal to
the difference between the maximum energy and the minimum ener gy stored in
the magnetic core during a steady-state operating cycle. The amount of
energy stored in the converter core increases with time during transistor
on-time, reaching its maximum at the instant when transistor is turned off
it then decreases with time until it reaches its minimum value. This value,
which may be zero, is the energy stored at the instant when the transistor
is turned on again. Thus, oWm is equal to the total energy flowing into
reactor during transistor on-time or the total energy released from the re-
actor during transistor off-time. In other words, for single-winding con-
verters,
oWm = / iXvXdt = - 1 i X vXdt	 (0-1)
ton	 toff
For two-winding voltage step-up/current step-up converters,
oWm	
f 
i pvpdt = - f i Sv Sdt	 (a-2)
ton	 toff
Using these two equations, the followin g
 derivation will be divided
into three sections, according to converter configuration type.
	
s
(158)
{i
159	
R
(A) Single-Windina Voltage Step-Up Converter
From Eq. (G-1), oWm = -	 i XvX dt
	
4 4f
	
toff
	
y	 During t
off v X = -(vo + V D - V I ), where v 0 is the total output voltage.
Since the ripple voltage is smallsmall compared to the average output voltage
V09 A
m
 = (VO + V D - VI) 
1 
ixdt. Referring to Fig. 2.1,
	
g,, x	 toff
POT
i Xdt = f i Ddt =	 i Ddt =	 (i C+io)dt =	 iodt = - T
toff	 toff
where the second equality is true because i D = 0 during ton , and the
fourth equality is true because the integration of capacitor current over
a complete switching cycle is zero.
TP(V +V -V )
Thus, oWm =	 0V-^ I	 (G-3)
0
From Chapter II, T can be expressed in terms of controller time parameters
as follow.
Constant-frequency controller with T specified,
Mode 1 and Mode 2: T = specified value i`'
ti	 Constant on-time controller with t on specified,
1
	Mode 1: T =
(V
O + VD-V )ton	 [from (8,VU)]
	 (G-4)0 + D W I
(V I - V )2VOQton2
Mode 2: T =— [from (32,VU)]
2(V0 + VD - V I )P&N A
Constant off-time controller with toff specified,
160
NO +	 -	
toff
V U
Mode 1: T = —
	 [from (9,VU)]
	 (G-5)
I	 Q
Mode 2: T = TR , where T  is the larger root of quadratic
T2
 - 2[t	 + u
	
)
AN2PON + VD - V I )] T 
+ t2
off - OR	 off	 ^,VD(VI
	 V	 R Q	 r
[from (36,VU)]
Substituting the appropriate time relationships given above into (G-3), the
pp" corresponding expressions for AWm
 can be obtained.
Single-Winding Current Step-Up Converter
From (G-1),
r	 r
r` o4Jm =	 f i X vXdt = 
1
i X (V I -v G- VQ )dt	 (V
J
i Xdt -6 )(G )
ton	 ton	 ton
oWm = - 
J	
i X vX dt =	 (i X (v O+VD ) _ (VD+Vp)	 i Xdt (G-7)
toff
	
toff	 toff
From (G-6),
	 (G-7), and (G-1),
(V I -VG-VQ )	 I	 i Xdt =	 (V0+VD) 
J	
iXdt
t	 t
on	 off
POTand	
J	
i Xdt + I i Xdt =	 i Xdt = (i C + i 0 )dt = I i0dt = v0
O
(G-9)
on	 toff	 T
Treating
	 i Xdt and	 i X dt as unknowns, and solving for the first integral
ton	 toff
using (G-8) and (G-9),
'x
4
r	 X	
(V0+VD)P0T
J idt	
"+I D Q 0
ton
TPO(VI-VO-VQ)(VO +V D)
From (G^) and (G-10), ol^ _
I+ D - Q 0
As in the case of voltage step-up converter in (A), the expressions for	 ``' s
oWm for various cases can be obtained by substituting appropriate time re-
lationships for T in (G-1). 	 These time relationships, which are different 	 4
from those given in (A), can be obtained from Chapter II, and thus, are not
repeated here.
s	
M	
``
1
(C) Single- and Two-Winding Voltage Step--Up/Current Step-Up Converters
The procedures for deriving oWm for these two configurations are
similar to those for the voltage step-up converter given in (A), and are.
omitted. The time relationships between controller time parameters can be
obtained from Chapter II for single-winding configurations,and from Chapter
III for two-winding configuration.
A R	 !
^f
rIr
Y
+I^
+I
I'	 b+
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APPENDIX H
JUSTIFICATION FOR USING THE MODE 2 ENERGY RELATION-
SHIPS FOR CALCULATING 
Alm,max Ih EQUATION (5,19)
FOR CONFIGURATIONS TNVU, TNUD AND TN2UD
Examination of the relationships given in Table 4.1 for (3alm/3PO)
and OAWM A V I ) in Mode 1 and in Mode 2 for the three controller converter com-
binations TNVU,, TNUD and TN2UD shows that, independent of mode, AV^ either
increases with an increase of P O or it is independent of PO ; and, similarly,
A% either increases with or is independent of V I .	 It follows that, whether
the converter is	 operating in Mode l or in Mode 2, the maximum numerical
value for oWm is obtained by using the extreme operating-range condition of
P O - PO,max and VI	 Vl,max'	 It will be shown that, for these three ex-
ceptional controller-converter combinations, Mode 2 equations yield the
larder value for AW 	 at this extreme operatin g point.	 Consequently, Mode 2
equations evaluated at the point (PO,max' VI,max) are used for A%,max when
evaluating the parameter 6 which is the right side of inequality (5,19) and
the parameter used in searching the special table of core parameters-. 	 The
F
TNVU configuration will be taken as an example to prove this assertion.	 The
i
i proofs for the other two cases of TNUD and TN2UD are similar and will not be
G	 : given.
The first step in showing that forthe TNVU converter the larger
value of 
o11m,max at (PO,max' VI,max) is obtained with the Mode 2 expression
Y	
(162)
a
f	 i	
163
t
is to examine the Mode 1 expression for B A , the minimum value of core flux
density over a cycle, given by (15,VU) of Chapter II which is repeated here
for convenience
`
	
	
=	
uNPO(VO+VD-VQ)- ton (VI-V) 	 [H-1]Bi i	 A	 B R +	 RO I _ Q	 A
where the total cross-sectional area for a stack of J cores is JA. If the 	 r ^^
'	 converter is operating in Mode 2 at P 	 , V
I,maxIr	 p	 g	 ( O,max	 ) then the Mode 1 value of
BA- BR given by [H-1] evaluated at (PO,max' VI,max) will be less than zero, orI
I
t (VV)	 uNP	 (V +V -V)	 ^+
on I max - Q	 O,max 0 D	 [	 ]
	
L JA	
' Q 0 I ,max
	 H-2
w	 Multiplying both sides by [kton (V I
' 
max-VQ)hN] and recognizing that
I 
L = uN2JA/k gives the result
t2
 V	 -V 2	 t P	 V +V -V	 a
on I,max Q )	 on O,max ( 0 D Q)	 [H-3]	 {
	
2L	 V
I.	 0
From (3,TNVU) Table 4.1, the left side is seen to be the Mode 2 expression
for AV^ at (PO,max' VI,max) and from (1,TNVU) of the same table the right
side is seen to be the Mode 1 expression for o4 at (P 	 V	 ). Thus,
^n	 O,max	 I ,max	 1
it is proved that the Mode 2 expression will lead to a larger value for A"m.
Continuing with the TNVU configuration to illustrate the derivations,
the equation for s given by (3,VU) is derived. Substitution of theleft
j	 side of [H-3], which is the same as the expression for A	 given byhJ
m ,max
(16,VU) in Table 5.3 into inequality (19) gives
V	 __
 
ton (VIsmax_VQ)2
^, 6 d
	
	 g	
-B 2L	
CH-4]
J
^ max R)
Y
..: fat
j
1	 1
-r,
e. 164
where L is defined as above.	 Using the expression for N given by (7,VU) and
Wi
the fact that V = QA, [H-4] can be written as
r
F
y
^^
2t	 P	 (V+V -V ) (V	 -V) 2
on 0 max	 0	 D	 Q	 I,max
V	 >	 '0	 max	 R	 ILmin	 Q	 [H-5]
J 2 ( ) [1 41
	 12P i
Multiplying both sides of [H-5] by (v/P)[l+	 1-u (V/P)]
2
 and taking
the square root of the resultant inequality leads to the inequality
(V)[1 +	 i	 , 2t
on P0,max (V 0 	 D-VQ )(V I,max-V) 	 r-V^	
JV 0	 max	 R	 I,min	 Q
Lettine h = (VV )/(V	 -V) for this case and using the expressionI,max	 Q	 I,min	 Q a
for
	
in (3 ,VU) , [ H'-6] can be rewritten as
rrs ,
¢ Solving for ( V/P) from this inequality,
fl,
,: W {
2	 V_V
V >	 M h
	
= 6, where h =	 I max-
u -	 I ,min	 Q
r "4
v	 z
Ill,
z
I
t .y^
y F.
y
f2
i
i
i
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GLOSSARY OF SYMBOLS
A _ -	
2
cross sectional area of magnetic core, m
Awn = area of magnetic core window, m2 t
Awr = cross-sectional area of wire, including insulation, m2
Awr,P =
cross-sectional area of wire for primary winding, including
i
' insulation, m2
A	 =
wr, S cross-section area of wire for secondary winding., including
insulation, m2
BA = minimum value of flux density during a particular cycle,: T
BB = maximum value of flux density during a particular cycle, T
BA,min = minimum value of BA within operatin g range, T
BB max =
'
maximum value of B B within operating range, T
Bmax =
maximum allowable core flux density, T
3
BR = residual	 core flux density, T
BS = saturation core flux density, T
62 o Bmax' T
"^
u
C filter capacitor for nealigible ripple voltane, F
FW = winding factor, numeric
F	 =
w,max
maximum allowable winding factor, numeric
h = coefficient used in calculating ^, numeric
iA = minimum value of energy-storage inductor current during a
!.
_ particular cycle, A
e
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iB = maximum value of energy-storage inductor current during a
particular cycle, A
is = total instantaneous capacitor current, A
ip = total instantaneous primary current, A
i S = total instantaneous secondary current, A
i PA = m"mimum value of the primary current during the transistor
on time, A
iPB = maximum value of the primary current, A
i SA = minimum value of the secondary current during the transistor
off time, A
i SB = maximum value of the secondary current, A
iPe = primary winding rms current, A'
I
Pe max = maximum value of I Pe within operating range, A
iSe = secondary winding rms current, A
i
I
Se,max = maximum value of I $e within operating range, A
ix = total instantaneous inductor current, A'
IX average value of an inductor current, A
IXe = rms inductor current, A
I
Xe max = maximum value of I Xe Lwithin the operating
.
 range, A
J	 number of cores in stack, numeric
z = mean magnetic path length, m
L = inductance of inductor, H
LP = inductance of primary winding, H
LS = inductance of secondary winding, H
PO converter average output power, W
PO,min = minimum value of average output power, .4J'
PO,max = maximum value of average output power, W
r.
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C
P 1
W
PO,min'
P2 PO,max' Ia
RE = equivalent resistance load, Q
S = core size number, numeric
toff = transistor cut-off interval, s
toff = diode conduction interval, s
t”	 =
off interval when B = B	 or T - t	 - t'	 sR	 on	 off'
ton = transistor conduction interval, s
r
T = period of one conversion cycle, s
' Uy = option constraint quantity, y = A, B, C, D, E, H, or J;
units depend on option
V =
i
kA = volume of magnetic core, m3
V
total = JV = total volume of core stack, m3
VD = diode forward voltage drop, V
' VI = converter DC input voltage, V
V I,max = maximum converter input voltage, V
V
I,min ,= minimum converter input voltage, V
V 1	 'o V I,min' V
V2 o V I,max' V
VIO = VI,min or VI,max' V
VO = converter output voltage, V
1 VQ = transistor saturation voltage drop, V
V  = total instantaneous voltage across inductor, V 	 -
oW	 _M amount of energy transferred by the energy-storage reactor
over a switching cycle, J
o^,max =
maximum amount of energy transferred by core over 'a
switching cycle, J	 y
t
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'max = maximum transistor duty cycle, numeric
min = minimum transistor duty cycle, numeric
y = N S/NP = turns ratio, numeric
Yy	 turns ratio N S/N P for option y wher y = A,B,C,D,E,H, or J,
numeric
d = computed quantity for use in core table search, m4/H
= computed quantity used in calculating s, N and N P , m4/H
n = computed quantity used in identification of windable cores, 1/H
P = uru d = permeability of magnetic material, H/m
un = permeability of free space, H/m
u r = relative permeability, !numeric
{.} = identifier of numerical value for core parameter obtained
from ?able 5.4.
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